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DISPLACED PERSONS AND THE INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE
ORGANIZATION

I. Introduction

This report represents the observations and conclusions of a sub-

committee of the Committee On Foreign Affairs of the House of

Representatives designated and instructed by Representative Charles
A. Eaton, the chairman of that committee, to study the problem of

displaced persons in Europe.
The members of this subcommittee were Representative James G.

Fulton, chairman, Representative Jacob K. Javits, and Representative
Joseph L. Pfeifer. At the members' invitation Representative Frank
L. Chelf, a member of the Committee on the Judiciary (Subcommittee
on Immigration and Naturalization), joined in the investigations and
is associated in this report. References herein to the subcommittee
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, should be understood as including
all these Representatives.

Twofold purpose.-—The purpose of the inquiry made by the sub-
committee was twofold:

(a) To gain a grasp of the problem of displaced persons through
direct observation rather than through secondary and documentary
information.

(6) To gain insight into the functioning of an important interna-
tional operating agency as a living organization coping with concrete
problems rather than the documented abstraction which such an
agency inevitably appears to be when its work comes before the Con-
gress for formal review.

Field study.—The subcommittee members studied the problem in

the field in Europe during September and October of 1947. Part of

the time they traveled and made their observations together to gain
the advantages of group interchange. The rest of the time they
followed separate paths so as to widen their coverage.
The subcommittee, members covered approximately 150 displaced

persons camps in the United States, British, and French occupied
zones of Germany, and in Austria and Italy. Thus they saw the
specific conditions under which some 40 percent of the displaced
persons in these areas live. They interviewed approximately 5,000
displaced persons. In group consultations in their inspections of the
camps they talked with tens of thousands more.
The members of the subcommittee emphasized the practice of mak-

ing unscheduled appearances at the camps and of gaining knowledge
from spontaneous discussions with the camp inhabitants. At the out-
set of their investigation they made it clear to the officials of the Inter-
national Refugee Organization and of the various military commands
that the mission was not to be conducted as a directed tour. It was
the subcommittee's wish not only to see the so-called milk-route camps
which are generally shown to visiting inspectors, but also to visit the
camps located off the usual paths. To insure this the subcommittee
members made it a practice to defer until each morning the choice of
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the camps to be visited on the particular day. In almost every in-

stance it was evident to the subcommittee members that their visits to
the camps were unanticipated by the camp administration and inhab-
itants. The subcommittee members are convinced that what they
saw in the camps was authentic and unrehearsed.
Members also carried the inquiry into Poland and Czechoslovakia,

the first an originating country and the second a transit country for

displaced persons. They sought direct information bearing on the
influx of refugees from eastern Europe, a major factor in the devel-
opment of displaced persons problem in central Europe, and for direct

knowledge of the problems of repatriation.

The members of the subcommittee also made direct personal inquiry
into the situation of former displaced persons now resettled in Belgium
and in Britain.

Headquarters inquiries.—Besides covering the field, the subcommit-
tee also investigated at the headquarters' levels, discussing the prob-
lems with the high and responsible officials of the International
Refugee Organization at its headquarters in Geneva and in the various
occupied zones and in Italy. They carried their inquiries, also, to

the highest levels of the military commands in the occupied zones and
to the staff officers directly concerned with the problems of adminis-
tration of displaced persons.

Discussions and conferences were held also with representative's of

various voluntary agencies interested in the welfare of displaced per-

sons, with American consular officers, and with representatives of

various European governments vitally concerned in the handling of

displaced persons.

Scope of report.—The subcommittee is aware that it here presents

a consideration of the problems as they relate principally to displaced

persons in Europe, more specifically in central Europe and Italy, and
that the scope of its inquiry precludes it from giving an analysis of

the world-wide aspects. Where necessary to establish perspective,

however, the factors obtaining beyond Europe are covered by reference.

II. The Basis and Scope of the Displaced Persons Problem

The issue of the displaced persons is the great moral issue of Europe.
The police states have no displaced persons, .while the democratic
nations and the occupied zones under their jurisdiction have. The
displaced persons constitute the remainder of the forced laborers and
concentration-camp victims of the Nazis, and are those who fled be-

fore the occupation armies of a dictatorship to which they were vio-

lently opposed or wdio fled in legitimate fear of political or religious

persecution from their homelands.
The police states have no displaced persons because, according to

their ideology concerning the complete control of the individual, they
have insisted that every displaced person must return whence he came
even though he is in legitimate fear of political or religious persecution
or will suffer unbearable mental anguish when he goes there.

The democratic nations have said that this is not in accord with
their standards of morality in public policy and that where such
legitimate fear exists they will treat the individual as a displaced per-

son, look after him, and find him a new home. But it is not enough
to have taken the right side of this moral issue. It is also essential

to succeed. The extent of the ability of the democratic nations to
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find a solution for the displaced persons problem will represent the
extent of their success in sustaining their moral position on the issue

of displaced persons after negating that of the police states. The
displaced persons problem, in addition, is a military problem of the
occupying forces. Brig. Gen. Thomas L. Harrold, Chief of the Civil

Affairs Division, European Command, United States Army, calls the
displaced persons problem "the most important problem before our
occupation forces in Germany."

A. THE DIMENSIONS OF THE TASK

Displaced persons defined.—Who are displaced persons? The ques-
tion involves a difficulty growing out of confusion of nomenclature.
The directives of the various military governments in Europe have
not been consistent in defining displaced persons and refugees. They
have sometimes treated the terms interchangeably. Other times they
have distinguished between them with a variety of distinctions.

The International Kefugee Organization's constitution spends some
dozens of words upon the definitions. It defines a refugee as a per-

son—
* * * who has left, or who is outside of, his country of nationality or of

former habitual residence and who, whether or not he had retained his nationality,
belongs to. one of the following categories:

(a) Victims of the Nazi or Fascist regimes, or of regimes which took part on
their side in the Second World War, or of the Quisling or similar regimes which
assisted them against the United Nations * * *

(6) Spanish Republicans and other victims of the Falangist regime in Spain.
* * *

(c) Persons who were considered refugees before the outbreak of the Second
World War, for reasons of race, religion, nationality, or political opinion.

The IRO constitution then adds three more categories of refugees
in the following language:

* * * the term "refugee" also applies to a person, other, than a displaced
person * * * who is outside of his country of nationality, or former habitual
residence, and who, as a result of events subsequent to the outbreak of the Second
World War, is unable or unwilling to avail himself of the protection of the Govern-
ment of his country of nationality or former nationality.

* * * the term "refugee" also applies to persons who, having resided in
Germany or Austria, and being of Jewish origin or foreigners or stateless persons,
were victims of Nazi persecution and were detained in, or were obliged to flee from,
and were subsequently returned to, one of those countries as a result of enemy
action, or of war circumstances, and have not yet been firmly resettled therein.

* * * T/he term "refugee" also applies to unaccompanied children who are
war orphans or whose parents have disappeared, and who are outside their coun-
tries of origin. Such children, 16 years of age or under, shall be given all possible
priority assistance, including, normally, assistance in repatriation in the case of
those whose nationality can be determined.

The IRO constitution defines a displaced person as one who, as a
result of the actions of the Axis governments, or their allies, or the
quisling regimes

—

* * * has been deported from, or has been obliged to leave his country of
nationality or of former habitual residence, such as .persons who were compelled
to undertake forced labor or who were deported for racial, religious, or political

reasons. * * .

*

Finally, the above definitions are subject to provisions of^ the IRO
constitution, excluding from its purview

—

1. War criminals, quislings, and traitors.

2. Any other person who can be shown

—

(a) to have assisted the enemy in persecuting civil populations of countries
members of the United Nations; or
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(b) to have voluntarily assisted the enemy forces since the outbreak of the
Second World War in their operations against the United Nations.

3. Ordinary criminals who are extraditable by treaty.
4. Persons of German ethnic origin, whether German nationals or members of

German minorities in other countries, who

—

(a) have been or may be transferred to Germany from other countries;
(b) have been, during the Second World WT

ar, evacuated from Germany
to other countries;

(c) have fled from, or into, Germany, or from their places of residence into
countries other than Germany in order to avoid falling into the hands of
Allied armies.

5. Persons who are in receipt of financial support and protection from their
country of nationality unless their country of nationality requests international
assistance for them.

6. Persons who, since the end of hostilities in the Second World War

—

(a) have participated in any organization having as one of its purposes
the overthrow by armed force of the government of their country of origin,

being a member of the United Nations; or the overthrow by armed force of
the government of any other member of the United Nations, or have partici-

pated in any terrorist organization;
(6) have become leaders of movements hostile to the government of their

country of origin being a member of the United Nations or sponsors of move-
ments encouraging refugees not to return to their country of origin;

(c) at the time of application for assistance, are in the military or civil

service of a foreign state.

The distinction in the official definitions between displaced person
and refugee appears sterile to the subcommittee. In this report the
term "displaced persons" will be used in general for persons who have
been uprooted by conditions of war and persecution and forced away
from their homelands.

Over-all figures.—As to the proportions of the problem presented
by displaced persons, the statistical lag, discrepancies in classification

from area to area, and the fact that a census of displaced populations
has never been taken in some vital areas make precise answers
impossible.

In the following analysis of the problem the subcommittee has
rounded the figures given to it at IRO headquarters. The figures

are presented not with the pretention of exactitude, but rather with
the idea of indicating the general dimensions and contours of the dis-

placed persons problem.
The assumed total of displaced persons in the world is 1,670,000.

It is estimated that 920,000 of these live outside of displaced persons
camps and do not receive services or care and maintenance from the

IRO.
>

Of these 920,000 it is estimated that 560,000 are individuals

living in countries where no registration of displaced persons has taken
place. Most of these, it is assumed, will be able to take care of them-
selves without international aid, having become settled in their sur-

roundings. These 560,000 may be assumed to be distributed as

follows:

France, 335,000; Italy, 108,000 (actually the subcommittee received

estimates for Italy running as high as 500,000) ;
Sweden, 40,000 ; United

Kingdom, 60,000; Switzerland, 13,000; the Netherlands, 4,000.

The remainder of the 920,000, numbering 360,000, represent dis-

placed persons who are outside of displaced persons camps and are

not receiving care and maintenance from IRO, but for whom it is

believed probable that IRO will be called upon to furnish assistance

in repatriation, resettlement, legal aid, and possibly services, care,

and maintenance. These are believed to be distributed approxi-

mately as follows:
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Austria, 105,000; Far East, 26,000; British zone, Germany, 10,000;
French zone, Germany, 2,000; United States zone, Germany, 202,000;
Italy, 11,000; Belgium, 1,000; Greece, 2,000; Turkey, 1,000.

Figures given the subcommittee include in addition to the above
920,000, an estimated 23,000 displaced persons receiving IRO services

(as distinguished from care and maintenance) and 77,000 in Germany
and Austria being cared for in facilities other than IRO camps.

Finally, the estimates include 650,000 persons as receiving IRO care

and maintenance. Some 18,000 of these are assumed to be receiving

such assistance but not living in IRO camps. These are distributed

among the following areas: Belgium, the Far East, France, French
North Africa, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain. The remaining
632,000 are assumed to be in IRO camps. Of these, 28,000 are

estimated to be in camps in the Middle East and the balance of some
604,000 in IRO camps in Germany, Austria, and Italy.

The following table gives the data on those receiving IRO care and
maintenance as of August 31, 1947. It will be noted that the totals

differ slightly from the figures given above. Again the subcommittee
emphasizes that in the foregoing figures it has presented general
estimates rather than precise compilations. The discrepancies be-

tween the above figures and the data in the following table are not
significant.

Refugees receiving IRO care and maintenance at Aug. 31, 1947, by country of
citizenship or last habitual residence

Germany

Country of citizenship or last habitual
residence

Austria
British
zone

"

French
zone

United
States

Italy
World
total

zone

Albania... . . 5 3 617 625
Argentina ...... ... 10 31 101 3 145
Austria. . ___.._ .... 26 40

68
363 227 3,433

Belgium and Luxembourg. .

.

3 11 15 7 104
Brazil 1 21 50 17 4 93
Bulgaria . . . .. 3 21 24 24 72
Chile 1 30 13 4 48
China 1

,
2 4 4 199 210

Czechoslovakia ... . . 227 197 282 5, 760 934 7, 559
Dodecanese.. . . ... 110 113
Estonia.. ___ ... . . 244 8, 128 793 12, 936 34 22, 192
France . . . . __ 15 315 34 16 380
Germany. .... .... 6 85 2, 525 4, 389 151 11, 599
Greece ... . . 11 17 110 200 372 725
Hungary . ... ... 263 1,450 415 5, 244 1,585 9, 026
Iran 5 1 17 233 29 285
Italy 10 12 273 91 431
Latvia . _. _ . ... 927 33, 231 2, 493 40, 828 84 77, 590
Lithuania --.-._.. _

- 460 16, 812 2, 587 27, 588 412 47, 884
Netherlands . . 55 256 26 347

20 3 39 15 77
Poland 6, 138 72, 027 14, 647 144, 461 13, 389 278, 293
Rumania. __ . . . . . 341 1,610 213 3, 267 3, 029 8, 460
Spain. . ___ . . . . 2 2 56 192 123 425
Turkey ... 10 7 12 672 441 1, 143
United Kingdom. . 16 20 8 8 59
United States of America 5 12 58 215 14 304
U. S. S. R 3, 047 248 149 6, 672 661 10, 777
Yugoslavia. _____________ 5, 032 9. 109 1, 144 5,290 8, 120 29, 356
Miscellaneous .. _ 4 41 113 80 102 342
Stateless _ _ __ ______ 1,047 1, 247 1, 745 11, 951 256 17, 995
Ukrainian.. 1 _ _ . . _ ... 7, 494 29, 215 3, 875 57, 335 337 98, 256
Undetermined -___ 691 2,435 92 129 51 3, 398
Not reported . _ 7, 004

Total 25, 994 176, 049 32, 434 328, 180 31, 365 638, 759
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Concentration in Europe.—The data given the subcommittee leave
much to be desired from the standpoint of sound statistics, and it is

to be hoped that the International Refugee Organization will soon be
able to make substantial progress in establishing concise, scientific

statistical methods through all aspects of its operations. Particularly

it is to be hoped that it will be able to bring about uniformity and
simultaneity of statistical presentations from area to area in the main
scenes of its operations.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the displaced persons for whom some
international solution will be required number about 1,000,000,
and that about nine-tenths of these are in central Europe and Italy.

Under United States jurisdiction.—Well over half of the million

are under United States jurisdiction: These include (a) the numbers
shown in the accompanying table as receiving IRO care in the United
States zone of Germany; (6) an additional number in Germany living

outside the displaced persons camps, estimated to be as high as

200,000 and including 148,000 who work for the United States Army
in various positions, maintain their displaced person status in order
to have sufficient protection and to afford them legal entry into an-
other country once they are permitted to emigrate ; and (c) a number
more than 50,000 living in the United States zone of Austria, some in

IRO camps, some in camps still under military jurisdiction and not
yet placed under IRO operation, some in camps operated by the
American Joint Distribution Committee for recently infiltrated

Jewish displaced persons, and some outside camps.
Under other jurisdictions.—A number somewhat more than 300,000

are in the British and French zones of Germany and Austria.

The numbers living under jurisdiction of the British element,
Control Commission for Germany, as of August 31, 1947, were suffi-

cient to bring the total for the zone living in and outside camps to

231,718, according to data given the subcommittee. Of this number,
15,733 were displaced persons employed in service and labor units.

The total of in-camp and outside-camp displaced persons in the
French zone of Germany was placed as of that date at 36,234. The
balance under the respective jurisdictions in Austria is some 50,000
in the British zone and some 13,000 in the French zone.

The number of displaced persons in camps in Italy is relatively

small—somewhere around 30,000. In Italy, however, an additional

11,000 displaced persons receive IRO assistance though not in IRO
camps, and the additional number for whom IRO aid may eventually
become necessary is indefinite.

B. THE PRINCIPAL GROUPS

The liberated forced-labor group.—The displaced persons in the areas

covered by the subcommittee's investigation fall into three principal

groups considered from the standpoint of their origins as displaced
persons. The first is the group whose present status derives from
their having been brought into Germany as forced labor. Some are
Yugoslavs, some Ukrainians, but most are Poles.

The numbers of Poles left are less than 30 percent of the numbers
found upon liberation by the Allied armies. The rest have chosen
repatriation. The Polish group was subject to perhaps more induce-
ment and pressure for voluntary repatriation than any other group
during the period when the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
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Administration was in charge of displaced persons and the emphasis
was upon getting displaced persons back to their homelands. The
question whether to return or not to return became the crucial issue

among the groups in the camps and was the focus of every influence

that could be brought to bear by the rival elements in Polish political

life.

The morale problem among those who have remained in the dis-

placed person status rather than return to their homelands is a critical

one. In general, though capable workers, they maintain bitterness

toward Germany and recoil from the idea of work that might con-
tribute to the reestablishment of the German economy.
Many of them have undergone 5 to 6 years of life in forced-labor

and concentration camps. The problem of reestablishing morale in

employment has therefore been particularly important for this group.
The Baltic group.—The second group consists of those who fled

from the Baltic States ahead of the Russian armies in 1944. Their
homelands had been annexed to the Soviet Union at the outset of
World War II. Two years later they were invaded by the Germans.
Three years later the Soviet armies returned. Those who then took
flight, recollecting the experiences of Soviet domination, included
many representatives of professional life. Their presence is reflected

in a high cultural level that characterizes the Baltic camps of dis-

placed persons.

The Baits include Latvians, Lithuanians, and Estonians in approxi-
mately the ratios of 3-2-1. About 180,000 of them are still in the
status of displaced persons.

The Baits have remained from the beginning most firm against
repatriation. For example, of 18,564 Estonians originally found
in the area occupied by the United States Army, 488 had undergone
repatriation as of July 1947; of 33,925 Lithuanians, 303 had chosen
repatriation; of 52,455 Latvians, 1,576 had decided to turn back.

Jewish displaced persons—-The third principal group is composed of

Jews, most of whom have fled from Eastern European countries since

the close of formal hostilities.

A brochure published by the Civil Affairs Division of the head-
quarters, European Command, Frankfort, Germany, and entitled

"Report on Displaced Persons in United States Area of Control,
Germany," says of the Jewish group:

Only about one-seventh of the present Jewish population under care in the
United States area of control in Germany was here during the war, either in con-
centration camps or as forced labor or meet the original definition of displaced
persons prescribed by the Army. However, it has been the historic policy for
the United States to offer haven to persecuted groups. As a result, the law
closing the borders of the United States zone of Germany has not been enforced
against Jews arriving from eastern Europe since VE-day, although assembly
centers have been closed to new admissions since April 21, 1947.

The first influx from the east, principally from Poland, was precipi-

tated by two factors. The first was the outbreak of active anti-

Semitism in Poland late in 1945, culminating in the Kielce pogrom of
July 4, 1946. The second, a reciprocal of the first, the subcommittee
was told, was the stimulus of emigration by Brycha, a Jewish under-
ground organization associated with Hagana and working for the
purpose of bringing Jewish people into Palestine. Brycha 's plan for

mass movement collapsed with the closing down of opportunity to
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enter Palestine, and many thousands of Jews who had been stimu-
lated into movement were left stranded in central Europe.

Distribution of Jewish group.—The United States zone of Germany
became the temporary haven of most of these, since there was more
room for them in Germany than in Austria, and since also the other
occupying powers kept their borders closed. The degree to which the
Jewish displaced persons under IRO are concentrated in the United
States zone of Germany is reflected in the following table, which also

serves to clarify, in part, the national origins of the group listed as

Jewish. Also to be noted are the preponderant numbers representing
the eastern European nations, particularly Poland, among the coun-
tries of last habitual residence:

Jews receiving IRO care and maintenance in A ustria, Germany, and Italy, Juty 31,
1947

Country of last habitual residence

Albania
Argentina
Austria
Belgium and Luxemburg.
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iran
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Mexico -

Netherlands
Palestine
Paraguay
Poland
Rumania
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
U. S. S. R .

Yugoslavia
Stateless
Other

Total.

Austria

22

3

10

295

19

386
2

Germany

British
zone

112

95
2

1. 132

7, 870
1,451

23

5, 471

French
zone

1, 149

1,884

United
States
zone

1

~323~

2

4

5, 822
1

1

3

28

3, 969
135

5, 383

19
203

1,542

96, 780

3, 232
6
4

9
2

8

1,285
177
23

102

119, 124

Italy

1

3

110
68

213

33
204

13

11, 262

2, 513
22
3
19

2

118
279
32
95

17, 047

Total

2
1

547
14
1

3
13

7, 005
2
1

8
31

5, 326
215

8,034
2

28
282

1,814
2

10
78
10

120, 986
7, 586

30
7

28
3

11

1,416
485
71

282

154, 334

Continuation of influx.—The decision of April 21, 1947, closing all

camps in the United States zones to new admissions except for persons
suffering from hardship, and for orphans and unaccompanied children,

and in some instances for immediate relatives of individuals already in

the status of displaced persons in the camps, solved one administrative
problem but created another. For the influx of Jewish refugees from
the east has continued. During the spring and summer of 1947 the
influx was principally from Rumania. As explained to the subcom-
mittee, the factors behind the westward mass migration of Jews from
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Rumania were the growing consciousness of postwar Rumanian anti-

Semitism, the severe economic strain in Rumania, and the growing
communization of the economy of that country, the last two tending
to narrow the field of opportunity, particularly for Jews. At the
time the Soviet Union had sealed its border with Rumania, and there
was a growing fear that the Rumanian regime would take like action
on Rumania's western border. This awareness coupled with an
awareness of the world emphasis on Palestine as a potential national-

home for Jews precipitated the westward movement. The Rumanian
emigration was contrasted with the movement from Poland in 1946,.

which was attributed both to organized Zionist stimulus and to overt
attacks on Jews.
The Jewish infiltrees from the east arriving in recent months are

being cared for in Austria principally by the American Joint Dis-
tribution Committee. They come within a category entitling them
to care, maintenance, and other services under the IRO constitution,

but IRO has not as yet been in a position, either financially or admin-
istratively, to discharge its responsibilities with respect to these
individuals. As of October 1, 1947, only 4,000 of the Jewish dis-

placed persons in Austria had been placed in IRO camps, 16,000
remained in camps under military supervision and operation, and
an additional 5,000 in camps of the American Joint Distribution
Committee. All of these would eventually come under the aegis of

IRO.
The Volksdeutsche .—There is an additional group of displaced

persons whose eligibility for care, maintenance, and other services

under the IRO constitution is less clear. This group consists of

approximately 200,000 Volksdeutsche presently in Austria. These
are members of German-speaking minorities mostly of German ethnic
origin which had settled in the past in various countries of eastern
and southern Europe over a period of centuries and which had their

origin in different and widely separated geographical areas. After
the defeat of the Axis, and partly .in implementation of decisions

reached by the Potsdam Conference and by the Allied Commission
for Austria, the countries of eastern and southern Europe expelled

these minorities and started them on their way to Germany and
Austria, areas in which they have no economic roots. The question is

whether these groups ought to be considered ethnically as among the
peoples who are former enemies of the United Nations and therefore
ineligible for IRO services under the IRO constitution, or whether
they are to be considered as expelled minorities who are simply victims
of political and racial discrimination in the eastern and southern
European countries.

At a meeting of the Preparatory Commission of the IRO in the
summer of 1947 a decision was made to recognize the eligibility of
these Volksdeutsche for IRO services and to extend to them legal

protection and resettlement opportunities, although leaving their care
and maintenance as a responsibility upon the indigenous population
of Austria. Subsequently this decision was reversed and the whole
question was turned over to the executive secretary for investigation
pending a new decision. A factor in the determination of the entire
load of responsibility upon IRO will obvio usly be the eventual decision
to be made regarding the status of the Volksdeutsche.
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C. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Need oj semijudicial machinery.-—It is obvious that the power to

decide whether a given individual is eligible for care and maintenance
and other services under the IRO constitution is a tremendous one
so far as the individual's welfare is concerned. Such an authority
must be exercised only with the greatest care to see that its applica-
tion is made uniform and just and is not subject to administrative
whim. Paragraph 2 of annex 1 of the constitution of the IRO recog-
nizes this in laying down the principle that there should be created
semijudicial machinery to insure the impartial and equitable appli-

cation of the definitions relevant to eligibility under the IRO consti-

tution.

The subcommittee inquired into the present status of the semi-
judicial machinery thus envisaged. It learned that a draft constitu-

tion and draft rules of procedure and terms of reference for the estab-

lishment of such semijudicial machinery were being prepared under
the direction of the executive secretary for later submission to the
Preparatory Commission. The principles of uniformity and impar-
tiality implicit in the IRO constitution cannot be said to have been
realized until such machinery has been established on a firm footing.

The necessity oj a solution.—The question naturally occurs, "Why
not solve the displaced persons problem by casting the displaced
persons upon the German economy rather than attempting to elimi-

nate the problem through either repatriation or resettlement program?"
The answer as explained by military authorities and by the officials

of the IRO is very simple:

(a) There are too many displaced persons to be absorbed into the
German economy. Actually some displaced persons are being so

absorbed, but the capability of this solution is very limited inasmuch
as the German economy is still far from self-supporting.

(b) The vast majority of the displaced persons have suffered untold
hardships as a result of exploitation and brutalities forced upon them
by the Axis during the war. As a result they are passionately and
permanently hostile toward the German population and many of

them apparently would die rather than maintain themselves by coop-
eration with the Germans. The basis of their ideas is perhaps too
easily forgotten in the postwar tendency to forget the realities of

German conduct during World War II. The validity of their ideas,

however, is accepted by the military authorities and the officials of

IRO who have come into the closest contact with the displaced persons.

(c) The hostility of the displaced persons is reciprocated by a large

percentage of the German population. The displaced persons are safe

only because they are under the protection of the American flag and
the flags of the other occupying armies.

The military authorities as well as the officials of IRO are agreed
that resettlement is the only alternative to repatriation for the vast
majority of the inhabitants of the displaced persons camps.

III. The Status of the International Refugee Organization

The agency created by the United Nations for the solution of the
problem of displaced persons is the International Refuge Organization.
This organization is not yet constitutionally effective and in the
interim the Preparatory Commission of the IRO has assumed its
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responsibilities. It is vitally important that the IRO be brought into
full effect. The subcommittee received assurance that further prog-
ress to that end is to be expected in the near future.

A. DEVELOPMENT OF IRO CHARTER

Events leading to IRO constitution.—The sequence of events leading
to the constitution of the International Refugee Organization is

—

February 12, 1946: Resolution by the General Assembly of the
United Nations recognizing the urgency and the international char-
acter of the refugee and displaced-person problem and referring the
problem to its Economic and Social Council for examination and
report to the next session of the Assembly.

February 16, 1946: Establishment by the Economic and Social

Council of a Special Committee on Refugees and Displaced Persons
to make the study called for by the Assembly.

April 8-June 1, 1946: Meeting of above special committee, cul-

minating in a long report to the Economic and Social Council including
a draft constitution for the International Refugee Organization.
June 21, 1946: Request to Secretary General of United Nations by

Economic and Social Council to circulate the draft constitution,

.as revised and amended by Economic and Social Council among the
members of the United Nations for comment; establishment by the
Economic and Social Council of a Committee on Finances of the
International Refugee Organization.

July 6-20, 1946: Meeting of committee on finances, culminating
in a report, circulated to all members of the United Nations, recom-
mending provisional administrative and operational budgets for the
first financial year (assumed to be calendar year 1947) and a scale of
contributions to this budget by all members of the United Nations.

October 3, 1946: Transmission to the General Assembly by the
Economic and Social Council of draft constitution (with further
changes based on comments of members of the United Nations), the
draft budget (drastically reduced from the scale set by the Committee
on Finances), and the proposed scale of contributions.

December 15, 1946: Adoption by the General Assembly (by a vote
of 30 to 5 with 18 abstentions) of a resolution approving the IRO
constitution as further revised by the Assembly, and approving an
instrument, which was to become effective on the accession of eight

governments, for a Preparatory Commission for advance planning
in the interim until IRO should come into existence, and requesting
the Secretary General to open both instruments for signature.

Three points about this IRO constitution are relevant here:

1. By paragraph 2 of article 18, it is to come into force upon the
full accession of 15 governments whose cumulative contributions to

the operational budget should amount to not less than 75 percent
thereof.

2. It recognizes the urgent and the international characteristics

of the refugee and displaced person problem.
3. It premises in its preamble that this problem is temporary and

describes the organization to be set up as nonpermanent.
Accessions to constitution.-—Whatever the urgency of the problem,

the potential members have demonstrated little urgency about joiniDg

to solve it. Now, 11 months after acceptance by the Assembly and
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21 months after the launching of the idea, not 15 governments repre-
senting in their contributions 75 percent of the budget, but 11 govern-
ments representing 70.14 percent of the budget, have completed
accession. These governments and their respective percentages of

the operating budget are

—

Australia
|

1. 76
Canada '

3. 50
China 2. 50
Guatemala .04
Dominican Republic . 04
Iceland .02

Ten other governments have signed the constitution but have
not completed ratification. These and their respective percentages
of contribution are—

Netherlands 0.

New Zealand
Norway
United Kingdom 14.

United States. 45.

90
44
44
75
75

Argentina 1. 50
Belgium 1. 00
Bolivia .07
Brazil 1.50
France 4. 10

Honduras 0. 02
Liberia .02
Panama .04
Peru . 17
Philippines . 24

The Philippines Government has signified that it will not complete
the ratification because of financial considerations.

The critical role of France.—The lag by other governments may be
due in some instances to the necessity of fulfilling constitutional

requirements which cannot be readily discharged. Such a delay of a
few months' duration occurred in this Government pending the com-
pletion of congressional action. In other instances the delay may be
due to internal political considerations or to sheer indifference.

France holds the key to IRO's constitutional impasse. The ad-
herence of France to the IRO constitution would bring almost to

fulfillment the budgetary requirement for bringing IRO into effect:

It would also place the issue squarely before other governments which,
until France has acted, can justify their own delay in ratifying. The
simple arithmetic of the situation is that without France's accession

the way to constitutional effectiveness for the IRO is blocked.

The subcommittee was given reassurance that the French Govern-
ment would soon act in accord with its tradition of leadership in

international matters relating to the welfare of refugees and in accord
with its general record for cooperation in international activities.

On September 29, in Paris, the subcommittee held a meeting with
three French officials in charge of problems of population, manpower,
and immigration: M. Raymond Bousquet, Director General of Admin-
istrative Services, Ministry of Foreign Affairs; M. Pierre Bideberry,
Director of the Division of Population and Naturalization, Ministry
of Population; and M. Bernard Aufi'ray, Director of Immigration
Services.

The members of the committee pointed out to the French officials

the fact that France has not ratified the constitution of the IRO as
yet and has not contributed its share to the funds of the IRO, except
for a sum of 34,000,000 French francs which was turned over to the
IRO as the French contribution to the Intergovernmental Committee
on Refugees, of which France was a member. This sum, however,
being paid in French francs, can be spent by the IRO only in France
or the French zone of occupation in Germany or Austria.
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The members of the subcommittee further pointed out that a speedy
ratification of the IRO constitution by the French Parliament and
the ensuing full-fledged membership of France in the IRO would
certainly make a considerable impression on the American public
opinion and on the United States Congress when France seeks aid

herself.

In reply M. Bousquet assured the subcommittee that the French
Government would submit to the French Parliament early in Novem-
ber 1947 a bill for the ' ratification of the IRO constitution and it

was hoped that no serious opposition to such ratification would be
interposed.

The same subject was raised by the subcommittee in a conversation,
on September 30 in Paris, with M. P. H. Teitgen, Vice President of the
French Council of Ministers and Acting Foreign Minister of France.
M. Teitgen confirmed that the French Government would make every
effort in order to have the French Parliament ratify the IRO con-
stitution.

B. STATUS OF PREPARATORY COMMISSION

Expiration of predecessor agencies.—The two organizations to which
IRO was to be an heir have expired in the interval of waiting for IRO
to become constitutionally effective.

One of these was the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration, established on November 9, 1943, at the instance of
the United States as an instrument for civilian relief problems in war
areas. The functions of this organization included administration of
camps for displaced persons, repatriation of displaced persons, and, in

some instances, the housing and subsistence of displaced persons.
Authority for housing and subsistence of displaced persons was in-

cluded in the UNRRA charter, but in most areas was exercised

directly by the military authorities in agreement with UNRRA.
Elements in UNRRA—political cross currents, administrative
deficiencies, and overstaffing—proved unsatisfactory to the support-
ing governments, notably the United States, the chief donor. Accord-
ingly support was withdrawn and UNRRA was eliminated as an
operating agency. Its operations in behalf of displaced persons
were concluded June 30, 1947.

The second of these was the Intergovernmental Committee on Refu-
gees, established at a conference at Evian, France, in 1938, at the
instance of the United States as an agency for care of persons rendered
stateless and derelict by the changes in international and domestic
politics. The administrative budget of this organization was sup-
ported by a varying list of governments numbering as high as 36 at the
peak. Its operating budget was supported equally by the United
States and the United Kingdom. Its functions of maintaining and
resettling the stateless and protecting their legal rights were expanded
in July 1946 to include the resettlement of persons who were not
strictly stateless but whose return to their countries of nationality
would be perilous for political reasons. Contributions were discon-
tinued in anticipation that IRO would take over the IGCR's functions,

and the organization prepared to liquidate. It passed out of existence

on June 30, 1947.

Temporary substitute.—What is attempting to function, in lieu of
the International Refugee Organization, as heir to UNRRA and the

67322—47 2
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IGCR, is the so-called Preparatory Commission of the International
Refugee Organization (PCIRO, herein generally referred to as IRO).
It is a temporary substitute for an impermanent agency. Though
set up originally as a planning bod}^, it has been thrust into the breach
as an operating agency. It has picked up such personnel as available

and acceptable from the expiring predecessor organizations.

In justice, its accomplishments must be weighed in the light of the
handicaps it has faced in undertaking problems of enormous scope
without sufficient maturing of its preparations and with resources
much smaller than originally calculated and actually necessary for

1

efficient coverage.

C. THE FINANCIAL OUTLOOK

Budgetary development.—The financial history of the International
Refugee Organization so far has been one of lowered estimates and
narrowing limitations.

The original total estimates of the Committee on Finances of the
Economic and Social Council of the General Assembly, arrived at in

July 1946, were cut by some $90,000,000 to a figure of $4,800,000
for administration and $156,060,500 for operations when placed before
the Economic and Social Council. The reason was that the estimates
were excessive, not in relation to need but in relation to the political

realities—that is, the likelihood of appropriations by the governments.
The resulting provisional budget was recast by the Preparatory

Commission in May 1947. At the same time the Preparatory Com-
mission drew up a budget based upon the assumption that IRO
would have to plan its operations on the basis of 75 percent of the
original expectation.

As of the time of the subcommittee's inquiry the Executive Secretary
of the IRO had again recast the budget in view of developing factors,

raising in some categories and lowering in others.

Since the time of the subcommittee's visit the Preparatory Commis-
sion of the IRO has adopted a budget representing changes in detail

from the one proposed by the Executive Secretary.

Below are presented the principal headings in the four stages of the
budget:

100-percent
budget

May pro-
posal

September
proposal

Adopted
budget

Personnel and establishment- . .... $16, 300, 000

100, 650, 000

6, 410, 000
4, 725, 000

8, 430, 000

$15,100, 000
80, 480, 000

6, 410, 000
4, 725, 000

8, 430, 000

$19,000,000
83, 822, 434

7, 812, 930

$16,500, 000
80, 480, 000

1 4, 500, 000

Care and maintenance ... _________
Repatriation:

Movements. __ .

Ration incentive- - ___ _

Resettlement:
Mass movements. - _ _ -_

Individual movements.

_

10, 605, 392
1C, 560. 000

145, 000

} 1 1, 020, 000

145,000Reestablishment loans (short-term). _ __—
Reserve for contingencies - ___ -

500, 000
18, 845, 500

500, 000

Total L 156, 060, 500 117, 045, 000 131,945, 756 115, 615, 000

1 Total amount is actually $6,000,000, but $1,500,000 of this will be met fromfundsleftoverfromUXRRA.
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Several observations are in point concerning the budget as adopted:
(a) It continues the step in the preceding two budget stages of wiping
out a contingent fund. The maintenance of such a fund is believed

to be impossible in view of the stringency of operating on a 75-percent
rather than a 100-percent budget. The result is the elimination of

the factor of flexibility in planning and operation, (b) It applies less

than $20,000,000 to operations for the elimination of the problem which
IRO was set up to handle. The lion's share of the budget goes to

maintenance. Transportation of displaced persons costs more than
their maintenance in terms of immediate outlay and the very limita-

tions of the financial picture tend to perpetuate the problem, (c)

The budget stays within the assumed resources of IRO rather than
undertaking a deficit as contemplated in the Executive Secretary's

proposal shown in the third column.
The reduction to avoid a deficit has been made not only in the item

for housekeeping (personnel and establishment), but also in the items
for repatriation and resettlement. It is obvious that in trimming its

estimates so as to stay within its assumed funds the IRO Preparatory
Commission has determined to sacrifice part of the objective of clear-

ing up the problem. At IRO headquarters it was stressed to the
subcommittee that the placing of the Organization's budget on an
annual basis involves an administrative dilemma.

Resettlement and repatriation, particularly the former, require com-
paratively great initial outlay. On the other hand, they result in a
reduction of the burden of care. In striking a balance between sus-

taining the displaced persons and permanently solving their problems,
IRO's planners are forced into a compromise so long as their plans must
conform to the annual limit. It was pointed out that the maximum
results could be achieved if IRO were able to arrange its finances over

• a 3-year period and thus concentrate upon resettlement and repatria-

tion at the outset.

A 3-year budget for IRO would, of course, require the willingness of

the supporting governments to appropriate for the longer program
rather than to make their appropriations annually. It is, however,
precisely those governments which would stand to gain by such a
program. The subcommittee recommends that this Government and
the other governments give heed to the opportunity to finance IRO
for the term of its operations rather than for a year at a time.

Lag in contributions.—Actually the commitments of governments to

support of the program come at present, not to the 75-percent figure,

but to 70.14 percent. The current stringency is even greater because
of the lag of payments even within this modest limit. The table be-
low shows the money actually made available to IRO, as of October

13, 1947, as compared with the requested and expected contributions
upon which the restricted budget has been established. It should be
kept in mind that until the date of the taking effect of the IRO con-
stitution, such contributions are voluntary, so that no government
can be said technically to be in arrears.
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Statement of contributions requested and received as of Oct. 13, 1947

Members of Prepara-
tory Commission

One-quarter
contribution
(requested)

Amounts
received

Remarks

Australia

Argentina
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada

China
Dominican Republic
France
Guatemala

Honduras
Iceland

Liberia.
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway

Panama
Peru
United Kingdom

United States

Total

$688, 306. 20

588, 676. 87
393, 851. 25

27, 395. 59

588, 676. 87
1,360, 179. 38

1,016,

15,

1, 620,

15,

356,

172,

128. 13

706. 05
370. 12
706. 05

033. 02
033. 02

033. 02
686. 13

166. 55

172, 166. 55

19,

66,

5, 708,

17, 756,

482. 56
600. 70
115. 94

224.

1

3. 20

23, 192. 50

1, 360, 179. 28

15, 706. 00

"
6o6"o6"

3, 033. 00

172, 166. 55

173, 174. 05

2, 000, 000. 00

17, 756, 224. 69

30, 590, 538. 69 22, 538. 040. 67

First-quarter contribution. Convertible ster-

ling.

Advance of 999,700 Belgian francs.

First-quarter contribution. United States dol-

lars.

Chinese national currency.
First-quarter contribution.

First-quarter administrative contribution.
United States dollars.

First-quarter contribution. United States dol-

lars.

First-quarter contribution. Convertible ster-

ling.

First-quarter contribution. Half in United
States dollars, half in convertible sterling.

Advance against first-quarter contribution; 10-

percent of this sum is convertible.
First-quarter contribution.

A factor to be noted also is that the budget is based upon the pros-

pect of a year in which there will be a diminishing charge upon the
Organization. In other words, a disproportionate share of the year's

outlay must occur in the first half, and particularly in the first quar-
ter. This is brought out in the following table in which the actual

allotments for the first quarter of the budget year (under the budget
as apportioned in the first quarter) are compared with one quarter of

the budget.

Classification
One-quarter of

75-percent
budget

Preliminary
total, first-

quarter
allotments

Personnel and establishment . . ... . _ ... . ... $3, 775, 000
20, 120, 000

2, 783, 750
2, 107, 500

125, 000

$4, 840, 000
21, 860, 000

3, 711, 000
* 3, 745, 000

36,000

Care and maintenance . . ._ .

Repatriation . . ... ... ... _ . __

Resettlement.. _ .. . .. . .. _ ._ . .. . .

Short-term loans . . ... .

Grand total. _. . 28, 911, 250 34, 192, 000

The figures presented in the tables above mean that IRO is, even
in the best appraisal of the situation, working on a shoestring, and
that in their financial support of IRO some of the signatory govern-
ments have distinguished themselves less with performance than with
promise.

The factor of convertibility.—A further factor contributes to the
stringency of the IRO. That is matter of convertibility, which is

particularly critical during the period until the constitution takes
effect.
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Contributions from member governments have been accepted to

date in whatever form they had been offered on the clear understand-
ing that this did not establish a precedent for the eventual form in

which contributions might be required when the constitution comes
into force. The constitution provides in article 10 (2) that

—

Contributions shall be payable as a result of negotiations undertaken at the
request of members between the Organization and such members, in kind or in

such currency as may be provided for in a decision by the General Council, having
regard to currencies in which the anticipated expenditures of the Organization
will be effected from time to time, regardless of the currency in which the budget
is expressed.

It will be seen therefore that the magnitude of the funding problem
cannot yet be ascertained with any exactitude as it depends on (a) the
extent to- which countries agree to provide contributions in convertible
currencies or in kind; and (b) where contributions are provided in

blocked currencies the extent to which they can be utilized in the
member countries.

An example pointed out to the subcommittee to illustrate the
difficulties, occurs in the case of China. The contribution approxi-
mates $4,000,000. The expenditure in local currency as estimated is

unlikely to exceed $400,000. The Chinese Government has indicated
its desire that its contribution shall be used to finance the Organiza-
tion's expenditure in China. It has also been stated that the Govern-
ment might be able to provide convertible currency to the extent
that its contribution exceeds the local currency requirements but only
to a small extent. However, if the Chinese Government is unable to

provide in convertible currency the balance of the contribution that
cannot be used in China, then, to the extent that the Government is

unable to do this, the Organization will be short of convertible cur-

rency elsewhere.
It appears that there might be a surplus of blocked currencies and

an equivalent deficit of convertible currencies amounting to $7,000,000
(some fears put this as high as $11,000,000) though it must be kept in

mind that any such estimate is highly contingent pending the nego-
tiations provided for in article 10 (2) of the constitution of IRO.

The United States' financial contribution.—The subcommittee's
concluding observation on the financial status of IRO concerns the
preponderant share of the burden that falls upon the Government of

the United States. The United States' contribution was set at 45.75
percent of the budget based upon the assumption that the 100-percent
budget would be supported by the governments which joined in

formulating the charter. Actually, the prospect is that at best the
financial support of IRO will be about 75 percent of the budget as

originally conceived. In other words, the burden of support of IRO's
operations falling upon the United States is approximately 61 percent.

This percentage will be increased in proportion to the degree that the
receiving of support in "soft" currencies aggravates IRO's difficulties

in realizing financial support for even the 75-percent budget.
Furthermore, as demonstrated in the table in this section stating

the amounts received by IRO from the various governments as of

October 13, 1947, the United States has contributed approximately 79
percent of the realized financial support of IRO's activities.
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D. STAFFING OF THE IRO

Headquarters andfield missions.—The field work of the International
Refugee Organization is directed from Geneva.
The Organization has preserved the field missions in charge of opera-

tions in the various countries where its predecessor organizations had
representatives. Accordingly, it has offices in Arolsen, Germany,
where the Central Tracing Bureau is established; in Vienna, Austria,

from which all of its work in Austria is directed; in Belgrade, Yugo-
slavia; Berlin, Germany; Brussels, Belgium; Cairo, Egypt; Caracas,
Venezuela; Frankfurt, Germany; Haslach, Germany; Heidelberg,
Germany; Lemgo, Germany; London, England; Ottawa, Canada:
Prague, Czechoslovakia; Paris, France; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Rome,
Italy; Shanghai, China; The Hague, Netherlands; Warsaw, Poland;
and Washington, D. C.
The headquarters for the American, British, and French zones of

Germany are, respectively, as follows: Heidelberg, Lemgo, and
Haslach.

The leadership.—The Organization is international in the full sense
of the word so far as its personnel are concerned.
The basic policies governing the activities of IRO are laid down by

the Preparatory Commission, a council of representatives of the
member governments. Any government subscribing to the IRO
constitution is entitled to send a representative to the Preparatory
Commission regardless of whether it has yet completed ratification

of the constitution. The Preparatory Commission meets quarterly.

Of the 21 governments entitled to send representatives, 13 partici-

pated in the most recent meeting of the Commission held in Geneva in

October 1947. These were: United States, United Kingdom, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Norway, Dominican Republic, Canada, New Zea-
land, Australia, Guatemala, France, Brazil, and China.
The Preparatoiy Commission is presided over by M. Henri Bonsot,

who is the French delegate to the Commission, As Chairman of the
Commission, M. Bonsot draws upon long experience in the French
diplomatic service, notably as High Commissioner of Syria.

The managing head of the International Refugee Organization, with
the title of executive secretary, is Mr. William Hallam Tuck, an
American citizen born in Baltimore, Md., in 1890. He was appointed
in August, succeeding Mr. Arthur Altmeyer, who returned to his

post as Commissioner of the Social Security Administration. In
1915 Mr. Tuck was a delegate in Belgium of the Commission for Relief

in Belgium, and he served after the war as a member of the American
Relief Administration. He is a director of the Allied Chemical & Dye
Corp., and in 1940 he was United States representative in Helsinki for

the Finnish Relief Fund. In 1946 he was a member of former Presi-

dent Hoover's World Food Survey and in the spring of 1947 he was a
member of a United States War Department mission on supplies for

Japan and Korea. Mr. Tuck was United States member of the
Belgian-American Committee on Conciliation and is vice president of
the Belgian-American Educational (New York) Foundation and vice
president of the Fondation Universitaire of Brussels. During the
two world wars Mr. Tuck served in the American and British forces.

The second in command is Sir Arthur Rucker, a British subject,
born in London in 1895 and educated at Marlborough and Trinity
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College, Cambridge. He has served at the British Ministry of Health
for a number of years, most recently holding the post of Deputy
Secretary being particularly responsible under the Secretary for the

preparation of the new National Health Service. During part of

the recent war, he served as Secretary to the Office of the Minister
of State in Cairo, being concerned among other things with the
establishment of the Middle East Relief and Refugee Administration.
Recently, he has been closely associated with plans for the establish-

ment of the World Health Organization.
The headquarters staff.—In the Geneva headquarters the legal adviser

is a Swiss, the controller a Canadian, the Director of Public Informa-
tion an American. Americans hold the posts of executive assistant,

special adviser, and special representative in the office of the executive

secretary.

One assistant executive secretary, a French national, exercises super-

vision over the Department of Repatriation and Resettlement. Divi-
sions of this Department respectively concerned with repatriation,

resettlement, and refugee movements are headed by division chiefs

of French, Canadian, and British nationals, respectively.

Another assistant executive secretary, an American, exercises super-

vision over the Department of Care and Maintenance of Displaced
Persons. The divisions in this Department are Health, Family and
Individual Services, Voluntary Societies, and Employment and Voca-
tional Training. The division chiefs of the first three of these are,

respectively, of French, American, and Canadian nationality. The
fourth division post is not filled.

A third assistant executive secretary, of Netherlands nationality,

exercises supervision over administration. The component divisions

are Personnel, Administrative Management and Budget
>
and Adminis-

trative Services. Two of these division chiefs are American, and one is

British.

Americans also hold the posts of Chief of Planning and Field Service,

Chief of the Office of Statistics and Operational Reports, and Chief of

the Office of Supply and Transport.
Nationalities of personnel.-—As of July 31, 1947, the 1,950 inter-

nationally recruited employees then on the rolls of the International
Refugee Organization were distributed among various nationalities

as follows:
Distribution by nationality of IRO personnel

Country of origin
(nationality)

British
American
French
Butch
Belgian
Canadian
Australian
Chinese
Czech
Polish
New Zealand.
Swiss
Norwegian...
Danish
South African
Stateless
Palestinian...

Number

74fi

365
197
147
125
53
20
1

24
51

13

39
24
27
10
17

Percent-
age

(9

38.0
19.0
10.0
8.0
7.0
3.0
1.0

1.0
3.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Country of origin
(nationality)

Luxemburger
Yugoslav
Chilean
Cuban
Brazilian
Mexican
Egyptian
Greek
Iranian
Irish

Venezuelan..

.

Peruvian
Indian
Hungarian. ...

Not reported.

Total... 1,950

Number Percent-
age

12 1.0
2 0)

53 0)
10 1.0
12 1.0
4 (0
1 (0
4 f»)

1 0)
6 (i)

2 0)
1 0)
1 0)
1 0)

25

100

1 Under 1 percent.
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Source oj personnel:—When the International Refugee Organization
succeeded to the functions of the United Nations Relief and Rehabili-
tation Administration and the Intergovernmental Committee on
Refugees on July 1, 1947, it recruited its personnel largely from the
rolls of the predecessor organizations, selecting insofar as possible on
the basis of efficiency. Approximately 1,650 employees were taken
over from UNRRA and approximately 300 employees from the
Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees. Approximately 20 new
employees were hired.

From the necessity of its financial limitations, the new organization
was compelled to organize on a much more modest basis than had the
predecessor organizations, particularly UNRRA. The subcom-
mittee was informed in Geneva, for example, that the field personnel
attached to the displaced persons camps in Europe had been reduced
from 5,300, the UNRRA figure for August 1946, to a current figure of

1,450. This reduction was made possible, as will be developed later

in this report, by the vesting of responsibility for camp operation in

the displaced persons themselves and by the assumption by voluntary
agencies of an increasing share of the responsibility for displaced
persons.
The subcommittee noted that the percentage of British nationals

among the IRO personnel was approximately twice, as great as that
of the United States nationals. This was particularly noted in view
of the fact, as was developed earlier in this report, that the prepon-
derant proportion of the displaced persons currently under IRO care
and maintenance come under the jurisdiction of the United States
Army in Europe. It was explained to the subcommittee that the
recruitment of personnel for UNRRA had taken place principally in

the United Kingdom, that British personnel were therefore prepon-
derant in that organization, and that IRO has in turn drawn largely

upon British personnel resources because of the fact that it recruited
from the ranks of UNRRA.
Employment in IRO operations in Europe presents to British per-

sonnel certain advantages which would not equally accrue to American
citizens. There is, for example, the opportunity to purchase from
United States post-exchange sources amenities and certain food items
that are scarce in the United Kingdom. There is the further con-
sideration that salary levels in the United Kingdom are generally
lower than those in the United States, and that, accordingly, the
IRO pay scales are more attractive to British employees. Under the
circumstances of employment, service with the IRO has proved at-

tractive to British personnel representing a high standard of compe-
tence. The subcommittee therefore makes no criticism of the appar-
ent overrepresentation of British nationals in the IRO establishment.

Distribution and pay.—The subcommittee was, of course, in-

terested in the question of remuneration and the distribution of em-
ployees among the major scenes of activity. The information which
it received from the headquarters of the Organization has been con-
densed into an accompanying table (totals on this table are slightly

less than totals in the table above, since this table does not include
various smaller activities of IRO).
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The salary level is not munificent. It represents a considerable
reduction from UNRRA levels. The average reduction in pay for all

classes from UNRRA levels is 29.44 percent. The reductions range
from 23.81 percent for grade 15 to 39.23 percent for grade 1, the
lowest classified grade. For grade 2, the lowest grade of employee
actually reported on the IRO rolls, the reduction is 36.58 percent
from the pay level of the corresponding grade under UNRRA.

Estimate of staff.—The Organization offers no career—only a
temporary job—to its employees. Thus one might assume that it

labors under severe handicaps in trying to find and hold a staff ade-
quate to the task. It is gratifying that, notwithstanding the reduc-
tions in pay brought about by the change from UNRRA to IRO,
only a small number of the internationally recruited personnel,
reportedly between 2 and 3 percent, elected to leave their posts.

The subcommittee did not expect to find perfection among the
personnel of the IRO, and it did not find it. It did find, however,
that within the limits of the situation the Organization is doing its

job well. The headquarters level appeared excellent. The field-oper-

ations level was adequate, considered from the standpoint of the
necessary haste with which personnel were recruited from the prede-
cessor organizations.

Considered from the standpoint of the necessary haste with which
the field staff was recruited from the predecessor organizations, in the
subcommittee's view the IRO field staff will not develop to its highest
point of productivity until an over-all survey of its field operations
has been conducted to the end of- bringing about precise definitions of

duties and the establishing of uniform standards of performance and
the allocation of personnel throughout the operating areas.

In the broad view, the economies of personnel under the enforced
stringencies which IRO faces are notable. There are, however, ex-

ceptions. The subcommittee took note that the number of IRO
field and staff personnel in the British zone of Germany was, in ratio

to the number of displaced persons under British Army jurisdiction,

approximately equivalent to the number of IRO field and staff per-

sonnel in the United States zone, where, in contradistinction to the

British zone, the IRO rather than the military authorities exercises

direct supervision of camp operations.

From facts developed by the subcommittee in the British zone of

Germany through inspections and consultations, the subcommittee
believes IRO is overstaffed in that area. It is the subcommittee's
opinion that 150 would be a sufficient force for IRO in the area for

supervision, repatriation, and resettlement, rather than the existing

field force of 246. It is to be hoped that the IRO headquarters will

direct its attention to possible economies in this respect.

It is obvious within the limits provided that the leaders of IRO must
give every effort to developing a stable staff. The present limits do
not permit the practice, characteristic in the days of UNRRA, of

solving the staffing problem with vast recruitment and fast turn-over
of personnel. The subcommittee was told that in one 60-day period

in its European operations UNRRA had recruited 5,000 persons and
fired 3,000, and that the persons involved had been drawn from 47
nationalities. Such practices were possible in the days when, as one
IRO official, formerly with UNRRA, expressed it, there was "a
lushness of personnel." The stringency of the situation has already
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forced sound personnel policies upon IRO, and the subcommittee is

confident that the present leadership will bring about further sound
developments along the same line.

IV. Operating Relationship of IRO to Governments and
Military Authorities

The scope of the International Refugee Organization's authority is

not uniform from zone to zone, as its role must be worked out in

specific agreements with the military authorities governing the zones.

In general, cooperation between the organization and the military is

highly satisfactory.

A. PROGRESS IN REACHING AGREEMENTS

Limitations on authority of IRO.—As stated in the President's

message to Congress urging authorization of United States partici-

pation in the International Refugee Organization:

The organization to be created will have no governmental powers. It can in no
way alter the statutes of any of its' members * * *. It will be solely a
service organization to aid in the solution of a common problem * * *.

At each stage of its operations it must act through the government
concerned, and the extent of its authority and the adequacy of its

instruments will be conditioned by what that government is willing

to grant. This is specified in article 15 of the IRO Constitution.

The relationship of the Organization with the governments or administrations
of countries in which displaced persons or refugees are located, and the conditions
under which it will operate in such countries, shall be determined by agreements
to be negotiated by it with such governments or administrations in accordance
with the terms of this constitution.

It was reportedly felt at the time of the charter negotiations that
this principle, under which the British and French might, if they chose,

maintain direct charge of refugee operations in their zones, was
essential in order to gain their adherence to the constitution.

While the primary responsibility for care of displaced persons
belongs to IRO, the fact remains that the ultimate authority in each
of the occupied zones, the authority responsible for security, is the
military government of the occupying power. IRO's functions in

each zone must depend, therefore, upon the scope and assistance
which the military authorities will grant. Likewise in Italy IRO's
operations are in part determined by the terms which the Government
will grant.

Status of agreements.—One of the points of the subcommittee's
inquiry was the progress made in working out the basic operating
agreements between the IRO and the ruling authorities in the
occupied zones of Germany and Austria and elsewhere where such
agreements may be appropriate.
The subcommittee learned that agreements had been concluded

for the United States and French zones of Germany and Austria and
the British zone of Germany, and that negotiations on the agreement
for the British zone of Austria were in the final stages. An agreement
with the Italian Government, then under negotiation, was signed
following the subcommittee's departure. In addition, negotiations
were under way on agreements covering IRO operations in France and
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China, and an agreement concerning operations in the Middle East
area (Egypt, Palestine, the Lebanon, East Africa, and India) had been
concluded between the IRO and the British Government on a tem-
porary basis.

Agreements for United States zones of Germany and Austria.—In
response to the subcommittee's request, the headquarters of the IRO
at Geneva prepared the following summary of terms governing oper-
ations in the zones under United States military authority:

The agreements concerning the United States zones of Germany and Austria
are essentially similar. IRO is to carry on the functions prescribed in the IRO
Constitution—assistance with the voluntary repatriation, resettlement or re-

establishment of eligible refugees, and interim care, maintenance and protection

—

subject to the authority of the chief of military government concerning the main-
tenance of law, order, and security. Provision is made for close liaison between
the Organization and the occupation authorities at all levels to ensure smooth
functioning of the program and the effective performance of their mutual re- -

sponsibilities as concerns * * * displaced persons eligible for assistance by
the Organization.

In broad outline, the operational costs within the Zone [in Germany] are borne
by the local economy to the extent that it supports the local population. This
refers to living accommodation, food, clothing, medical services, and other basic
necessities. To the extent that supplies imported into Germany are required to
bring living conditions—notably rations—up to the standard determined by the
Organization in accordance with its constitution, the cost for such supplies falls

on the Organization, and includes procurement cost, packing, shipment, and
incidental administrative expenses.

[Subsequently to receiving the information from IRO headquarters
presented herewith the subcommittee has been informed that under
the agreement covering the United States zone of Austria 900 calories

of the displaced persons ration will be provided from the indigenous
economy and the remainder—enough to establish a diet level of 1,550
calories —will be paid for by IRO. The diet in Austria thus will be
significantly lower than that provided in Germany, this as a result

of greater stringency of the economy in Austria.]

The principal responsibilities of IRO under the agreements in the United
States zones are

—

(a) The operation of assembly centers, and the provision of care and
maintenance to refugees pending their repatriation or resettlement.

(6) The coordination and supervision of voluntary societies working in
the refugee programme, as agreed with the zone military chiefs.

(c) The determination of the eligibility of applicants for assistance by the
Organization.

(d) Provision of medical services and supplies to the extent not available
from the local economy.

(e) Arrangements for repatriation movements and plans for resettlement.

(/) Cooperation with military government authorities in the development
of programs for employment of all employable refugees.

The principal responsibilities of the occupation authorities are

—

(a) Appropriate steps to assure provision . of living accommodations
usually in assembly centers.

(b) Provision of rail transport for refugee movements to the extent that
they occur within the United States zones.

(c) Appropriate steps toward the provision of food, fuel, clothing, medical
supplies, furniture, bedding, household equipment, etc., from the local econ-
omy, to the extent available. The occupation authorities in Germany will

assist with the provision of imported supplies either from local military
stocks, or through procurement on behalf of the Organization—in either
case subject to reimbursement of all costs by the Organization. In Austria
the occupation authorities will take appropriate measures under the control
agreement for Austria of June 28, 1946, to assure the provision of similar
accommodations and supplies by the Austrian Government, to the extent
available.
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(d) The maintenance of law, order, security, and public health except to
the extent the Organization is able to assist in these matters within assembly
centers.

(e) Arrangements for the employment of the maximum number of refugees.

(/) The loan to the Organization of available military equipment, such as
vehicles formerly used by UNRRA.

In addition, as concerns the Organization and its personnel, the occupation
authorities provide, under financial arrangements mentioned later, office, ware-
house, garage, and living accommodation; rations for personnel of the Organiza-
tion; and services available to civilian employees of the occupation authorities,

such as access to post exchanges, sales stores, messes and recreational facilities;

petrol, oil, and lubricants and maintenance for vehicles of the Organization to the
extent not available from local sources; postal, communications, and rail-transport
facilities; medical, dental, hospital, and burial facilities. (In Austria, to the extent
available from the local economy, working and living accommodations are pro-
vided by the Austrian Government.)
To the full extent that any of the foregoing are paid for in appropriated funds,

the charges are reimbursable, either by the Organization, or, as in the case of

living accommodations and rations, bv the IRO staff.

Arrangements are made for careful accounting of all reimbursable supplies,

equipment and services provided by the occupation authorities.
Finally, the agreements provide for the legal status of IRO staff and [displaced

persons] in the Zone, and for the legal care and protection of [displaced persons] by
the Organization within the framework of military-government law.

Agreements for British and French zones of Germany and Austria.—
The subcommittee received the following statement on- the essential

of the agreements governing IRO operations in the other occupied
zones of Germany and Austria:

* * * In the British and French, zones, the actual operation of assembly
centers and the direct care and maintenance of refugees is performed by the
occupation authorities under the supervision of IRO in accordance with the
policies laid down in the IRO constitution. The costs of such operations are
borne by the Organization. Except for this and certain other minor particulars,

the British and French zonal agreements are essentially similar to those for the
United States zones. The Organization maintains staff in the zones to supervise
and check on the implementation of refugee program by the occupation
authorities, f * *.

As in the case of the agreements with the United States authorities,

these agreements provided for supply from the indigenous economy
to the level of the ration of the civil populace. The discrepancy
between that level and the prescribed level for displaced persons
would be filled by the occupation authorities on the basis of reimburse-
ment by IRO. Temporarily the cost of filling this discrepancy was
20 cents a day in the British zone and 35 in the French, but these
rates were to be revised subsequently as a result of the IRO's project
of raising the ration from the 1,550 calories and the 1,900 calories in

the British and French zones, respectively, to a level of nutrition
slightly above that established as the emergency minimum by the
Food and Agriculture Organization. This project is discussed sub-
sequently.
The agreements covering the British zone of Austria was still under

negotiation, the subcommittee was informed, but it was established
that the parties had agreed to the same basic supply and payment
principles as obtained in the agreement covering the United States
zone of Austria.

Principal changes.—The principal changes from former practice pro-
vided in the agreements are (a) the assuming of direct operation of

the camps by the military establishments in the British and French
zones; and (6) the passing of the matter of standard of supply from
the hands of the military authorities to the civilian organization.
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Up to the time that IRO took over, the occupation governments
were providing all supplies through their military channels. UNRRA
furnished only the staff of the camps. Under the new arrangement
military supply channels continue to be used, but the setting of the
standard comes within IRO's sphere of operation.

Agreement with Italy.—The agreement on the international assist-

ance program for displaced persons in Italy signed at Rome on
October 24, 1947, authorizes IRO to conduct activities in Italian

territory in connection with the care, repatriation, and resettlement
of refugees, and provides for the cooperation of the Italian Government
toward these ends.

A joint committee consisting of delegates of the Government and
representatives of IRO is to be set up to implement the agreement.
The functions of the joint committee are as follows: (a) To provide

the normal channel of communication and exchange of information
concerning displaced persons in Italy between the Italian Government
and the IRO; (6) to provide the means of implementation of the pro-
visions of the agreement which require joint action by the Italian

Government and the IRO; and (c) to study, draft, and recommend
any supplementary agreement which the Italian Government and
IRO may from time to time consider necessary.

Under the terms of the agreement, IRO is responsible for care and
maintenance of eligible refugees and displaced persons, administra-
tion of the displaced persons camps, provision of facilities for repatria-

tion and resettlement, and protection of refugees' legitimate interests.

As evidence of its sympathy with the task of IRO the Italian Gov-
ernment grants the organization free use of such property as may be
considered necessary for the program. The Government is also

granting tax and custom exemptions on supplies imported by IRO
for refugee assistance, and transportation priorities for the movement
of refugees. In Italy the whole burden of subsistence falls upon IRO.
Under the financial provisions of this agreement, the IRO under-

takes to meet in dollars, sterling, Swiss francs, or any freely convert-
ible currency, at its own choice, expenditures for the operation of its

program in Italy, including the cost of repatriation and resettlement
of displaced persons under its mandate in Italy. The Italian Govern-
ment undertakes to issue instructions to the Bank of Italy to supply
to the IRO the amount of lire required to meet its expenditures in

Italy and to maintain an adequate working balance, against simul-
taneous payment by IRO of equivalent amounts in "hard" currency
at the rate of exchange fixed for the diplomatic representatives in

Italy of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland.
To facilitate the program of IRO in Italy, the Italian Government

agrees to extend to IRO an interest-free loan from the UNRRA lire

fund of 1,000,000,000 lire, to be drawn as required during the period
July 1 to December 31, 1947. The sum drawn is to be repaid in

"hard" currency 6 months from the date of drawing at the rate of

exchange, as determined above, prevailing on the date of drawing.

B. NEED OF FURTHER STEPS

Uniformity and stability.-—It should be obvious from the above
brief review of the operating agreements that in the present status
of relationships much remains to be done in establishing a sound,
stable, and uniform basis for IRO operations from zone to zone.
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It should be recalled that at the moment of conquest the care and
maintenance of the millions of displaced persons liberated by the

Allied armies became a function of the armies themselves. Entire

tactical units were given over to the problems of feeding, housing,

and, where possible, repatriating the multitudes of the displaced.

Each of the conquering armies followed its own particular methods
and set its own standards for care and maintenance.
The initial stage of direct care and maintenance by the armies

was followed by a period in which UNRRA took over the operating
functions, with over-all policy vaguely divided between UNRRA and
the military authorities in the respective zones. UNRRA was
established and operated as an emergency organization. It inherited

from the armies the major premise that the displaced persons con-

stituted a problem of a temporary character to be dealt with by
expedient methods.

Difference in attitudes.—The IRO represents an evolution toward
the recognition of the problem of displaced persons as one requiring

universal solutions of a permanent character. The IRO, however,
must work out the solutions through agreements with authorities who
are still influenced by the limited concepts of the previous stages of

the problem. These authorities differ respectively in the degree of

their willingness to recognize the fact that primary responsibility for

the displaced persons problem has passed to a new organization estab-

lished on a broad international foundation and with a mature con-

ception of the problem in hand.
It was obvious to the subcommittee that the personnel of the United

States Army in the United States zones of Germany and Austria
dealing with the problem of displaced persons have developed a
maturing view of the problem.

Liaison between IRO and the United States occupation authorities

in Germany and Austria has been more firmly established than has
liaison with the French and British military authorities.

The staff and operating officers in civil affairs activities of these

occupation zones of the United States Army generally reflect a more
sympathetic attitude toward IRO than do their opposite numbers in

the other military establishments, including those of the United
States occupation forces in Italy. This is reflected in day-to-day
operations as well as in the basic agreements under which IRO
functions in the various zones.

Gen. Lucius Clay, Commanding General, United States Army forces

in Europe; Lt. Gen. Clarence Huebner, Commanding General, United
States Army forces in Germany; and Lt. Gen. Geoffrey Keyes, United
States High Commissioner and Commanding General of LTnited States
forces in Austria, are to be commended on their organizational set-up

and their cooperation with the IRO and with the displaced persons.
United States agreement as a standard.—As shall be developed

later in this report, the displaced persons have been given a larger

measure of self-government in the United States zones in Germany and
Austria, have been allowed wider scope in the operation of their own
press, and have been drawn more actively into the operation of their

own camps. IRO will not have fulfilled its operating potentialities

in the care and maintenance of displaced persons until the agreements
with the other armies have been brought into line with the agreements
with the United States Army, thus paving the way for greater operat-
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ing independence and for wider development of the resources of the
displaced persons themselves.

Such matters as the opportunity for education and vocational
guidance, the quality of rations, and the quantity of amenity supplies

should be determined as international questions by the international

agency set up to handle them and should not be limited by pre-

conceptions of the respective occupation authorities.

The subcommittee inquired of British authorities why the British

Government had not recognized the primary responsibility of IRO
in the operation of 'displaced persons camps in their zone, as had been
done by United States authorities in the United States zone. The
basic reason given in response was that the British authorities felt

that operating responsibility in the handling of the displaced persons
problem must remain primarily with the Government in view of its

political and economic importance, rather than being transferred to

an outside organization. It was further explained that British au-
thorities had arrived at that particular viewpoint as a result of the
difficulties and anomalies which arose during their experience of

division of responsibility with UNRRA. It was stressed that the
British authorities did not anticipate differences with IRO, but that
they believed an arrangement under which they act as operating
agents for IRO would be more satisfactory.

As its comment on this British view, the subcommittee points out
that the spirit of the IRO constitution recognizes the international

character of the displaced persons problem. It reemphasizes the
view that the jurisdictional arrangement in the United States zone
has proved more satisfactory than that obtaining in the British and
French zones.

VI. Displaced Persons Camp Operation: General
Characteristics

For direct evidence of the accomplishments of the IRO and the
quality of the displaced persons the subcommittee went to the camps
themselves. It inquired into the standards of housing, diet, and
health, and into the skills, political beliefs, and the sense of law and
order among the displaced persons. The general impression received
by the subcommittee was excellent, but the situation in Italy leaves
much room for improvement.

A. HOUSING

Basic differences between areas.—The basic difference between the
situation of displaced persons in Central Europe and in Italy is one
of stability as against a state of flux. This manifests itself in every
aspect of camp life, among them the matter of housing.

In Germany and Austria the displaced persons live in six characteris-

tic types of establishments: (a) Kaserne (permanent German Army
or SS barracks), usually two-story masonry buildings with paved
courtyards; (6) temporary wooden barracks and Quonset hut type
structures; (c) apartment houses taken over from the civil populace;
(d) country developments usually consisting of a portion of a village

taken over and operated as a camp; (e) former slave labor camps,
generally consisting of a large number of one-story temporary struc-
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tures; and (f) institutional structures sueh as -schoolhouses, sanitaria,

and the like, taken over from their normal functions.

A typical example.—The subcommittee noted examples of the short-

age of living space in every camp visited in central Europe. Typical
was the situation at the Lexenfeld camp in Germany. This camp con-
sists of one large Kaserne and a large number of wooden buildings

designed along the German Army barracks type. Because of the
lack of materials, equipment, and supplies, there was little work for

the inhabitants to do except to cut their winter wood supply. The
rooms within the barracks were partitioned with blankets swung across

ropes. In one room consisting of approximately 20 by 20 feet, there

were 10 persons, 3 separate families, living together. In another
room, checked at random, approximately 15 by 20 feet, there were
eight persons, four families—in still another room, approximately 15
by 20 feet, were three families totaling nine persons and one old man
who was. obviously single or a widower. Regardless of the overcrowd-
ing, the rooms were neat, and the displaced persons took great pride
in their few small personal belongings and keepsakes.
No relief from the shortage of space is in prospect. The basic

factors are explained in a brochure entitled "Report of Displaced
Persons in U. S. Area of Control, Germany," and published by the
Civil Affairs Division, Headquarters, European Command, Septem-
ber 1, 1947:

While it might Seem that the situation as regards living facilities would have
eased as United States troop strength in Germany diminished, there are several
factors which have caused housing to be one of the most critical problems of the
occupation.

1. In many instances housing occupied by troops were of emergency and tempo-
rary nature, not practical or suitable for displaced persons family use.

2. Schools, hospitals, and sanitaria originally occupied by American troops
had to be given back to the Germans in order to carry out our occupation policy.

3. Troop requirements for satisfactory barrack-type and individual housing
are required for the establishment of the constabulary, military communities, and
quarters for American dependents.

4. The nucleus of most displaced persons centers in the German Arm}' kaserne,
or barracks, and is therefore not considered as private housing. In certain in-

stances adjacent German dwellings have been requisitioned also and a few centers
are wholly this dwelling type.

5. Private German housing is left to absorb the normal German population
plus the 2,250,000 expellees and refugees who have come into the zone now from
eastern European countries. Of the private German housing in the United States
area of control, it is estimated that at least one-third was destroyed by bombing
and combat operations.
Due to this critical shortage, displaced persons are maintained in abnormal,

overcrowded conditions which do not provide normal family living arrangement.

The subcommittee noted in the same source that the critical nature
of the housing situation in the camps has been one of the prime propa-
ganda points in the attempt of United States authorities to stem the
influx of additional Jewish refugees from Poland.
Modes of improvement.—While the basic shortage of living space is

not susceptible of immediate improvement, there are other steps

which may be taken in the central European camps.
The necessary premise for the first improvement which the sub-

committee would suggest is that the war is over. Barbed-wire en-

tanglements are inappropriate in the approaches to displaced persons
camps. The subcommittee noted several instances, particularly in

the British zone, where urban camps were surrounded by barbed wire

67322—47 3
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and where there were sentinel boxes at the gates. Such was the case
also, as noted by the subcommittee, at the Mariendorf Camp in the
United States zone of Germany. It Was explained there that the
barbed wire had been erected at the request of the displaced persons
themselves to protect them and their belongings against incursions
from the surrounding neighborhood. In the subcommittee's view,
the rejoinder is that where the local situation necessitates the erection
of barbed wire for the security of the displaced persons the camp is

located in the wrong place. The war-born concentration-camp
approach should be discontinued immediately.

Certainly, from the standpoint of the security of the indigenous
civilian populations surrounding the displaced persons camps there is

no reason for requiring the segregation of the camps through the use of

barbed wire. It was repeatedly stated to the subcommittee by all

authorities concerned that the crime rate among displaced persons is.

notably low in comparison to other elements in the territories con-
cerned.

That leads to another question. The subcommittee believes that
one of the sources of serious prejudice against the displaced persons
is the testimony of such persons, official or unofficial, who have taken
a few hours off from temporary duties in Germany to look over a
displaced persons camp. Inevitably they are taken to the one closest

by, and often they come away with an unfavorable impression which
may not be justified. Large cities are the least desirable locations

for displaced persons accommodations.
The proper location.—An example is the Diippel Center in Berlin.

This center was organized in January 1946 to handle an influx of

Polish-Jewish refugees then living under deplorable conditions in the
Swedish pavilion in the United States sector of Berlin.

v
Duppel's

inhabitants generally had behind them 6 years of primitive life under
the Nazi ordeal. They have been thrust into a center whose build-

ings are not in the material state to awaken pride. Because it is in

the center of population, however, Diippel is perhaps the most-often
visited of all displaced persons camps and is therefore the source of

more misimpressions of displaced persons than any other camp.
Even Diippel, however, has its points that elude the casual visit.

Its health standard is high and its orderliness from the standpoint of

law and order has been a credit to the displaced persons. As of the

time of the subcommittee's visit only 2 of its 4,000 inhabitants were
in jail, one as a lunatic and the other on a charge of falsifying birth-

registration papers to effect immigration to the United States.

In the subcommittee's view, the center of a large city is no proper
plac3 for a displaced persons camp to be located. On the other hand,
extreme remoteness also can be a liability in the life of a camp. This
will be discussed later in relation to the development of employment
among the displaced persons.

Factor of cleanliness.—A basic fact to be stressed, in the subcom-
mittee's recollections of the camps it visited in central Europe, is the

matter of cleanliness.

The subcommittee does not intend to imply that every camp visited

presented equal evidence of neatness. In some instances the sub-

committee noted plain evidence of slovenliness in camp housekeeping.
In the main, however, the members of the subcommittee found condi-

tions of sanitation and orderliness in the camps in central Europe far
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beyond their expectations. What they saw strengthened their view
that the displaced persons are still mainly imbued with the sense of

responsibility for order that is characteristic of good citizenship.

The situation in Italy.—In general the quality of housing in Italy

was far different from that described above. In Italy the IRO operates

17 camps for displaced persons. In addition, there are approximately
40 so-called Hachsharoth installations operated for migrant Jews
making their way from the entry points in northern Italy to points

in the south in the hope of clearing for Palestine. The individuals

passing through these camps come generally within the scope of

responsibility of IRO under its constitution.

The IRO camps in Italy were of most uneven quality. Displaced
persons camp No. 2, a former school with walled grounds and modern
buildings, located at Bagnoli, several miles north of Naples, had
developed to a most commendable state of efficiency. Others were
at the opposite pole. The subcommittee recalls seeing a stable with
cobblestone floor and an iron box for a stove which was a dormitory
for 200 persons. In another camp individuals were sleeping in a
dimly lit, insufficiently aired warehouse. Still another camp was so

remote and so loosely protected that continual incursions were being
made into the area and the displaced persons quarters were gradually
being reduced to rubble by removal of parts of the housing for their

own use.

The factor of remoteness in Italy is the most serious one. The
first effect is the dispersion of administrative personnel, resulting in

a lack of supervision. A second is the multiplication of transporta-
tion requirements. The subcommittee noted one camp inhabited by
400 persons and requiring seven trucks to service it with rations and
other supplies. Given the location of the camp, the seven trucks were
actually necessary to bring sufficient supplies over the long haul.

Other communications were equally difficult. The subcommittee
recalls direct experience with this when getting a telephone call into

one camp required 2 days.

In Italy the subcommittee saw instances of displaced persons using
tin cans for stoves and cooking in the open in tramp style. Bucket
disposal of sewage was noted in some instances. To sum up, the
displaced persons camps in Italy are spread too far and too thin.

Too many of the camps are located in the north of Italy, where the
heating problem is difficult in winter, and subversive influences are

prevalent in the areas surrounding the camps. Too many are too
far from normal supply lines and from ports.

Another point of criticism about the camp situation in Italy relates

to the use of institutional buildings for some of the displaced persons
camps located in the environs of cities. In some instances elementary
schools have been taken over for camp purposes. The Turin Insane
Asylum was^used for that purpose. To support the Italian populace
in its effort to reestablish a normal way of life in Italy it is incumbent
upon the IRO, in the subcommittee's view, to suspend the use of such
institutional buildings at the earliest practicable moment.

The indicated solution. —The solution in Italy was plainly indicated,
from the viewpoint of the subcommittee. The camp at Bagnoli on
the Bay of Naples has a capacity of 28,000, sufficient to take care of
virtually all of the camp populace in Italy. At the time of the sub-
committee's visit there were only a few more than 2,600 persons in the

.
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camp. The subcommittee therefore submits the view that that camp
space should be utilized as the point into which all of the displaced
persons in Italy can be transferred. Bagnoli has the advantage of

easy access to supplies, adequate communications, and such facilities

as recreation rooms, laundry, and a camp hospital.

Bagnoli Camp, being near the great port of Naples on the western
coast of Italy, would permit of greater protection to displaced persons
in Italy should trouble arise on the evacuation of the occupation
forces. It should also be acceptable to the Jewish displaced persons
in northern Italy to be that much closer to Palestine.

The consolidating of camp operations in southern Italy would
alleviate another difficulty noted by the subcommittee—the infiltration

of subversive propaganda from outside of the camps. This was par-

ticularly noticeable in northern Italy. At one camp in the area the
subcommittee learned that notwithstanding the provisions against

political propaganda in the IRO Charter, the inhabitants of this camp
had recently been shown a film entitled "Lenin 1917." This could
hardly be termed the dissemination of information bearing on repatri-

ation as authorized by the IRO Constitution.

The concentration of the camp operations in Italy in one general

location also would provide a basis for closer administrative control,

a quality which the subcommittee noted as distinctly lacking in

Italy as compared with operations in the zones in central Europe.
Again in Italy the subcommittee noted the vestiges of the war situ-

ation—the use of barbed wire, sentinel boxes, and the like. As in

central Europe, the effect is to stimulate among the camp inhabitants

the sense of being prisoners. Combining of the operation in one
centralized area would of itself increase security and eliminate the
necessity of stockades.

B. DIET PROBLEMS

The ration quantity.-—IRO's chief supply and transport officer, Maj.
Gen. Carl Hardigg (United States Army, retired), gave the subcom-
mittee some insight into the problems of feeding 650,000 people on
drastically limited resources.

One aspect of the problem is that prior to IRO's taking over policy

responsibility in the occupied zones and operating responsibility as

well in the American zones, the standard of food was widely different

among the military jurisdictions. It varied from a reported low of

1,550 calories (350 calories below the minimum emergency standard
established by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations) in the British zones to the 2,425-calorie standard formerly
set for the subsistence of displaced persons in the United States zone
of Germany. (It should be stressed that this standard was not always
met because of supply difficulties and that actual diet average around
2,000 calories for displaced persons.)

An established objective of IRO at the outset was to make the
standard of subsistence uniform in all zones. The premise behind
this is clear and appears to be sound. Since the care of refugees has
been made an international obligation, the standard should be one
of international application rather than made contingent upon the
peculiar administrative characteristics and subsistence resources of

the various military zones.
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Of the displaced persons' ration 1,014 calories are supplied from the
German economy. The balance sufficient to constitute 2,000 calories

on the average (except for regular medical cases or those suffering

from malnutrition) was to be supplied from food shipped into Ger-
many from the outside.

IRO's supply staff was engaged in planning for establishing uni-

form ration standards through the various zones at the time of the
subcommittee's visit. This project, upon completion, would con-
stitute a sound step in the direction of treating the problem of dis-

placed persons upon a rational basis rather than in the uncoordinated
manner that has been all too common up to now. That much remains
to be done before the plan for uniformity is realized is indicated,

however, by the fact recorded earlier that for the time being IRO has
had to accept 1,550 as the colonic level of diet in the United States

zone of Austria and presumably will do likewise in the agreements
covering the British and French zones of Austria.

Change in quality of diet.-—Formerly the balance was shipped in

directly to the displaced persons camps. After October 1, 1947, how-
ever, because of the necessity of rigorous economy in the displaced

persons ration, the entire ration was to be drawn from the German
economy, and the difference between the indigenous level and the
displaced persons level made up by food paid for by IRO of the same
character as that imported for the whole German economy.

This means the elimination of processed foods and other refined

articles which formerly gave the displaced persons a certain advantage
in quality of food as compared with the German populace. Under
the policy of economy now practiced, General Hardigg explained, the
displaced persons would receive a quantitative but not a qualitative

advantage over the civil populations of the occupied countries.

The subcommittee heard with approval the plans to draw food for

displaced persons from the same sources as food for the surrounding
populations rather than to rely upon special import items. In view
of the necessity of making ends meet and of realizing the best limit

of nutrition possible within the resources, the IRO has followed the
proper course.

In areas under United States control, the result of the change in

source, coupled with reduction of quantity, has been considerable.

At the Sedan Kaserne near Ulm, for example, the transition had
brought about a reduction of 20 percent in quantity and 40 percent
in quality in the ration, the subcommittee was told.

The diet of displaced persons is barely above the minimum emer-
gency standard recognized by FAO. For the remainder of the fiscal

year it is going to be more austere than would have been necessary
had the change-over to a uniform diet throughout the zones been
effected immediately. As explained by General Hardigg, however

—

Due to the fact that IRO was not in a position to commence operations until
after the adherence of the United States and was not in a financial position to
assume the cost of the purchase of supplies and the expense of transportation
until the United States monthly contributions became available in the middle of

August, it was necessary for IRO to continue during the first quarter to supply
at the scales and in the manner existing on the taking over from the predecessor
organizations. Since the scales in the American zone and in Italy were much
more liberal than can be maintained by the IRO, there has been an unavoidable
heavy drain on an inadequate budget. This will require a reduction for the last

three quarters below the scales that would have been possible if they could have
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been put in effect on July 1. This fact and the steadily increased costs of food
supplies require the establishment of all scales of food, clothing, fuel, and camp
maintenance at austerity levels.

In evaluating the IRO supply situation, General Hardigg pointed
out that one difficulty, aggravating the stringency, arises from the
fact that the IRO budget was drawn up without regard to one of

the factors of logistical planning. General Hardigg told the sub-
committee:

A fundamental principle of supply that is not generally understood and does
not appear to have been considered in preparing the budget for IRO is that the
minimum for the elapsed time from the supplying of orders in the United States
or other overseas sources until the supplies are available for distribution in

Germany is 3 months. As a result it is necessary to either have 3 months' supply
on hand at the beginning of the year, have the money for 15 months' procurement
in the budget, or have the funds for the succeeding year available on April 1 in

order that supplies may be available for use in July.

Rotation of extra rations.—The displaced persons live under an
austerity standard. Nevertheless the subcommittee noted in all of

its visits to the displaced persons camps that the inhabitants were free

of the outward signs of malnutrition.

As explained by the camp doctors, themselves displaced persons,

continual vigilance is exercised to detect among the displaced persons
any of the skin eruptions symptomatic of malnutrition. As soon as

an individual shows these signs he is given the extra calorie allowance
for the sick until his complexion clears up. By such rotation of extra

rations all of the camp inmates are kept in a healthy condition.

C. THE HEALTH RECORD

Excellent standard.—What of the health of displaced persons? Dr.
L. Coigny, IRO's chief health officer, told the subcommittee that
health conditions in the camps are " excellent." In all zones com-
bined, the rate of tuberculosis is 0.3 per thousand while the tubercu-
losis rate among the German population is 2.5 per thousand.
The rate of venereal diseases among the displaced persons is 0.4

per thousand (as against 1.8 per thousand for the German popula-
tion) .

Dr. Coigny stressed that there are practically no communicable
diseases among the displaced persons and the rate of respiratory

diseases amounts to 2 per thousand, which is considered very low.

Dr. Coigny submitted the figure of 5,500 displaced persons as

suffering from chronic diseases in all zones.

The death rate among the displaced persons is 6.2 per thousand
(compared with 12.6 per thousand in Great Britain in 1939). The
rate of infant mortality among the displaced persons is 59.8 per
thousand, the subcommittee learned.

The birth rate among displaced persons.—The birth rate among the

displaced persons is 38.9 per thousand (compared with 14.9 per thou-
sand in Great Britain in 1939). The displaced persons in general are

young. Their health is good. Many of them have suffered the
destruction of their families in recent years, and a characteristic

among them is the desire to reconstitute families. These are the
factors to which IRO officials ascribe the high birth rate.

A result of the high birth rate and the low death rate is a net annual
increase of 20,000, due to excess of births over deaths among the camp
population.
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The high health record has been maintained despite the problems
of the diet and despite overcrowding.

Basis of the record.—In large measure the health record of the dis-

placed persons is attributable to their basic characteristics.

First is the age factor. They fall preponderantly in the age groups
least susceptible to illness.

The second factor is their inherent hardihood. A large portion of

the displaced persons were brought into central Europe for forced
labor during the war. Those remaining are the ones who survived
the rigors of life in the forced-labor camps.

Negative factors .—While accepting all the above information regard-
ing the, health of displaced persons, the subcommittee stressed certain

negative factors in the situation. For example, at the displaced

persons camp at Ludwigsburg, near Stuttgart, in the United States
zone of Germany, the subcommittee learned that there has been a
perceptible deterioration in health standards in recent weeks since

the reduction in quality and quantity of rations incident to the sub-
sistence policy instituted under IRO.

Medical officials in the camp pointed out that at all times there had
been an abnormally high incidence of secondary anemia among the
inhabitants of the camp, particularly among pregnant and lactating

women. Diet deficiencies and lack of liver extract for treatment were
given as the principal factors in this condition.

It was stressed also that the incidence of tuberculosis was higher in

the camp than would be the normal rate, although not as high as

among the indigenous population. The medical officials stressed the
difficulty of treating the 500 displaced persons who were tuberculosis

patients in sanitariums in the area of Ludwigsburg. The difficulties

consisted of the unsuitable quality and deficient quantity of the avail-

able food.

D. SELF-GOVERNMENT IN THE CAMPS

The value of self-government.—A memorandum put before the sub-
committee by the British Refugee Defense Committee stresses the
need of developing self-reliance among the camp inmates:

* * * It is hoped that * * * the long overdue raising of the status of

the DP's in Europe may be carried forthwith by IRO where it holds sway in

the American zone, and by the British and French military governments in their
respective zones. Refugees should now be allowed to run their own affairs with
the barest minimum of control. They are fully competent to do so. The bad
characters among them have already been largely screened or weeded out, and by
autonomous community self-administration refugees would improve in morale,
prove themselves useful members of whatever zone they were in, and would lighten
the burden of the military governments and IRO who wish to see them resettled as
soon as possible. This raising of the DP status to that of normality is a measure
long overdue.

The subcommittee noted many evidences of progress in the direc-

tion of developing such a healthy self-sufficiency and self-government
among the displaced persons. This is true particularly of the United
States zones. The subcommittee learned that the idea of self-gov-

ernment in the camps, carried on by the IRO and heartily supported
by military authorities, is based on the democratic principle of free

elections. The displaced persons elect (by secret ballot) a camp
council as the governing body. The council breaks down into func-
tional committees such as committees on camp police, health, sanita-

tion, recreation, control of food distribution, etc. Usually the coun-
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cil also appoints a camp leader who, with his assistants, is responsible

to the various functional committees. In some instances, however,
the camp leader, as well as the council, is elected by direct popular
vote. The term of office for the council and all camp officers is 1 year
or less.

Opportunity for development.—It should be a universal principle

that the IRO and the authorities exercising governmental jurisdiction

over the displaced persons should recognize no form of representation
for the displaced persons except democratic representation based
upon a representative process.

It is the belief of the subcommittee that the principles of repre-

sentation for each camp should be established uniformly and the
displaced persons themselves should be drawn into the process of

formulating the principles. Variations in the structure of organiza-

tion could, of course, be permitted as appropriate to the size, location,

ethnic groups concerned, and other characteristics of each camp.
As a relevant point, the subcommittee learned with approval that

IRO has plans for providing specific information to the displaced

persons regarding the administrative problems relevant to their

status. IRO proposes to send copies of the IRO constitution to the
committees in each camp. These will be used as a basis of informing
all camp inhabitants regarding the objectives and activities of the

organization. Instructions have been given to the field staffs of IRO
to hold organized discussions with displaced persons regarding the
organization.

The law-enforcement problem.—It was interesting to note that each
camp had its own police force, selected by the camp council for inter-

nal security. The use of law-enforcement agents drawn from
among the displaced persons themselves is expected to be a step in the
solution of one of the troublesome aspects of camp administration

—

namely, the sensitiveness of many of the displaced persons to any
show of force. This aspect of the matter is touched upon frankly in a

brochure issued by the Civil Affairs Division, Headquarters, European
Command, Frankfort, Germany, dated September 1, 1947.

The maintenance of law and order among displaced persons has offered many
difficulties. Many displaced persons of all nationalities are concentration-camp
victims who have an almost hysterical fear of any show of force or authority.
At the same time the centers contain a small percentage of petty and major

criminals. This latter group requires the surveillance of public-safety officers

and search operations or raids on assembly centers, aimed at this group, are still

not accepted by most of the inhabitants.
Displaced persons could conceivably become a law-and-order threat. The

great majority of them are law abiding; but idleness, a monotonous diet, limited
activities and the inability7 to lead normal home lives may in time breed a feeling

of frustration which might break out in acts of lawlessness. Tension is growing
among the Germans who are resentful of the impact on their economy of displaced
persons as well as refugees and expellees. There is a growing feeling of opposition
between various categories of displaced persons themselves. If trouble flares, it

may spread rapidly and create a security problem, with Germans or subversive
elements taking advantage of the resulting confusion.

The above statement stresses a potential, not an actual, situation,

but it points to the importance of strengthening the standard of life

among the displaced persons and particularly the standard of oppor-
tunity for useful employment.

It should be stressed that, in general, order among the displaced per-

sons is fundamentally good. The crime rate is significantly low. This
was the testimony of IRO and military authorities. The subcommittee
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was informed that Gen. Lucius Clay, commanding general of the
European command, had singled out the displaced persons for par-

ticular credit for their low crime record.

The extraordinarily low crime record among the displaced persons
is considered particularly significant in view of the fact that with
a large proportion of them the only restraints upon behavior are the
sanctions of social control rather than fear of jail or other formal
punishment; for individuals who have passed years in jail when
incarceration was a symbol of dignity, fear of such punishment loses

its sanction. Those who exercise authority over the displaced per-

sons have relied upon a sense of cooperation and responsibility as the
foundation of order.

The subcommittee also asked about black-market activities at
every point throughout its investigation of displaced persons' camps.
None would deny that such activities take place, but the scale in the
over-all picture is small. They are perhaps inevitable among a people
who can buy nothing with the mark and are not legally entitled to

have any of the scrip used by the occupying armies. It should be
noted, also, that the very fact of delay in the bringing into effect of

IRO (a delay for which the United States bears its share of responsi-

bility) and the resulting uncertainty of the status of displaced persons
has been a recent factor in the stimulus of black-market activities,

according to the testimony of IEO and Army officials. In any event,

the subcommittee drew generally the answer that black-market oper-
ations were not of peculiar frequency or seriousness among displaced
persons; that to the contrary they were significantly less frequent
among them than among surrounding populations.

Often the only way for a camp to obtain materials upon which
their training classes depend is to pool their small surplus of amenities
to obtain }

7arn, old uniforms for cloth, leather, etc. The average
American would feel that the exchange of a few nonessentials by
displaced persons or committees for necessary working materials or
tools is to be expected when no other source is available and when
no adequate medium of exchange is provided.

Publications.—Important in its relationship to the emphasis on
self-government is the encouragement of the displaced persons to
publish their own newspapers and magazines. The subcommittee
inquired particularly into the controlling policies as applied under the
jurisdiction of the United States Army.
The basic policy as laid down by the headquarters, European com-

mand for the United States zone of Germany, is dated April 28, 1947.

It requires publishers to obtain permission from the Civil Affairs

Division of that headquarters, with the concurrence of the camp
director and the military commander responsible for the area con-
cerned. Frequency is limited to thrice weekly, size is limited to 12

pages per week, and circulation to a ratio of one copy to five persons
in the group served. The basic restrictions on content are specified

as follows:

(1) Freedom of press and of speech is encouraged, subject to the necessity for
maintaining military security and the interests of Allied military government,
and preventing subversive or militaristic activity or propaganda.

(2) Dissemination of any type of news, informational or editorial, which con-
stitutes a malicious attack upon policies or personnel of military government or
Allied forces, aims to disrupt unity among the Allies, or seeks to evoke the dis-
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trust and hostility of any displaced persons against any occupying power, is

prohibited.

(3) Dissemination of any type of news, informational or editorial, which incites

to riot or resistance to military government or Allied forces, jeopardizes the
occupying troops, or otherwise endangers military security, is prohibited.

The following table shows the number of displaced persons' publi-

cations, broken down by language groups, which have been authorized
to be published in the United States zone of Germany:

Language News-
papers

Maga-
zines

Language News-
papers

Maga-
zines

Estonian... . ... 2
4

1

1

3
4

3

13

1

0
5

2

Russian.. 3
5
2

1

1

5

1

0

Jewish. . ,. Ukrainian . ..

Yugoslavian.. ... Polish
Kalmuk. „ Multilingual... .

Latvian. _ ... _ . _.

TotalLithuanian.. . .. 26 31

The United States Army policy also permits freedom of circulation

among the displaced persons of publications printed in their home
countries subject to the same restrictions on content as shown above.
The subcommittee recommends that the same facilities and priv-

ileges as are accorded the newspaper representatives of the local

populations, such as access to new sources and travel privileges, be
accorded to the representatives of the newspapers of the displaced
persons.

The subcommittee recommends also that the matter of providing
information to the displaced persons, consistent with the restrictions

of the IRO Constitution, be included in the program of the United
States Information Service.

Jewish organization in United States zone oj Germany.—The Jewish
displaced persons have shown a high degree of initiative in organizing

to handle their own problems and to represent their interests before
the public authorities of their areas. In this connection the organiza-
tion of the Central Committee of Jews in the United States zone was
drawn particularly to the subcommittee's attention.

This Central Committee was organized at Munich in January 1946.

Delegates numbering 212 and representing some 30,000 Jewish dis-

placed persons then in the United States zone attended . This congress
elected a committee of 11, all of them displaced persons, to represent
the congress on a permanent basis.

A second congress was held at Bad Reichenhall in February 1947
and the organization was further perfected through the increase of

its Central Committee to 18, the establishment of a permanent
executive committee, and the establishment of a set of regional

committees.
Army attitude toward organization.—The Central Committee was

recognized by Gen. Joseph McNarney, then commander of the United
States forces in Europe, in a letter dated September 7, 1946, and a
liaison officer to deal with it on a regular basis was established at
theater headquarters.

It was emphasized at United States Army headquarters that this

Committee is regarded as a constructive force and that its main
function is to assist in the improvement of the lot of displaced persons
and in the maintenance of order.
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Fields of interest of Jewish committee.—The organization has taken
the initiative in such questions as general education, religious educa-
tion, moral rehabilitation, and the like, but has not acted upon matters
related to emigration and resettlement. The organization has ar-

ranged that specialized personnel be distributed among the camps,
has established displaced persons training centers for teachers, has
established a rabbinical school, has organized legal aid for displaced
persons, has established centers for research for reunited separated
families, and has suggested many improvements in administration to

the public authorities.

It was stressed to the subcommittee that the two congresses re-

flected no influence of subversive forces. They divided into Zionist

and anti-Zionist groups in their deliberations but were undivided
with respect to support of the tradition of free government.

E. SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

Basic change in attitude.—The basic path to improvement in the
operation of camps for displaced persons is a change in the major
premises of those who exercise authority over the camps. It is time
to slough off entirely the attitude, characteristic of UNRRA days, of

regarding the displaced persons as wards, subject on the one hand to

coddling and on the other to regimentation and mass handling.
In outlining the development of self-government in the camps the

subcommittee has drawn primarily from its observations in areas

under the control of the United States Army. The obvious reason
for this is that the other areas have not kept pace.

In the subcommittee's view, the United States authorities have
exercised sound leadership in opening the way for self-government and
initiative among the displaced persons. There is still much to be
done in all zones, however, in providing the displaced persons with
living examples of democracy.
The first means of providing this example must be in bringing the

talents of the displaced persons into continually fuller use in the
running of their own affairs and the operation of their own camps.
There are among the displaced persons resources of talent entirely

adequate for the required operations below the zone headquarters
level. By finding the right people, and by renewing their use of

their talents, the IRO will be able progressively to cut its own adminis-
trative expenses while conferring a benefit upon the displaced persons.

Excessive screening.—A second point is to avoid the practice of

harrying the camp inhabitants b;y repeated screening processes, con-
ducted either by military authorities or under IRO auspices, to deter-

mine eligibility and the like. The subcommittee came across exam-
ples where the inhabitants of a camp had been subjected to scrutiny

of their status as often as six times in a half year. The result is not
only onerous to the administrators and to the displaced persons, but
it also instills a continual sense of insecurity among the camp's inhab-
itants. The displaced person is brought to feel that his fate and
entire livelihood depend on what his neighbors may say about him
behind his back without his having an opportunity to rebut. Finally,

it has gone far beyond the point of diminishing return. In one in-

stance in Italy a recent rescreening of the 2,000 inhabitants of a camp
had shaken out 6 persons as of doubtful qualification. The cost of
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the screening to determine eligibility must have been many times the
administrative gain, let alone the harm done psychologically by sub-
jecting the camp's inhabitants to one more inquisition. The general
application of screening by use of screening teams by IRO should be
stopped.

It is the subcommittee's belief that the sound policy would be to

set a required time—probably 60 or 90 days—beyond which the
legitimacy of the displaced person's claim on aid would be presumptive
and the individual would be excused from further repeated challenge.

Military officials and the officials of the IRO are confident that the
present population of the displaced persons camps is sound from the
standpoint of political security The screening process of the camp
populace began in March 1946 and has been pushed vigorously, with
the result that 39,000 inhabitants of the displaced persons camps in the
United States zone were found to be ineligible for relief under United
Nations auspices and 547 were actually arrested as war criminals.

The situation in Italy.—At the time of the subcommittee's visit to

Italy the displaced persons, particularly those from eastern Europe
and the Balkan countries, had undergone a rigorous and protracted
screening process in which they had been sorted into three basic
groups known colloquially as the Blacks, the Grays, and the Whites.
The Blacks consisted of those believed to be war criminals and these
were segregated and kept under highest security guard behind barbed
wire. These were about to be, or were in the process of being, moved
to Germany. The Grays were those against whom no specific charge
had been sustained, but who were still under a general suspicion for

possible collaboration. The Whites were those who had established
themselves as in the clear.

The subcommittee recognizes the legitimacy of such screening.

The elimination of war criminals and quislings from the status of

displaced persons is mandatory under the IRO constitution. Never-
theless there should be a strict limit placed upon the time in which an
individual in the intermediate group can be made subject to suspicion.

For the better morale of all displaced persons the prompt clarification

of the status of Grays so that they are either classed with the Blacks
or the Whites is recommended.
The subcommittee was impressed with the type of identification

book called the Control Book for Displaced Persons and Refugees
issued by the IRO administration in Italy. The book is of pocket
size, contains all data about the individual's record, personal back-
ground, equipment, record of camp assignments, employment record,

medical data, photograph, and thumbprint. This compact presenta-
tion of information should be made standard in the other zones as it

would dispose of all questions regarding identity and duplication
and be a strict control on the issuance of rations and on camp
occupancy.
A change in transportation.—As part of the program of treating

displaced persons like people rather than like chattels is the matter
of avoiding mass movements from camp to camp conducted with a
show of arbitrariness. Such movements have generally declined in

Germany and Austria, but they still persist in Italy. Among the
camp inhabitants is a mortal fear of being returned to their homelands
or to Germany. Every mass movement by train is preceded by fears

and rumors.
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The subcommittee was apprised of two recent incidents where the

individuals to be moved had simply become defiant of orders. The
result obviously was an entirely avoidable contest of wills between
the camp's inhabitants and the operating authorities. It is necessary

only to recognize that the displaced persons are individuals capable

of finding their own way if provided with transportation. When it

becomes administratively necessary to move them from one camp to

another, the matter can be more readily accomplished by the mere
issuance of orders for individual tickets, which can be picked up by
the displaced person at the railroad station through prior arrange-

ment.
Other changes suggested.—In their observations among the camps,

the subcommittee noted such deficiencies in practice as (a) the failure

to provide adequate fire-fighting equipment—an important item in

view of the overcrowded conditions of the camps, and (6) the lack of

control over the posting of advertisements and propaganda—

a

matter that could be readily solved by the provision of central bulle-

tin boards and the imposition of proper restrictions on their use.

Finally, signs with invidious implications such as plant in the dis-

placed person's mind the idea that he is regarded as inferior should
be avoided. The subcommittee noted the presence of unnecessary
signs posted over the entrances to Army service clubs and other
recreational facilities and bearing such words as "German personnel
and DP's not admitted." Such signs do not build up credit for

democracy.

VI. Development of Industry and Self-Help Among
Displaced Persons

One of the most encouraging things noted by the subcommittee
was the activity being carried on by displaced persons within the
camps as cottage industry and camp chores and outside the camps in

competition in the local economic life.

Eesti Rada, a newspaper published by Estonian displaced persons
at Augsburg in the United States zone of Germany, expressed the
aspiration of the displaced persons in the following words:

We do not want to be sustained by charity, even when exercised in the form
of international care. We want to earn our living by our own labor.

What the subcommittee observed of the development of self-help

among the displaced persons confirms that statement.

A. PRESENT EMPLOYMENT OF CAMP RESIDENTS

Effect of staff reduction.—Earlier in this report the point was made
that the shortage of operating funds had forced the IRO to reduce its

personnel considerably below the numbers employed by its predeces-
sor organization for handling displaced persons, namely UNRRA.
The original UNRRA plan was to have 14 internationally employed
personnel to administer each camp. This number was found to be
unnecessarily large, particularly in view of the development of self-

reliance among the displaced persons through the assignment to them
of jobs and responsibilities for running their own affairs. IRO has
put increasing emphasis upon this aspect of camp administration and
through the use of the talents of the displaced persons themselves it
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has been able to undergo great retrenchment of personnel without a
corresponding reduction of the quality of camp operation.
In the United States zone of Germany the IRO had fewer than 750

internationally recruited employees at the time of the subcommittee's
inquiry, whereas a year ago UNRRA was using 2,500 to administer
the same number of displaced persons—a reduction attributed by IRO
officials primarily to the use of the talents of the camp inmates, with
a secondary factor, the improvement of personnel through careful

selection. (The corresponding reduction for all zones was from 5,300
in August 1946 to 1,450 at the time of the subcommittee's inquiry.)

At Funk Kasserne, near Munich, for example, the subcommittee
learned that IRO has 4 class I—that is, internationally recruited

—

employees whereas UNRRA formerly had as many as 40.

Administration at the camp level, the subcommittee observed, is

passing gradually completely to the displaced persons. Maintenance
at all levels is carried out by them under the supervision of IRO at

area and zone headquarters levels. Clerical and stenographic work
is entirely in the hands of the displaced persons below the zone head-
quarters level. IRO generally conveys to employees who are dis-

placed persons the responsibility for the handling of supplies on the
camp level with team on area supervision.

The IRO generally appoints a class II employee—that is, a dis-

placed person employee—as camp administrator for IRO matters,

and assigns one IRO field observer to a group of camps numbering
from 3 to 5. The IRO field observer is charged not with direct

administration, but with keeping an eye on the general conduct of

the camps.
The employment figures.—According to an IRO report covering per-

sons within camps in the United States zone of Germany as of July

31, 1947, out of a total population of 248,769 between the ages of

16 and 65 years, 204,372 were considered employable. In the category

were 81,158 women out of 114,392 and 123,214 men out of 134,377.

The balance considered unemployable numbered 44,397, consisting of

11,163 men and 33,234 women.
A total of 125,979 persons were actually employed, of which 87,750

were men and 35,289 women. This meant that more than five-eighths

of the employables within IRO camps were engaged in some productive

activity. Of the balance of 78,393 employable persons not at work,
moreover, 13,704 were taking vocational training—8,123 men and
5,581 women.
Most of those employed have jobs within the camps. Displaced

persons are employed in camps in two distinct ways: Some are on the

burgermeister's pay roll and are engaged by the military government;
they are not IRO employees. The total number of displaced persons

employed on the burgermeister's pay roll in any given camp may not
exceed 10 percent of the population of that camp. Displaced persons

are employed by IRO as class II personnel; they are paid $16 a

month maximum in scrip and the remainder in marks. In Germany
all class II personnel are displaced persons. Elsewhere, as for example
in Italy, class II employees are drawn from the local population.

The following table records the general types of employment of

the camp inhabitants within the United States zone of Germany actu-

ally at work as of July 31, 1947:
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Camp administra-
tion

Other in-camp
employment Out-of-camp employment

Paid by
burger-
meister

Paid by
amenity
supplies

Paid by
burger-
meister

Paid by
amenity
supplies

Employed
by

Army

Employed
by Ger-
man in-

dustry

Self-em-
ployed Farms

Men 12, 252
4,796

17, 114

7, 163
8, 325
3, 227

31,644
15, 524

10, 689
1,904

3,522
1,110

1, 538
724

1,057
513Women

Total 17, 048 24, 277 11, 552 47, 168 12, 593 4,632 2, 262 1,570

Excluded from the above figures are 4,877 camp inhabitants em-
ployed in jobs not covered by the above categories.

Besides the figures already given, covering employment of camp
inhabitants, the same survey shows 27,000 displaced persons organized
into units employed by the United States Army and living in Army
facilities. Also within the United States zone were estimated to be
some 150,000 displaced persons living in the German economy and
supporting themselves. Of the 150,000 persons it is estimated that
30 percent, or 45,000, were employed in German industry or on farms
or otherwise self-supporting.

The lag in Italy.— It was obvious to the subcommittee that the
sound employment of displaced persons has not been developed in

Italy to the degree that it has in the zones in central Europe. One
factor accounting for this is that Italy, in contradistinction to the
other areas, has an unemployment problem. Opportunities for

out-of-camp employment are seriously lacking. There is a corre-

sponding tendency to draw Italian nationals into the administration of

the camps at levels which would be appropriate for the displaced
persons themselves. Where the displaced persons have been placed
on the rolls as employees their activities consist almost entirely of

camp chores such as should be expected of all able-bodied displaced
persons as a contribution to their own support. The use of displaced
persons in positions requiring special talent and imposing special

responsibility was distinctly underdeveloped. A second factor is

that of dispersion. So much of the directing effort is spent in dealing
with the factors of time and distance in the provisioning of the camps
and in other camp routines that little time or energy is left for formu-
lating and stimulating community interests and training programs for

self development of the displaced persons.

B. VALUE OF DISPLACED PERSONS' INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES

The subcommittee's observations.—In the preponderant number of

camps visited the subcommittee marked the evidences of industry on
the part of the inhabitants.

It was particularly noticed that in every camp visited there was
a chapel or a synagogue constructed by the displaced persons them-
selves. Murals had been painted by the camp artists. Chandeliers
had been fashioned out of bits of war wreckage, with hand-carved and
inlaid woodwork. The items of furniture of these places of worship
were beautifully decorated by biblical designs carved from wood.
Flowers grown in the camps and hand-made candles decorated each
church.
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Two examples of camp industry.—It was revealing and encouraging
to see the large numbers of men, women, and children working iD

various shops in many of the camps visited by the subcommittee.
Two examples are recalled in particular.

One is that of a Jewish camp, Feldafing, near Munich. Its inhabi-

tants, numbering 4,500, live in former German Army barracks about
2 miles from a former concentration camp where many of them
were once prisoners. They were liberated from the concentration
camp by a platoon of the United States Army commanded by a
lieutenant named Smith. A monument to Smith has been erected

at Feldafing by the inhabitants.

Sharing with the monument the distinction of being a show place

of the camp is the tailor shop. Tailoring is done on a mass-production
scale. The level of industrial organization and the equipment, includ-

ing automatic cutting machines, would be creditable in a streamlined
tailor shop on New York's Seventh Avenue. The day the subcom-
mittee was there, production was centered on overcoats made of army
blankets dyed black. They were to go to displaced persons.

The second example is that of a Ukrainian camp near Cornberg,
Germany. Baby sweaters, mittens, pillowcases, table covers, and the
like were being produced in the sewing rooms. They were being
made on order for wives of American soldiers. They would be paid
for in cigarettes, soap, or chocolate bars since the displaced persons are

denied the right to hold United States currency or occupation scrip

(except insofar as paid for services as class II employees) and since

German marks are of little value to displaced persons, who lack
German ration cards. A tablecloth being made for a soldier's wife

would be sold for five packs of cigarettes. Three packs of these
would go in exchange for the material obtained from German sources.

The profit for 10 days' sewing would be the other two packs remaining.
Woodworking, basket weaving, pottery making, and the fashion-

ing of luggage and church furniture from cast-off Army equipment
and wrecked plane parts—such were other examples of cottage
industry noted in this camp.

Supplementing supplies.-—The subcommittee noted that in almost
every instance in all zones the camp inhabitants operated communal
gardens to supplement their meager rations.

The subcommittee was told, also, that the activities of the displaced

persons had proved of great value in supplementing clothing supplies.

Approximately 15 camps within the United States zone have clothing-

manufacturing projects under.way. In most cases the materials are

salvaged materials furnished by the United States Army. The
clothing manufactured is distributed by IRO throughout the zone.

The total number of persons employed in this activity is 2,950.

How to aid the program.-—One of the questions that the subcommittee
asked at IRO headquarters was what might be done to stimulate this

type of activity. The answer given follows:

Much could be done, in spite of difficulties, such as that of currency. Though
it is not thought probable that camp industry could be developed to a profit-

making level, it is very important for the morale of the inhabitants that they
should be able to produce articles and find a market for them. The possibility of
developing a kind of adoption scheme will be examined, whereby perhaps a
particular town in America or Britain could adopt a particular camp, help to
provide it with raw materials' and accept the finished articles. * * * Mail
facilities, which are the responsibility of the International Postal Service, should
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be improved. Voluntary societies will be given guidance as to the selection of
suitable supplies for distribution.

To this view the subcommittee adds its observation that the develop-
ment of industry, and along with it of vocational rehabilitation among
the camps, is one of the most constructive opportunities before the
private voluntary agencies, whose work will be discussed in a subse-
quent section of this report.

The subcommittee also takes cognizance of the fact that the
Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, an agency of the
Department of State, and the American Council of Voluntary Agencies
for Foreign Service are already engaged in a study of means to

stimulate industries among the displaced persons.

The factor of location.—A large factor in the development of indus-
trial activity is the matter of location, and it behooves the officials

of the IRO and of the military establishments to take this factor into
full account in future decisions regarding the closing out or the estab-
lishment of installations for displaced persons.

One aspect of location is that of nearness to towns and cities. It is

most essential that the centers be located near enough to metropolitan
areas to permit economic opportunity to the displaced persons and yet
far enough to maintain the autonomy of the establishment.
The remote camps, where there was little for the inmates to do

other than camp chores, were the least satisfactory from the stand-
point of development and morale of the individuals. On the other
hand, those few camps located in the hearts of cities apparently brought
an evil of another sort. Life was too congested and the opportunities
for engaging in illegitimate activities, such as black-marketing, too
accessible.

Relation to Army installations.—A second aspect is that of location
near Army installations.

A major factor in the life of any displaced persons camp is the factor

of the distance to the nearest military establishment of an occupying
army. Parenthetically, it should be said, one of the ways in which
this is felt is in the sense of security among the camp inmates. Most
of the displaced persons felt the full impact of the war as enemies of

the Axis. They have not yet forgotten their fears and resentments.
The source of their peace of mind so long as they must live among the
Germans is the knowledge that the armies of the Allied Countries are
close at hand to see that no harm comes to them. Another way in

which the nearness of the military establishments is a factor, how-
ever, is in the effect on the employment rate of displaced persons.

The subcommittee found that in the displaced persons camps most
closely located to army installations the employment levels were at

the highest. The camps located in isolated spots had the lowest
employment records. Work for the occupying armies is the type
most sought after among the displaced persons.

The potentialities of self-help.—One of the greatest unexploited fields

for improvement both of the conditions of life of the displaced persons
and of the resources upon which the IRO can draw is that of develop-
ing the displaced persons' participation in their own support through
properly directed industrial activity.

The repugnance toward effort in support of the German economy
should be recognized as legitimate. It can be overcome by proper
presentation of the idea to the inhabitants of the camps. Programs

67322—47 4
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of hand weaving, the making of surgical dressings, and the construc-
tion of equipment for use among the camps should be stimulated
through every available means. There is no reason why such activi-

ties should not be carried on to the benefit of orphanages, mental
institutions, and other such activities for assisting necessitous people
in Germany. To the displaced persons who fear that such activity

would be assisting Germany the answer can be readily presented that
the beneficiaries will actually be the Allied nations which have under-
taken the responsibility for the recovery of Europe.

In any event, the displaced persons should be expected and encour-
aged to make every contribution toward supporting themselves.
Every able-bodied displaced person in the camps should be expected
to give a standard number of hours of work every day to housekeeping.
His efforts beyond that point should be accounted to his own individual

benefit or to the benefit of those immediately around him.
The need of a medium of exchange.—For most of them it is the only

alternative to camp employment, since the majority regard direct

work for the German economy as completely unacceptable. This is

understandable. The displaced person so employed is paid in Ger-
man marks which he has difficulty in spending since he has no ration

card. Beyond that, however, is the factor that service to the enemy
is repugnant to most of the displaced persons.

It must be observed, however, that there is no ultimate advantage
to the displaced persons in withholding their economic efforts from
the German economy since the recovery of that economy is integral

to the recovery of Europe and of the world. The displaced persons
can be made to realize that there are certain types of activity on
their part which will be helpful not to the German economy but to

the expense borne by the American taxpayers and others.

The subcommittee believes that imagination and initiative on the
part of the IRO and the military authorities can bring about a con-
structive solution in the direction of providing a medium of exchange
other than barter for displaced persons working in the German
economy.

It should be stressed that such a development would lessen the
tendency of the displaced persons to be drawn into black-market
activities.

An asset to the world.-—The subcommittee observed enough to assure

itself that the displaced persons are by no means to be considered as

international indigents. In their resources for industry and other
types of human endeavor they represent a vital asset, given the proper
permanent use of their talents. The distribution of these people
among new situations where they will be given the opportunity to

function to the full as members of economic society should be made
an integral part of the economic arrangements incident to the European
recovery program.
As an index to the talents available among these people, the sub-

committee presents in an appendix to this report a catalog of the
economic aptitudes of the employable displaced persons present in the
United States zone of Germany as of May 1947.
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VII. The Special Activities of the IRO and the Work of
Voluntary Agencies

The care of displaced persons requires, besides housing and feeding,

such special activities as vocational rehabilitation, child welfare, the
facilitation of individual immigration, legal protection, and the like.

The International Refugee Organization's resources for these activities

are meager. It receives invaluable assistance, however, from private
voluntary sources.

A. ASSISTANCE TO THE IRO

The loss of specialized personnel. —The impetus toward the develop-
ment of self-reliance in government and economic activity among the
displaced persons is the only visible benefit gained from the IRO's
lack of funds.

Against this must be weighed the lack of welfare workers and other
personnel trained to deal with the problems of children, of old people,
and of those whose skills must be developed through schooling before
the}? will be able to earn their own livings.

The subcommittee saw the problems exemplified in the Prien
International Children's Center in Bavaria. The number of children
in the center was 475, of whom 75 were below the age of 5. In
January 1946 UNRRA had 16 class I employees taking care of 300
children. Now the staff has been cut to 2 while the number of

children has grown by 25 percent.

Such reductions will have a serious effect on the value of the IRO's
work and upon the welfare of the displaced persons, and it is the
subcommittee's hope that IRO will do everything possible within its

resources to return to a proper emphasis upon the needs of displaced
persons beyond subsistence and housing. In the meantime some of

the gap is being filled by various voluntary agencies.

Value of their efforts.—The subcommittee gave explicit attention
to the role of voluntary relief agencies in supplementing the care

afforded by the International Refugee Organization.
The subcommittee members were impressed by the warm endorse-

ment given by the leaders of the International Refugee Organization
to the activities of private agencies supplementing the necessarily

austere standards of IRO assistance. The scope of private relief is

small. Its importance, however, is very great in that it brings to

the displaced persons even a modicum of guidance and comfort
beyond the meager levels possible from public sources.

The subcommittee learned with regret that the majority of societies

of all nationalities, and the International Refugee Organization,

appear to be in similar financial difficulties. A number of societies

have had to scale down their work and their personnel have been
reduced by 250 since spring. The higher costs of operation in recent

months and the inability of some societies to command the currencies

in which those costs must be met in Germany and Austria are factors

in the problem.
One of the questions the subcommittee asked was whether any of

the voluntary agencies had been used as a cloak for political activities

among the displaced persons. Assurance was given that the policy

of IRO requires that voluntary societies operating under its auspices

shall avoid political activities of all kinds, and that if any of the
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societies were engaging in such activities they would be violating their

agreement which IRO would immediately terminate. No case of such
violation has yet arisen.

Scope of services.—The principal services rendered by the voluntary
agencies are in the following fields:

1. Counseling and specialized services to the individual family.

2. Assistance to refugees outside camps.
3. Training programs for leadership, self-management, welfare and

nursing aides, recreation leaders, teachers, and vocational instructors.

4. Religious, recreational, cultural, and community activities.

5. Vocational training.

6. Operation of children's summer camps.
7. Legal aid, visiting and reestablishment of prisoners, assistance to

the handicapped, and surveys of the problem of the handicapped to

ascertain numbers, types of disability, need for corrective treatment,
retraining, or residual care.

8. Individual emigration assistance, linking up with relatives or

other sources of help, exploiting opportunities for selected individuals

or groups by finding the people to fit the particular opportunities.

9. Assistance given by personnel with national and language back-
grounds in child search, identification, and repatriation of "lost"

children. (This activity is particularly important as carried on by
the Red Cross societies of the various European countries.)

10. Operation of special institutions (children's homes, convalescent
homes, special hospitals, clinics).

1 1 . General tracing, and an enormous volume of inquiry services

;

aids to repatriation through links with home countries.

12. Supplies for supplementary relief, amenities, and special needs
of every description, including requirements of programs listed

above.
Distribution of personnel.—Approximately 1,500 individuals are em-

ployed by the voluntary agencies as staff and operating personnel in

work among the displaced persons in Germany, Austria, and Italy.

More than half of these are engaged in activities in the United States
zone of Germany. In Germany about 40 percent of the staff and
operating personnel of these agencies are locally recruited from among
the displaced persons. Many of the displaced persons are employed
without official attached status. In Austria and Italy locally recruited

employees do not have official status and are not included in the per-
sonnel figures of these agencies. The distribution of the voluntary
agency personnel among the areas of activity is as follows:
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Voluntary agency personnel

Germany

Austria Italy

C.T.B.i
United
States
zone

French
zone

British
zone

Polish Red Cross ... .. 59
61

2

305

31

56
2
5

65
42
6

26

200
9

12
12
46
2

7

3
25

2

10
8YMCA/YWCA.

Italian Red Cross.. ...... 1

American Joint Distribution Committee 58
British Red Cross/COBSRA. .. . ..

American Polish War Relief . . . .. .... 13

38
104
14

50
2
2

49

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society 1

25
4

3

Jewish Agency for Palestine . . 20
2Jewish Committee for Relief Abroad..

National Catholic Welfare Conference
Netherlands Red Cross. ..... « 2
Unitarian Service Committee.
World ORT Union 2 .. 8 12
Friends Relief Service ...... .. ..

Belgian Red Cross.. . ... . ... 1

American Friends Service Committee.. 1

12

10

7

16
1

2S

Vaad Hatzalah ... 1

International Rescue and Relief Com-
mittee... .... .

United States Committee for the Care of
European Children. .

Czechoslovak Red Cross . 3
1

1

3

3

3
2

World Student Relief
Church World Service . .

World Council of Churches. . .....
Don Suisse .

Mennonites ._ . . .. 2
Yugoslav Red Cross

Total 4 774 94 457 134 36

J Central Tracing Bureau.
3 World Organization for Rehabilitation Through Training Union.

B. HELP FROM AMERICAN SOURCES

The work of American agencies.-—Many of the agencies listed above
are primarily American organizations and are supported by funds
drawn from American sources. The subcommittee gave particular

attention to the activities of these organizations. They are specified

below with a brief statement of the nature of the program carried

on by each.

The American Friends Service Committee is concerned chiefly in

supplementary feeding, clothing distribution, rehabilitation work, and
the like, among displaced persons in France, particularly refugees
from Spain. At the present time, however, the agency has one repre-

sentative engaged in organizing a welfare and orientation program in

emigration and resettlement assembly centers and staging areas in

the United States zone of Germany. It is anticipated that the staff

will be increased to 10 to take care of this work.
The American Joint Distribution Committee, in conjunction with

the Jewish Agency for Palestine, supports a mobile team of doctor and
orthopedic nurse engaged in special corrective assistance to the handi-
capped among the displaced persons. In 1947 alone this agency is

bringing into the United States zone of Germany supplies of an esti-

mated value of $8,791,000, of which about half is food. Up to August
31 of this year, 8,800 tons had reached the zone. This organization
plays a most important role in the betterment of conditions for Jewish
displaced persons in particular. Its activities are especially heavy in
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the United States zone of Germany, where the main portion of the
Jewish displaced persons are to be found. It has a vital function in
providing care for recently arrived Jewish displaced persons for whom
IRO is as yet unable to care.

The American ORT Union participates in the work done by the
World ORT Union. The purpose o# this organization is to prepare
Jewish displaced persons to earn their livelihood. This is done
through schools, through an apprenticeship program, and through
furnishing equipment and raw materials. The aim of ORT, so far as

its work relates to displaced persons, is to preserve and develop their

talents for industry so that they can, when the opportunity comes,
take their place successfully in normal economic society. The scope
of the work done by ORT may be indicated by a summary of its

educational activities in the United States zone of Germany as of

August 1M7. Six thousand eight hundred and eighty-six pupils were
enrolled in 28 types of courses embracing a range of subjects as

follows: Photography, watch repairing, knitting, children's wear,
leather working, shoemaking, galvanizing, weaving, underwear mak-
ing, millinery, men's wear (cutting), dental mechanics, dressmaking,
corsetry, masonry, women's wear (cutting), auto mechanics and
driving, radio, machine shop techniques, men's hat making, typing,

linotype operation, goldsmithing, optical techniques, surveying, tile

setting, fashion design, and window dressing. Six hundred teachers
were engaged in these courses, representing a favorable over-all

pupil-teacher ratio of 11:1. Displaced persons constituted the bulk
of the teachers, a factor making possible the wide variety of courses
offered in the various ORT schools. The pupil enrollment was up
30 percent over May 1947 and the teaching staff had increased by
50 percent in the same period.

American Polish War Relief furnishes counseling and inquiry
services to Poles and has been conducting a supply program which
provides supplementary food, clothing, medical, and amenity supplies.

The organization is interested in developing an emigration and resettle-

ment program and expects that its staff will have to be increased to

20 to handle such activities; 120 tons of food and 400 tous of clothing,

having an estimated value of $1,000,000, were delivered to displaced
persons by this agency during 1946-47.
The Church World Service is engaged in developing an extensive

program of welfare, child care, care of the aged and handicapped, voca-
tional training, emigration assistance, and the provision of supple-
mental supplies for non-Jewish, non-Catholic displaced persons, prin-

cipally in the United States zone of Germany. Its plans include ex-
tensive service to resettlers in South America supplementing at the
destination points the work done by the International Refugee Or-
ganization in transporting resettlers to new homes.
The Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society assists resettlement and

repatriation of Jewish displaced persons through preparation of travel
documents, representation before consular and other authorities, and
through shelter and relief en route and at destinations.

The International Rescue and Relief Committee, Inc., devotes its

efforts largely to cash relief, furnishing of supplementary food and
clothing to refugees in France, and assisting resettlement and repatria-
tion, but it also furnishes some food, clothing, and medical supplies
to displaced persons in Germany. In its own words, this agency has
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"specialized on behalf of intellectuals, trade-unionists, and those who
actually resisted fascism." Additional personnel from this agency
have been requested by the International Refugee Organization to

act as escorts on emigration transports.

The Jewish Agency for Palestine, in addition to the work already
noted in conjunction with the American Joint Distribution Committee,
gives welfare, child-care, legal aid, and emigration assistance. A very
important part of its work is in the provision of an extensive educa-
tional and vocational training (particularly in agriculture) program
which is of great importance for the morale of the Jewish displaced
persons and as a part of the preparation of the Jews for resettlement.

It is anticipated that the staff will have to be increased to about 155
to maintain this program.
The Unitarian Service Committee is concerned primarily in the prob-

lems of refugees from Spain, assisting them in resettlement and giving
dental, medical, and legal aid, and supplementary food and clothing
on an individual case-work basis. The committee has only a small
staff operating in Germany. The significance of the work of this

staff, however, is out of proportion to its numbers. Three of the
staff are child-welfare specialists in charge of three homes for children.

The activities of this agency include participation in welfare, educa-
tion, rehabilitation, and tracing of relatives for unaccompanied chil-

dren. All of its staff are in positions of leadership.

The United States Committee for the Care of European Children
takes care of the documentation and transportation of all unaccom-
panied displaced children who emigrate to the United States. It is

essential that the staff should be increased to 13 to provide adequate
service in this field. The importance of the operation carried on by
the organization is discussed in subsequent pages.
War Relief Service, National Catholic Welfare Conference, devotes

its efforts to furnishing religious, educational, occupational, and recrea-

tional supplies to the displaced persons camps, giving supplementary
food and clothing to persons both in and out of the camps, medical
aid to displaced persons outside the camps, and immigration assist-

ance to resettlers. In addition, the agency has taken over four tuber-

culosis hospitals for displaced persons in Germany. A particularly

important service performed by this agency has been in canvassing
the displaced persons camps for individuals with particular academic
qualifications. During 1946 and 1947 this organization delivered to

displaced persons 450 tons of food and 300 tons of clothing, with an
estimated total value of $615,000. It is expected that the scope of

the agency's activities will soon make necessary an increase in per-

sonnel to at least 70.

YMCA/YWCA is conducting an extensive welfare and recrea-

tional program in displaced persons assembly centers and has taken
over the former UNRRA film projects and is showing films in the
camps. This agency will also staff children's centers where difficult

youths will be placed. An outstanding achievement of the agency
was the provision of 2 weeks' camping to 41,000 children (about 90
percent of the displaced children in Germany between 10 and 17). In
view of the steadily expanding activities of the organization, it is ex-

pected that an increase of personnel to at least 75 will soon be nec-

essary. During 1946 and 1947 this agency delivered $90,000 worth
of food and $35,000 worth of clothing to displaced persons.
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The American Red Cross program.—Finally, a word should be said

about another American organization which has contributed invalu-
ably to the work of taking care of displaced persons—the American
Red Cross. This organization is mentioned separately because it has
been given a special status with the United States Military Establish-

ment in Europe rather than having its work directly integrated with
the activities of the International Refugee Organization and its pred-
ecessors. A resume of the work of the American Red Cross in rela-

tion to displaced persons follows.

American Red Cross personnel assisted the program of the United
States Army for displaced persons and refugees, as well as for German
civilians, by providing technical advice and information on health,

welfare, and other allied fields, by making surveys, by assisting with
actual relief operations, and by furnishing relief supplies. Activities

concerned with displaced persons in Germany included setting up
kitchens for mass feeding, surveying buildings in which displaced
persons might be housed, assisting in the establishment of camps and
hospitals, distribution of clothing, medical supplies, and invalid food
parcels, and assisting in a survey of public health conditions and the
organization of health and hygiene facilities. Soap, cod-liver oil,

clothing, and food parcels were provided from American Red Cross
stocks for persons released from concentration camps. More than
300,000 American Red Cross standard food parcels were used for

feeding displaced persons in transit to their own countries, and an
additional 8,500,000 food parcels were channeled into stocks for dis-

placed persons in the United States zones of Germany and Austria.
Surplus hospital, clothing, and amenity supplies to an estimated value
of $5,000,000 were also made available by the American Red Cross
for the use of displaced persons, and 50,000 Junior Red Cross educa-
tional kits and other school supplies were furnished for displaced
persons' children. The program of the American Red Cross for dis-

placed persons was due to be terminated on October 31, 1947.

C. THE NEED OF WIDER EFFORT

Uneven distribution .—In evaluating the work of the voluntary
agencies, the subcommittee was impressed by the unevenness of the
effort as among the component groups of the displaced persons.

It was clear to the subcommittee that the work was disproportion-
ately high amoug the Jewish displaced persons, not in relation to
their needs but rather in relation to the work being done among other
groups.

This appears to be the result of the fact that the Jewish aspects
of the displaced persons are the ones which have been most drama-
tized to the public in recent years. The fact that the Jewish facet
of the problem constitutes only 22 percent of the whole problem, in
contradistinction to the Roman Catholic portion amounting to
approximately 64 percent and the Protestant and Greek Catholic
and Orthodox portions amounting to about 14 percent, is often over-
looked. The result has been that the efforts of other faiths have
not been directed to the assistance of the displaced persons as widely
and as pervasively as have Jewish efforts in behalf of Jewish displaced
persons.

Challenge to other faiths.—The answer is not to distribute evenly
what aid is available, but rather to develop new resources of assist-
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ance. The level of Jewish aid, even though much larger than that
from other sources, remains meager in comparison to the needs of the
group it serves.

The situation is a challenge to the members of other faiths and to

other organizations. The subcommittee marked the differences be-
tween opportunities for vocational rehabilitation for Jewish children

at this center and those for other groups. The OUT program is very
effective, while such a program for non-Jewish children is almost
completely lacking. There is an opportunity for coustructive, hu-
manitarian service for other organizations in the field to afford like

facilities and guidance to the non-Jewish children.

OUT has done the best job of vocational training in the displaced
persons camps. The IRO has not been able to do a great deal,

although in older camps like that at Hanau, Germany, the displaced
persons have set up fairly good training shops themselves. Another of

them, which the subcommittee noted with commendation, is the IRO
mechanical training establishment at Ludwigsburg, near Stuttgart,

where young men and boys in classes of 200 at a time receive the
benefit • of instruction on the use of mechanical equipment, worth
hundreds of thousands of dollars, conveyed to the use of displaced
persons by the United States Army, which formerly used it in a
quartermaster center.

The development of cottage industry among all groups of displaced
persons is an opportunity of primary importance to the religious and
other private agencies.

A second opportunity is in the supplying of books and other items
of educational equipment. The subcommittee was impressed both
with the energy with which primary and secondary education is

being carried on in the camps and with the meagerness of the material
with which to work.
The supplying of libraries, furnishing of athletic equipment, and

support of dramatics, musical, and other cultural activities are no
less important. In all of these lines of activity the displaced persons
were attempting to carry on with a pitiful lack of material. In some
of the camps textbooks have been rewritten with the most primitive
tools and material. Pictures have been hand engraved to illustrate

home-made school books.
Concert halls have been built of left-over materials and their in-

terior decorations fashioned from cast-offs. Lectures on mechanics and
other technical subjects are in many cases carried on with only one text-

book for a class of 25.

Camp newspapers are published with only the equipment of anti-

quated mimeograph machines. The subcommittee noted one camp
in which five publications were being carried on simultaneously by the
youth of the camp all on the same piece of equipment.

There is a great opportunity for religious organizations to do simple

missionary work among the displaced persons. Religious education,

while not neglected by the displaced persons themselves, has lacked the

support of equipment and literature that could be supplied only from
outside resources.

Care of children.-—The subcommittee noted many signs of the

activity of the Army youth program among the indigenous populations

of central Europe. Such a program for displaced persons has been
neglected. In the subcommittee's view this activity is as vital to the
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displaced persons as it is for the youth of Germany and Austria. Like-
wise there is a need for further organization along the lines of the Boy
Scouts and the Girl Scouts. In the subcommittee's mind there is

no doubt of the basis for response to this type of activity. No group
needs it more than do the children who have suffered the extraordinary
hardships that have been the experience of the displaced persons.
This view is recorded in the hope that it may stimulate American
organizations to undertake such programs.
One of the unfortunate results of IRO's financial stringency is a

decline in the standard of care of unaccompanied children which are

a charge upon the organization as compared with the standard which
obtained when the primary responsibility was in UNRE,A. Under
UNRRA not simply basic physical needs were provided, but also

rehabilitation, orientation, education, and other forms of guidance.
Under IRO there is no margin for anything beyond the basic needs
and the children actually do not get adequate, let alone complete,
care. Such was the opinion given to the subcommittee by Theodora
Allen, representing the United States Committee for the Care of

European Children, and this view was confirmed in the observations
made by the subcommittee. The voluntary agencies are doing what
they can to fill the deficiency, but the efforts, under existing limitations,

are not enough.
Need of rations . —The supplementing of the rations should not be

overlooked as an opportunity for private assistance. The displaced
persons' food has been cut to the most meager levels, both in quality

and quantity. Often, because of a temporary failure of supply, the
level falls even below the minimum of subsistence. The supplying of

supplemental rations on the present basis is uneven. Again, the solu-

tion is not to reduce the benefits of the few who receive them, but
rather to bring all groups in line by additional private efforts.

There is much room for improvement among the voluntary agencies
in addition to the simple development of greater volume. In the sub-
committee's view, a larger degree of coordination is necessary. Du-
plication of staff in some areas results in a drain upon local rations and
upon local housing facilities, without corresponding benefit to the dis-

placed persons. In other areas no assistance whatever is being given.

The proper distribution of staff and of supplies is one to be worked
out through a central council rather than upon the present unco-
ordinated basis. An organization roughly equivalent to that of the
United Service Organization is called for among the voluntary
agencies.

Principle oj equality.—A primary principle of such an organization
would be to eliminate discrimination among ethnic or religious groups
among the camp populations. Such discrimination may not be
serious in its results when it exists as between two different camps
consisting of distinct groups of displaced persons. It becomes quite

serious, however, when it exists among various components of the
same camp. The subcommittee took note of many examples of this:

equipment for the use of one group exclusively, or supplemental
rations issued to a portion of the personnel of the camp but not avail-

able to others.

In such instances the benefit of charity is partly overcome by the
creation of friction and resentment. Proper coordination would
eliminate such discrimination and avoid such results.
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In the subcommittee's view, the various religious organizations
participating in such a coordinated effort should be given a free choice

as to what particular camps they will serve, but always with the stand-
ard that all inhabitants of any camp so served must be treated alike.

VIII. Repatriation of Displaced Persons: Accomplishments and
Prospects

Caretaking is only a stopgap in the problem of displaced persons.

The only permanent solution is to get them back to their homes or to

find new homes for them. The International Refugee Organization is

founded on the principle that they should not be forced to return to

their homelands in the face of peril. Voluntary repatriation, however,
is reaching the point of diminishing returns.

A. THE POLICIES GOVERNING REPATRIATION

Status of repatriation.—The primacy of repatriation as a means of

reducing the refugee problem is repeatedly stated in the IRO Constitu-
tion. It is asserted in the preamble and in the statement of the man-
date of the Organization, and is repeated in the annexes which present
the principles of policy upon which the Organization is to operate.

On the other hand, the principle that the Organization must not
turn its back on the legitimate needy is stated with equal force if not
so often. It must lend a helping hand, but how can it do this without
encouraging people to live on its help rather than go back to their

homes? The dilemma is stated in annex I of the constitution:

(e) It should be the concern of the Organization to insure that its assistance is

not exploited by persons in the case of whom it is clear that they are unwilling to
return to their countries of origin because they prefer idleness to facing the hard-
ships of helping in the reconstruction of their countries, or by persons who intend
to settle in other countries for purely economic reasons, thus qualifying as
emigrants.

(/) On the other hand it should equally be the concern of the Organization to
insure that no bona fide and deserving refugee or displaced person is deprived of

such assistance as it may be in a position to offer.

IRO J

s general attitude.—The members of the subcommittee were
particularly interested in the measures taken to insure that the re-

sources of IRO are not exploited and at the same time that no one
should be forced to return to his homeland in peril. The relevant
questions were stressed both on the headquarters level and in the
field. The subcommittee was told that the IRO considers that one
of its important obligations is to make it possible for displaced persons
under its care to make up their own minds voluntarily about repatria-

tion, to the greatest possible extent, free from external pressures.

Nevertheless, the IRO seeks by every proper way to stimulate
repatriation.

Information on repatriation.—The IRO does not impede, but in

fact encourages, the flow of official information from the governments
of the countries of the camp inmates. Questions raised by the camp
inmates regarding misgivings about returning home are dealt with in

official information. The subcommittee members were told that the
Polish Government had in the past been particularly effective in pro-

viding the information necessary to stimulate repatriation, and that
the Government of Yugoslavia had recently shown a similar interest
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in preparing brochures and pamphlets to reassure its nationals in the
displaced person camps. The subcommittee members were told that
the IRO intends to continue this wherever results useful to the reduc-
tion of the load may be achieved.

Another measure productive of some positive results is contact be-
tween the camp inhabitants and former inhabitants who have already
returned to their homelands. This may be done either by having
representative repatriates return to their camps to answer questions
or by sending delegations of displaced persons to their countries of
origin to get information to bring back to their camps. Both pro-
cedures were effectively employed by UNRRA and are being con-
tinued by IRO.

Personal mail between displaced persons and their friends and
relatives in their home countries is always extremely helpful as the
people feel they are learning actual facts, not colored by political

factors. Although postal services have been established between
many of the countries, IRO is working with the countries of origin to

improve these facilities and, where they are not yet adequate, to

work through international tracing services and the Red Cross in

order to send and deliver personal messages between displaced persons
and relatives in their home countries.

Access oj government representatives.—The IRO is instructed by its

constitution to permit representatives of the countries of origin to

have an opportunity to present their points of view to displaced
persons as long as the persons themselves are under no compulsion to

act on their recommendations. Therefore the IRO is working both
with the countries of origin and with the occupying authorities in

order to insure the free access of accredited government representa-
tives to displaced persons under their care. When there are groups
in particular camps or assembly centers who attempt to prevent the
entry of government representatives, the IRO and the military

authorities make every effort to'enable the government representatives

to speak to their nationals. On the other hand, no displaced person
is ever required to attend a meeting or to confer with the representative

of his country of origin.

The double objective of insuring a fair hearing and yet leaving
the listeners uncoerced sometimes involves great difficulties for those

in authority over the displaced persons.

At a camp by the name of Bad Aibling near Berchtesgaden, Ger-
many, where over 2,000 members of the Royal Yugoslav Army were
housed, the subcommittee learned that upon two different occasions

the inmates had run out four Communists sent to urge their return
to "free Yugoslavia."
The four speakers had been allowed into the camp by order of the

United States commander, Gen. Lucius Clay, who acted upon the

appeal of the military authorities of the Soviet Union.
The speakers were overborne by the hostility of the audience and

drowned out by questions concerning the unhappy fates of former
camp inhabitants who had returned to their former homes in Yugo-
slavia upon the guaranty that the present Yugoslav regime would give

them immunity notwithstanding their former adherence to the Mihailo-
vitch regime. When confusion approached riot the speakers left.

Later they returned, again at the instance of the military authorities

of the Soviet Union. Notwithstanding an American military escort
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and notwithstanding an appeal from their Yugoslav commanding
officer to give the speakers a hearing, the camp audience refused to

listen.

The subcommittee was told that the attempt to get a hearing for

Communist speakers in this particular camp or elsewhere in the
American zone has not been repeated.

The status of the ration ' bonus.—The subcommittee specifically in-

quired whether IRO was making progress in repatriation by granting
food bonuses as contemplated by paragraph 1 (a) of article 2 of the
IRO constitution. The answer was that the experience with this

method had not been reassuring of any appreciable results. The
IRO headquarters further stated:

Under UNRRA some repatriates, particularly Poles, were, during a specific

period, granted 60 days' rations at the time of their return. This was felt to be
a constructive measure (a) partiy because it served as a concrete focus for a
program in which cooperation could be obtained from governments of origin and
from occupying authorities, such as receiving more exact information concerning
living conditions and future prospects for those refugees who would be repatriating
and obtaining assistance from the countries of origin and from the occupying
authorities, provision of rations; and (6) because many refugees felt it was a
gesture of good will toward them and gave them reassurance that they would have
time to reestablish themselves in their home communities without an immediate
worry about food.

At the Preparatory Commission meeting in July, the Executive Secretary
submitted for the consideration of the Commission a draft resolution proposing
to . defer the provision of the 3 months' repatriation incentive contemplated by
article 2, paragraph 1 (a) of the constitution until the constitution itself actually
came into force, it being clear to all delegates that the budgetary situation at
this stage of the operations was a difficult one. A decision was reached to take
note of the desire of the Executive Secretary to implement the provision of the
3 months' repatriation incentive to the extent possible in the light of limited
financial resources currently available to the Commission, while at the same time
directing him to enter into contact with the appropriate authorities in the occupied
zones with a view to their advancing the necessary supplies.

In this connection the subcommittee entered into the question
raised by rumors sometimes repeated in this country to the effect

that the bonus ration plan had proved merely to be a support of the
black market. It developed that, contrary to understanding in the
United States, the repatriates were not given a bounty of food at the
outset of their homeward journey. The food was placed at way
stations or in depots in the homelands, and the repatriate was given
documents for periodic drawing upon his food credit. Special induce-
ment rations have never been given to repatriate displaced persons
in the camps, so the alleged selling of the rations on the black market
must be ruled out.

The question of indirect coercion.—The subcommittee also inquired
whether IRO or its predecessor organization or the military authorities

had ever, as sometimes reported resorted to the harrying of camp
inmates by moving them unnecessarily from place to place as a covert
means of coercing their return to their former homelands. The
answer, given by IRO headquarters, was found by the subcommittee
to be informative and reassuring:

In the past there have been segregations and movements of camp populations
by the military authorities, but these have been made primarily for administrative
reasons except in a few isolated instances where they were made on the basis

of moving individuals who were discouraging repatriation. The military moved
populations from one camp to another in order to bring together the same nation-
alities in one camp which made these camps easier to administer, and made it
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possible for information concerning countries of origin to be more easily dissem-
inated. Also in some instances the military removed from camps groups of
persons whom they considered ineligible or whom they considered necessary to
move in the interests of law and order. The military also occasionally moved
populations from one camp to another in order to consolidate camps because of
the difficult housing situation and the lack of enough adequate facilities for all

purposes.
In many instances the refugees themselves were much disturbed by these moves

and did not always understand the reasons for them. Since there are all sorts
of political groups among the refugees, the moves were interpreted by various
groups in their own terms, sometimes insisting this was a type of forced repatri-
ation, in other instances heralding the moves, particularly if 'the installations to
which they were moved were better than their previous ones.

It is, of course, true that there are all sorts of organized pressures among the
displaced persons, not only against repatriation but against any type of movement
including resettlement. It is natural for groups of people who feel strongly either
for or against repatriation to attempt to organize methods by which they could
present their own point of view and these methods sometimes result in pressures
which prevent repatriation.
The IRO under its constitution is instructed to remove leaders of groups who

are discouraging repatriation, but here again, it is difficult to determine completely
fairly exactly which persons are included in such a group.

In this connection it will be necessary for IRO to discuss with the military in

Germany their interpretation of the proceedings of the Council of Foreign Ministers
in Moscow, which include definite resolutions against any type of international
assistance to persons organizing or spreading propaganda directed against against
United Nations' interests or against repatriation.

The personnel equation.—Is there danger that pressure to repatriate

may be exerted on displaced persons by functionaries below the head-
quarters level acting on their individual political predilections for

governments within the dictators' orbit or that opposite pressure might
be exercised by those contrarily inclined? This question was asked
at IRO headquarters. The answer gave the subcommittee reassuring
evidence that the IRO leaders are alert to the need of vigilance to

avoid such danger:

In carrying out the repatriation program, the IRO is attempting at all levels

of the Organization to insure the ability, knowledge, and impartiality of persons
involved in assisting displaced persons to be repatriated. This is necessary so
that personnel may not, by their prejudices, appear to force repatriation but on
the other hand, so that the personnel may be aware of pressures being brought
to bear upon displaced persons to prevent their return. It is thus hoped that
IRO personnel may be able to insure adequate information being received by
displaced persons and assist them in making up their minds about their return in

real freedom.

The subcommittee bore the question in mind while in the field. Its

findings supported the view that the IRO is maintaining a proper
balance and that covert pressure for repatriation, formerly charged
among UNRRA camp personnel, no longer prevails.

B. THE PROSPECTS FOR REPATRIATION

The current rate.—The main point to be made here about repatria-

tion is that it is playing out. Once it was the major factor in the

reduction of the problem of displaced persons. Indeed, up to mid-
July of 1945, the time of the dissolution of Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary Forces, approximately 6,000,000 displaced per-

sons had been repatriated by the forces under General Eisenhower.
From the period of mid-July 1945 to August 1, 1947, an additional

677,808 displaced persons returned voluntarily to their homes from
the United States area of control in Germany alone. The diminution
of the rate in recent months, however, is shown in the following table:
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Rate of repatriation, February-July 1947

Gi?,rrrj,any

Date Austria Italy Total
British French United

"

zone zone States zone

February 1947 .- 54 Q) 1, 859 384 169 2, 466
March,. - 80 693 3,600 581 509 5, 463
April . 231 863 4, 218 610 587 6,509
May T _-_ 7, 044 845 4, 216 199 149 12, 453
June... . ._ - 5, 277 1,394 3, 992 211 692 11, 566
July 3,000 183 1,500 200 462 5, 345

1 No report.

The average above, inclusive of all zones, is about one-third of the
rate of increment of the camp population due to the excess of births

over deaths.
Reasons for the decline.—It would be erroneous to conclude that the

diminution of repatriation is the result of a let-down in the effort.

The fact is that the national groups among the displaced persons
represent widely varying potentialities for repatriation. The groups
most susceptible of repatriation have already largely gone home.
This is borne out by the following table representing accomplishments
in repatriation in the United States zone of Germany since the close

of hostilities:

National group
Total displaced
persons under

zonal jurisdiction

Total repatriated
to date

Estonian. .__._._____„ _ 18. 564
52, 455
33, 925

529, 885

1, 061,307
86, 778
32, 413

1, 082, 627
i 166, 859

488
1, 576

303
354, 369

1, 043, 345

68, 310

Latvian ... . . . .

Lithuanian . _ ... _ ... .. . . .

Polish
Russian ... . . ... .. . _. . . ..

Yugoslav.. _ .....
Stateless ...... . ..

Others and unclassified _ ^ ... 1,042, 172
Jewish ... . . ... .. ... ... . ... ..

Total i 3. 031. 243 2.510, 563

1 Only Jewish in camp are included in these totals since Jewish out of camps are shown under respective
nationality.

The groups remaining in the displaced persons camps are pre-

ponderantly those who believe they cannot go home with security.

There are undoubtedly a very few in the camps whose objections to

going home are based upon an economic preference for their present
status and future prospects rather than upon fear of political or racial

reprisal. A problem for the IRO and the military administration is

to weed these persons out and get them on their way.
IRO's estimate oj prospect.—The following table represents IRO's

plans for repatriation during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948:
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Estimated repatriation movements, July 1947-July 1948

From-

Middle East
China:

Overseas Chi
nese.

Europeans

Chinese
Italy

Austria. ..

To—

Poland

Burma and Neth-
erlands East In-
dies.

Germany and
Austria.

Saigon
Poland
Czechoslovakia-
Yugoslavia
Poland
Czechoslovakia..

_

U. S. S. R
Hungary
Yugoslavia

Number

18, 000

18, 000

400

3, 780
150

330
1,800

90
225
105

1, 620

From-

Germany:
British zone.

United States
zone.

French zone.

To—

Poland. 33, 600
U. S. S. R 732
Yugoslavia . 2,850
Estonia ... 900
Latvia. ... 1, 500
Poland 40, 000
Yugoslavia. . ... 2, 460
Czechoslovakia 1,350
Latvia.. 1, 260
Lithuania 840
Poland .. .... 2, 500
U. S. S. R 350
Yugoslavia... 900

Number

The plan, envisaging a total of 133,950 repatriations, more than
97,000 of them from Europe, represents probably a too hopeful fore-

cast of the maximum potential.

Certainly, so far as repatriation from Europe is concerned, the
figures can be sustained only by assuming that the rate during the

6 months' period from February through July 1947, as demonstrated
in the above table relevant to that point, will be surpassed through-
out the year (whereas the rate of repatriation can be expected to decline

during the winter months). Even on this assumption, however,
repatriation will not even balance the number of additional persons
expected to come onto the rolls of IRO in the same period.

The subcommittee's view.—The subcommittee came to the conclusion

that repatriation provides no way out of the problem, given that

the nations responsible for taking care of the displaced persons stay

on their present policy—the only one morally defensible—of

avoiding coercion in repatriation.

IX. Resettlement of Displaced Persons:
Prospects

Accomplishments and

The International Refugee Organization has been bargaining with
several nations to receive some of its charges, but has met with
limited success. Prospects for further accomplishments are indefinite.

A. THE ACHIEVEMENTS UP TO NOW

Who can be resettled?—Repatriation is the permanent solution for

those displaced persons who can reenter their old countries in safety

if not in comfort. Resettlement is the permanent solution for those

who cannot go home again. The IRO constitution is explicit about
the secondary nature of resettlement. It also carefully defines the

conditions under which persons will be considered nonrepatriable.

They will be so considered

—

* * * if they have definitely in complete freedom and after receiving full

knowledge of the facts, including adequate information from the governments
of their countries of nationality or former habitual residence, expressed valid

objections to returning to those countries.
(a) The following shall be considered as valid objections:

(i) persecution, or fear, based on reasonable grounds of persecution

because of race, religion, nationality or political opinions, provided these
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opinions are not in conflict with the principles of the United Nations, as
laid down in the Preamble of the Charter of the United Nations;

(ii) objections of a political nature judged by the Organization to be
"valid", as contemplated in paragraph 8 (a) of the report of the Third
Committee of the General Assembly as adopted by the Assembly on 12
February 1946.

(iii) in the case of persons falling within the category mentioned in section
A, paragraphs 1 (a) and 1 (c) compelling family reasons arising out of previous
persecution, or compelling reasons of infirmity or illness.

(b) The following shall normally be considered "adequate information":
information regarding conditions in the countries of nationality of the refugees
and displaced persons concerned, communicated to them directly by represent-
atives of the governments of these countries, who shall be given every facility

for visiting camps and assembly centers of refugees and displaced persons in order
to place such information before them.

The paragraph 8 (a) referred to in paragraph (a) (ii) above is as

follows:

In answering the representative of Belgium, the Chairman stated that it was
implied that the international body would judge what were, or what were not,
"valid objections" ; and'that such objections clearly might be of a political nature.

The paragraphs 1 (a) and 1 (c) mentioned in paragraph (a) (iii)

above are as follows:

(a) Victims of the Nazi or Fascist regimes or of regimes which took part on
their side in the Second World War, or of the Quisling or similar regimes which
assisted them against the United Nations, whether enjoying international status'

as refugees or not.
(c) Persons who were considered refugees before the outbreak of the Second

World War, for reasons of race, religion, nationality or political opinion.

Resettlement grows in importance as the potential means of solving
the problem of displaced persons in proportion as the prospect of

repatriation diminishes. Accordingly the subcommittee gave the
most careful attention to the accomplishments in, and prospects of,

resettling the unrepatriable as denned above.
The beginning of resettlement.—Before July 1946 no official inter-

national organization had undertaken the resettlement of the many
thousands of refugees and displaced persons who, for valid reasons,

did not want to return to their countries of origin. The mandate of

the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, one of predecessor
agencies of the International Refugee Organization, was then ex-

tended to include resettlement, and, in September 1946, its Depart-
ment of Migration and Settlement was organized.
Inasmuch as certain Latin-American countries were the first

—

and for some months the only—countries to indicate their desire to

cooperate in this phase of the refugee problem to the extent of admit-
ting them as immigrant settlers, IGCR immediately sent four special

missions to South America to investigate resettlement-employment
opportunities, and to negotiate agreements covering the admission
of specified numbers under certain terms and conditions.

Before July 1, 1947, when it was succeeded by the International
Refugee Organization, the Intergovernmental Committee on Refu-
gees had entered into agreements with the Governments of seven
Latin-American countries—Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Peru, and Venezuela.

Brazil and Venezuela promptly sent selection missions to Europe.
The first shipload of 861 refugee immigrants sailed from Bremerhaven
for Brazil on May 2, 1947, and to Venezuela on June 12, 1947. Sub-
sequently, selection missions from Chile and Peru have begun opera-

67322—47 5
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ting in Italy and Austria. Nothing beyond the paper stage has been
realized on the agreements with Bolivia, Colombia, and Ecuador,
and it is doubtful whether they presently constitute a basis for prac-
tical planning. Paraguay, it should be mentioned, has also made in-

formal commitments regarding IRO resettlement, and has received a
number of resettlers sponsored by the Mennonites.

Gradually, during the past year, other countries have begun pro-
grams to accept refugees as immigrant settlers and, prior to the suc-
cession to the IGCR by the IRO, agreements or understandings had
been entered into with Canada, United Kingdom, France, Belgium,
Holland, Argentine, Morocco, and Tunisia. Norway, though not in-

cluded in the agreements, has received 600 Jewish displaced persons.
Current status oj resettlement.—Since July 1, 1947, expressions of

desire to accept further categories of refugees have been received by
IRO from Canada, the United Kingdom, and France, and arrange-
ments have been made for the admission of refugees as settlers with
Australia, Switzerland, and Sweden. Negotiations are in progress
with South Africa, Mexico, Turkey, the Dominican Republic, and
Algeria.

Some of the agreements negotiated by the IGCR special missions
to Latin America were not sufficiently comprehensive, nor were
there investigations into conditions of employment.

All these agreements were taken over by IRO subject to revision

and special IRO missions have recently been sent to South America to

make detailed investigations and submit recommendations regarding
the amendment or renegotiation of the agreements. In the meantime,
movement of displaced persons to South America for placement in

employment as agricultural workers has been suspended until reports

are obtained regarding conditions under which they will be expected
to live. The subcommittee learned, however, that transportation of

such displaced persons to Venezuela is to be resumed as soon as ships

become available.

It is to the credit of the IRO that it will not resettle displaced

persons in doubtful conditions merely to enable a reduction in its load

of care and maintenance. The subcommittee notes with approval
the decision to suspend the transfer of agricultural workers to certain

areas of South America in the face of reports that conditions of life

and work for the immigrants were not up to a proper standard.

The United Kingdom's policies.—The subcommittee inquired par-

ticularly into the efforts of the United Kingdom in resettlement.

The subcommittee learned that immigration of displaced persons
into the United Kingdom is not controlled by statute and that no
special legislation is necessary for their admission. Discretion in

admitting displaced persons to the United Kingdom rests primarily

with the Home Office. Only major policy decisions have to go to the

Cabinet for approval.
At the present time the United Kingdom has in effect a plan called

Westward Ho! for admitting workers for undermanned industries.

About 25,000 have been admitted since April of this year. The
potential of the plan is estimated at 100,000 workers with dependents.
Admission of dependents is deferred until suitable accommodations
are available.

The selection of volunteer workers under Westward Ho! is carried

out by officials of the Ministry of Labor and National Service, who
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visit the camps and interview volunteers. Provided that the persons
selected as industrially suitable are, in the judgment of the zonal
authorities concerned, of good character and free from disease, they
may be admitted as immigrants.
The United Kingdom also admits displaced persons who are close

relatives of residents of the United Kingdom and who are unable to

support themselves abroad. So far 3,700 persons in this status have
been admitted.

In certain cases the United Kingdom also allows private groups to
bring in displaced persons on condition that they are not likely to

become a charge upon public funds. Under the auspices of the Chief
Rabbi's Council, for example, 1,000 Jewish orphaned children have
been taken to England.
An undetermined number of displaced persons have been admitted

to the United Kingdom under individual permission granted by the
Ministry of Labor and the Home Office to prospective employers
wishing to recruit employees when no suitable labor is available in

British labor sources.

IRO ship program.—At present the IRO has a fleet of three ships
upon whose services it can count for at least a limited period of time.

These are United States Army transports, namely, the General Sturgis,

the General Heintzelman, and the General Stewart. The IRO program
involving' the use of these ships was inherited from the Intergovern-
mental Committee on Refugees. The first ship left Bremerhaven,
Germany, on May 2, 1947. So far the General Sturgis has carried

4,281 resettlers in one crossing to Brazil and four crossings to Venezuela.
The General Heintzelman has carried 4,288 resettlers in three crossings

to Brazil, one to Canada, and one to Australia, the latter voyage being
still in progress The General Stewart has carried 4,188 resettlers in

five crossings to Canada, the last being still in progress. The grand
total for the three ships in less than 15 ship-months of operations is

12,757 resettlers.

Each of these ships is a primary cargo ship used as such during the
war and since somewhat modified to accommodate the types of

passengers now being carried. In some measure each ship fails to

meet the normal standards of safety enforced by the United States
Coast Guard under the vessel inspection and navigation laws. The
waiver of such standards for the war period was permitted under the
Second War Powers Act. The ships are now operated under a tem-
porary extension of that part of the Second War Powers Act relating

to the waiver of vessel inspection and navigation laws by the Coast
Guard upon the request of the Secretary of War. This extension will

expire on December 31, 1947 (Public Law 28, 80th Cong).
Apparently the Army Department may, and will, continue to

operate the ships in behalf of the IRO by submitting them to waiver
by the Coast Guard under the latter's power to waive compliance with
the vessel inspection and navigation laws with respect to commercial
ships. This particular waiver power also was set up under the Second
WT

ar Powers Act, but its use will be permitted under existing law only
until March 31, 1948 (Public Law 27, 80th Cong.). After that date,

barring the passage of special legislation in the interim, it would be
possible to operate these ships legally on their present missions only
if the Army Department undertook to run them under their inherent
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status as public ships, since ships in this latter category are exempt
from the vessel inspection and navigation laws.

Advantages of ship program.—These ships are operated at the IRO's
expense. The internal conversions for service in carrying displaced
persons were also at the IRO's expense. By the use of these ships the
IRO has been able to carry passengers from Europe to South America
at an estimated cost of approximately $215 each, and to Canada
at about $125 each. The costs on this basis include the amor-
tization of the conversions by the close of 1947. It is impossible
to give precise estimates of the cost, the subcommittee was told, since

the IRO puts up its money a portion at a time two and a half months
in advance of each operation and the assessment of costs will not be
possible until the close of the year. With amortization completed in

1947, it is anticipated that rates of about $100 to Canada, $115 to

New York, $150 to Venezuela, $175 to Brazil, $195 to Argentina,
and $330. to Australia will be realized by these vessels in 1948.

It is obvious to the subcommittee that the Army Department, by
assisting the IRO in the handling of displaced persons aboard these

three Army transports, has been able to perform a valuable service

to the displaced persons and to the nations of the Western World
without any loss to the Army or to the United States in revenue.
At the same time the Army has been able to keep in active service

three ships which otherwise would have to go on the dead line a&
part of the emergency fleet, according to information given the sub-
committee. The program involving the use of United States Army
transports in the service of the IRO's resettlement projects should
not be permitted to expire merely through technical legal considera-

tions which can be readily remedied either by a decision to use the

ships under their status as public ships or by legislation extending
the present waiver authority which makes the use of these ships

possible at the present time.

B. THE OUTLOOK

Summary of prospects.—The following table summarizes the pros-

pect for resettlement during the current fiscal year of IRO. The sub-

committee has omitted Bolivia, Colombia, and Ecuador from the

list of countries which are parties to effective agreements to receive

displaced persons since the concrete prospects there are undeveloped
as yet. It should be noted that the data below do not present the

potential of actual, operative plans but only of current agreements
upon which plans might be drawn.
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Planned resettlement potential, July 1, 1947, to July 1, 1948

Destination
Planned
or agreed
numbers

Already-
moved

Net poten-
tial

South America:
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Peru
Venezuela

Europe:
Belgium
France
Switzerland
Sweden
Netherlands

British Commonwealth:
Canada
United Kingdom
Australia

North Africa:
Morocco
Tunisia

Various (covered by individual immigration sponsored as below)
IRO
Voluntary agencies

Total

6, 000
i 4, 100
i 3, 000
i

2, 500
i 9, 000

75, 000
75, 000

200
500

8, 000

25/000
3 80, 000

7, 500

3, 000
3, 000

12, 000
14, 400

1, 100

3, 500

3,500

17. 000
6, 000

1,500

2 2,850
3 13, 000

(
2
)

225
225

3,000
3, 600

328, 200 55, 500

4, 900
600

3, 000
2, 500
5, 500

58, 000
69, 000

200
500

6, 500

22, 150
3 67, 000

7, 500

2, 775
2, 775

9, 000
10, 800

272, 700

1 Because the further transportation of displaced persons for employment as agricultural workers in
Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Venezuela has been held up pending clarification of conditions surrounding their
•employment there, the figures specified in tne agreements for resettlement in those countries have been
discounted as follows in the above table: Brazil, from 6,000 to 4,100; Chile, from 6,000 to 3,000; Peru, from
5,000 to 2,500; Venezuela, from ] 5,000 to 9,000. Subsequently to receiving the above data the subcommittee
was informed that the suspension regarding movement to Venezuela had been lifted. Presumably the
prospect for Venezuela might therefore be considered as restored to 15,000 and the net potential adjusted
accordingly.

2 Figures on Canada and Australia in this table do not include movements in United States Army trans-
ports in progress as of the time of this report.

3 The figures for the United Kingdom include 60,000 for the so-called Westward Ho operation for moving
displaced persons from the British zone of Germany and 20,000 from the United States occupied zones.
As noted above the eventual potential of "Westward Ho!" is estimated at 100,000, and the figure for those
already moved is currently about 25,000.

Candid estimate of prospects.—The IRO planners told the subcom-
mittee that they discounted to the practical resettlement potential for

the year ending June 30, 1948, down to 200,000. In summing up
the prospects, the IRO Planning Division informed the subcommittee:

No shortage of volunteers * * * for the various resettlement schemes is

anticipated, but there is bound to be a considerable number who for various rea-

sons will not be acceptable to the country selection missions.
Providing IRO is able to find and employ an adequate number of efficient re-

settlement and movements personnel to work in the various recruiting areas
(Germany, Austria, Italy, and elsewhere) and providing the various countries-of-

reception selection missions cooperate to the full, the job can be done.
The resettlement of 200,000 will be a worth-while contribution to solving the

displaced persons problem. It will also reduce materially the care and mainte-
nance costs of the Organization. In addition to the work now in hand, IRO is

continuing its efforts to find resettlement opportunities for the remaining many
thousands of refugees who are its concern.

The difficulties in the selecting, processing, and transporting of the

displaced persons from camp to resettlement destination was borne in

upon the members of the subcommittee. What has already been
accomplished occasions congratulation to the planning and operating

personnel who did the job.

As a matter of fact, the budgetary assumptions under which IRO
was working at the time of the subcommittee's visit were that the

mass movements of resettlement for the fiscal year 1947-48 would
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total 184,262, costing $10,605,392, and individual resettlement move-
ments would total 26,400, costing $10,560,000. This would mean a,

total of 210,662 persons resettled in the fiscal year 1947-48 at a cost
of $21,165,392. Subsequently, the subcommittee has been informed
that the IRO budget as approved reduces the resettlement item still

further to a total of $14,020,000. The result will apparently be a
further cut in the resettlement program.

X. Resettlement of Displaced Persons: The Need of a New
Start

The essence of the situation of the displaced persons is that no
permanent place can be found for them in then present environment.
They must either return to their old homelands or find new homelands.
The opportunity for the former has been virtually exhausted. Oppor-
tunities for the latter type of solution are inadequate. A more
vigorous resettlement program on an international basis should be
undertaken without delay.

A. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROGRAM

The rate of progress—It is now in point to consider the outlook for a
reduction in the total charge upon IRQ in prospect during the current
fiscal year as a result of the movement of individuals either back to

their former homelands or to new homes. As already established

above, IRO anticipated 133,950 repatriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, more than 98,000 of them to be from Europe and 80,000
to be from among the displaced persons receiving care and maintenance
in IRO camps.
Of the approximately 200,000 resettlers, it was anticipated that

100,000 would be from displaced persons camps.
Resettlement and repatriation factors together, if IRO's plans work

out, will result in moving 180,000 persons from its care and mainte-
nance rolls during the period ending June 30, 1948. Balanced against

£his figure, it is estimated that during the same period 20,000 persons

will be added to IRO's care and maintenance rolls in the United
States zone of Austria, that an additional 30,250 will be added by the

transfer to IRO of camps in the British zone of Germany hitherto

operated by the Control Commission for Germany, that 30,250
Yugoslavs in the United States and British zones of Austria will be
added to the IRO rolls, and that there will be an additional accretion

of 20,000 due to the excess of births over deaths in the IRO camps.
The estimated total of new cases thus to be added in the period ending
June 30, 1948, is 100,500. The estimated net decline of individuals

receiving IRO care and maintenance thus comes to 79,500.

At that rate of progress IRO would not be able to finish its mission

in the allotted time. If it is assumed that there will not be further

administrative additions to IRO's responsibility, it is still obvious
that the rate of reduction is not great enough, even if all of IRO's
present plans work as projected. The obvious conclusion is that a

speeding up of resettlement is necessary.

Present basis analyzed.—What the subcommittee learned about
resettlement was not all affirmative. The fact is—and one may as

well be blunt about it—that the International Refugee Organization

(as well as its predecessor, the Intergovernmental Committee on
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Refugees) has been in the position of a seller in a buyer's market.
The human resources for resettlement are vast. The opportunities

are limited. The governments agreeing to admit displaced persons

have been in the stronger bargaining position. The result has been
that resettlement is the secondary, almost the incidental, aspect of

the agreements in force. The primary objective has been that of the
receiving governments to obtain people for the respective economic
needs of their countries.

Terms of the agreements.—The members of the subcommittee
reviewed the agreements now in effect. In a typical agreement, the
receiving government pledges to take as immigrants not less than
a stated total of displaced persons. The government has the preroga-
tive to state the particulars of the types and the numbers within the
types to be admitted. The government sends its own consular
officials to do the choosing. It also pledges that religious and racial

criteria shall not enter into the selection. Heads of family units

selected for immigration may be accompanied by members of their

families and by dependent relatives living with them. Any selected

immigrant who goes unaccompanied may later "nominate" his

dependents for admission, and the government pledges to admit them
if he is then able to support them. The government agrees to admit
persons unable to take care of themselves if sponsored by other
persons or organizations pledging that they will not become public
charges. The financing of movement is subject to particular arrange-
ments between IRO and the government. The government is

pledged to respect the immigrants' rights, to give them the opportunity
of citizenship, to abstain from deporting them for failure to make a
living, to give IRO opportunity to assist in such difficulties, and in

general to assist in the legal protection of the immigrants after

arrival. The government pledges to see that employment is provided
(with the immigrant obliged to remain in the accepted job at least a
year) and to see that there is no discrimination as against its own
nationals in terms of work conditions, wages, and the light to join

a union. The government agrees to issue visas and entry permits
gratis and to admit duty-free personal belongings of the displaced
persons.

The rub is, of course, the practically unrestricted power of the
government, through its selection teams, jx) select just what displaced
persons will be admitted. This is meant as no criticism of any such
government. It is noted as the inevitable result of the situation in

which displaced persons must be disposed of through piecemeal bar-
gaining rather than through definitive planning to meet the over-all

problem.
Recruiting programs as observed by the subcommittee, of the var-

ious countries, have, in the first place, not been integrated and, in the

second place, are set up under many peculiar rules which cause a lot of

documentation and extra administrative work and also are aimed at

taking off the assets and leaving the less economically self-reliant

among the displaced persons. This not only complicates the final

solution of the problem but also deprives the displaced persons groups
themselves of their economic assets.

The selection process tends to single out the best human material
in terms of training and accomplishment and in terms of age and
family situation.
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The age factor.-—The subcommittee did not exhaust the statistics on
this point, but it did learn enough to become convinced of the view
presented above.
Having in mind that the average age of the displaced persons in

the camps it visited was approximately 37 years, the subcommittee
noted the following average ages for various shiploads of displaced
persons embarking from Bremerhaven for destinations in the New
World:

Aboard the United States Army transport General Heintzelman for Brazil on
June 2, 1947, the average age of 861 passengers was 25.01 years.
Aboard the United States Army transport General Sturgis for Venezuela on

June 12, 1947, the average age of 814 passengers was 17.3 years.
Aboard the steamship Aquitania for Canada on June 24, 1947, the average

age of 21 displaced-persons passengers was 22.5 years.
Aboard the United States Army transport General Stewart for Canada on August

18, 1947, the average age of 637 passengers was 27.49 years.

Aboard the United States Army transport General Heintzelman for Brazil on
August 18, 1947, the average age of 861 passengers was 25.7 years.

The subcommittee also noted that the average age of 100 displaced
persons moved by plane to Canada on May 28 to 31 was 20.8 years.

Thefactor of occupational types.-—The subcommittee learned that the
countries so far engaged in planned programs for admitting refugees
and displaced persons are highly selective in the types of persons they
will accept. Examples follow:

Argentina wants agricultural laborers, particularly immigrants of the type
who, after having gained experience in the country, are likely to become land
settlers on farms of their own.

Australia is seeking single persons apparently with the view of meeting the
country's economic needs. These include typists,' hospital domestics, trainee
nurses, housemaids and general domestics, waitresses, female laundry and gen-
eral factory hands, general laborers, farm and dairy hands, stone, clay, brick, and
tile workers, forestry workers, road workers, electricity workers, and clothing and
textile workers.

Belgium is specializing in the admission of coal miners, receiving them singly

at first but with a pledge to allow them to be joined later by their families.

Brazil desires 70 percent agricultural and 30 percent industrial workers. Of
the agricultural workers, they desire 80 percent to be farm laborers and the
balance to be forest workers, lumbermen, tractor and farm mechanics, dairy
and stockmen. Of the industrial workers, they desire tractor operators and
mechanics, machinists of various kinds, textile and metal workers, electricians,

welders, carpenters, cabinet makers, paperers, glass and foundry workers.
Canada will admit approximately 16,000 close relatives of persons already

residents of that country, and has also agreed to receive 1,000 Jewish orphaned
children. For the most part, however, Canada is specializing in the selection of
single persons to work in lumbering and in heavy industries (steel plants, metal
manufacturing plants, stone quarries, brickyards, etc.), some special trades, such
as brickla3;rers, tile workers, ceramic workers, agronomists, veterinarians, nurses,
doctors, and workers for rural construction, railway construction, and track
maintenance.

Chile has indicated a preference for metallurgists, mechanics, textile and wood
workers, chemists, printers, ceramic, glass, and leather workers, and general
laborers.

France desires trained or untrained volunteer miners, technical and unskilled
labor for construction of hydroelectric dams, agricultural laborers, domestic
servants, children's nurses, and workers in the steel, building, and textile trades.

It is specified that no intellectuals, businessmen, or unproductive professions are

to be represented.
In addition to 500 Jewish children between the ages of 8 and 14, and a number

of Jewish displaced persons to work in industry, the Netherlands desires about
5,000 single females to be employed in hospitals, textile factories, and the clothing
industry; 3,000 single males as miners, metal and textile workers, and for some
special trades.
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Tunisia and Morocco, in north Africa, desire many engineers in all branches,
and will accept building and industrial workers, mechanics, and some doctors and
chemists.
The Swiss Government has indicated its willingness to accept single women who

are qualified nurses or to work in hospitals and be trained as nurses.
The United Kingdom is recruiting male workers principally in the following

activities: Agriculture, coal mining, brick making, and a few specialized occu-
pations such as surgical bootmaking, in which displaced persons' labor has proved
invaluable. Women workers are being recruited for textile work and domestic
employment in hospitals, institutions, and on farms. Workers in the building
and distributive trades, and administrative, clerical, and professional workers,
except for a few welfare officers, including a number of priests and other clergy,
are not being recruited.

Venezuela desires mainly farmers and farm workers, but will accept some
carpenters, electricians, bricklayers, mechanics, printers, textile workers, con-
struction and industrial workers, domestics, nurses, and a few doctors and sanitary
engineers to work for the Government.

Peru is interested in obtaining persons for work as domestic servants, a number
of farmers and technicians with their families, and a few cattle raisers, machinists,
carpenters, coal miners, and fishermen.

The displaced persons are in a sense a nation without a home.
Their only national wealth—their only source of bargaining power—is

the talents of the individuals in the group. Those talents should not
be frittered away in seeking solutions for the individuals possessing
them. They should be conserved and used as an asset for the benefit

of the entire group. The basic evil in the present system of resettle-

ment is in depleting the talent resources of the group for wholly inade-
quate returns.

The religious factor.—The subcommittee noted also evidence that
there was at least indirect religious discrimination in the selection of

immigrants. Specifically, the agreements between the IKO and the
receiving countries ban such discrimination, but it should be faced
frankly that there is no bar to the exercise of discrimination so long
as the ultimate choice depends on the state of mind of the govern-
mental officer making the selection for his government. The subcom-
mittee noted:

The passengers aboard the United States Army transport General Sturgis
sailing for Brazil on May 2, 1947, showed the following percentages: Families

—

Roman Catholic 41, Greek Catholic 20, Orthodox 30, Portestant 9; individuals

—

Roman Catholic 48, Greek Catholic 12, Orthodox 31, Protestant 9.

The passenger break-down on the United States Army transport General
Heintzelman leaving for Brazil on June 2, 1947, showed 289 Roman Catholics,
224 Greek Catholics, 271 Orthodox, and 81 Protestants.
On the United States Army transport General Sturgis leaving for Venezuela on

June 12 were 213 Roman Catholics, 79 Greek Catholics, 454 Orthodox, and 69
Protestants.
The passengers aboard the United States Army transport General Stewart

leaving for Canada on August 13, 1947, included 312 Roman Catholics, 193
Greek Catholics, 70 Evangelical Lutherans, 48 Orthodox, 3 Baptists, and 1

nonprofessing.

The above figures are given not with the idea of criticizing the

receiving countries, but rather to point out that the present resettle-

ment trend does not contribute substantially to the solution of the
Jewish facet of the displaced persons problem.

Jewish hopes in Palestine.—The corollary of this is the attitude of

the Jewish displaced persons themselves. It was reported to the

subcommittee by the officials of the IRO and by the military author-
ities that the great majority of the Jewish displaced persons have
come to the conclusion that there can be no secure future for them in

Europe, and that as the doors of the Western Hemisphere are still
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closed to them, their only hope for resettlement is in Palestine.

Officials of the IRO told the subcommittee members that not more
than 30 percent of the Jewish displaced persons now want to emigrate
to any other country than Palestine.

The subcommittee did its own inquiring along this line and received
the impression that the percentages were even more marked than
reported by the IKO. At the camp at Eschwege, near Kassel, Ger-
many, 34 Jewish displaced persons were selected at random for inter-

view. Of these, 33 gave Palestine as their choice. At the Sedan
Kasserne, near Ulm, 90 percent of the camp inmates had registered

their exclusive preference for resettlement in Palestine. At the Neue
Freiman camp at Siedlung, near Munich, the camp director told the
subcommittee that 70 percent of the camp's 2,100 people made Pales-
tine their first choice, and if Palestine's gates were opened, all would
choose to go there immediately. The subcommittee believes the per-
centages of those making Palestine their first choice would be mate-
rially reduced if the doors of the Western Hemisphere, particularly

the doors of the United States and Canada, where opened.
These examples are typical of what the subcommittee found every-

where it inquired.

The "Exodus affair.—In the subcommittee's recollection, the
most striking evidence of the hold which Palestine has upon the minds
of Europe's displaced Jews was in connection with the so-called

Exodus 194-7 affair—the forced landing by British authorities at Ham-
burg of 4,500 Jewish passengers from three ships intercepted on the
way to Palestine and then returned to Germany after many weeks at

sea.

The members of the subcommittee were escorted to the piers by
Brigadier Stewart, chief of the British Police Corps for Germany.
They saw 61 ringleaders of the resistance to British authority then
being detained on the piers. They were taken to the two camps near
Luebeck where the discharged passengers were being kept. These dis-

charged passengers were depleted and worn by the inadequate rations

and squalid conditions experienced during 52 days at sea. Neverthe-
less they politely but firmly refused all proffers of chocolate and ciga-

rettes from the subcommittee members. They were unresponsive to

everything but conversation about their still unextinguished hopes ^of

reaching Palestine.

The keynote was struck by a man about 45 years old, obviously one
of the leaders, who spoke up when the subcommittee members pressed
their questions to the crowd. This man said, "We want nothing,
only a home. Palestine is our only salvation. We have no other
country. Anywhere else another Hitler may come."
With the British chief surgeon as escort, the subcommittee visited

the hospitals where the injured passengers from the three ships were
undergoing treatment. The members were permitted and encouraged
to talk freely to the patients, to examine their medical records, and to

determine that all had been given adequate medical care. The sub-
committee members were then permitted and encouraged to return
to the camps and give this information to the other debarked pas-
sengers. To the satisfaction both of the displaced persons and the

British authorities, this had the effect of quieting rumors among the
debarked persons.
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Parenthetically, before leaving the topic of the "Exodus 1947,"
the subcommittee records another recollection. It is of the kind-
faced Roman Catholic nuns quietly ministering to the sick among
the discharged passengers and of the efficient, helpful workers of the
British Red Cross giving assistance and comforts at the end of the
voyage of frustration.

The attitude of France.—Relevant to the subcommittee's views of

the present resettlement set-up is the attitude taken by France in

respect to the continued use of the labor of large numbers of German
prisoners of war, thus preventing their return to productive enterprise

in Germany, while at the same time holding the influx of displaced
persons into France to rigid limits.

Notwithstanding that shortage of manpower is a major factor in

the lag in German production and that the low level of German pro-
duction is a major factor in the whole economic problem of western
Europe, France has continued to use the labor of some 450,000 German
prisoners of war, who are at work principally in agriculture and
mining. At the same time France has allowed only a few thousands
of displaced persons to immigrate, and these exclusively from the
French zone.

The result is a double charge against the American taxpayer, who
must pay for the deficiencies in German economy and pay through
the IRO, the major share in the care and maintenance of the dis-

placed persons thus left with no opportunity for resettlement and self-

support in normal economic activity.

The paradox of this was pointed out to officials of the French
Government by members of the subcommittee. Their rejoinder was
that, should French production rise materially after realization of the
European recovery program, there would likely be further develop-
ment of possibilities for employment of displaced persons. The. sub-
committee members pointed out that the admission of displaced
persons should be made the opportunity for increasing production
rather than vice versa.

In consultations in Paris with officials of the French Government it

was emphasized to the subcommittee that France plans to repatriate

the German prisoners of war still held. The repatriation would be
carried out in 12 monthly stages, each representing a twelfth of the
numbers to be moved.

It was pointed out to the subcommittee also that France had pro-
posed to the German prisoners the opportunity to settle in France
rather than be repatriated, and that more than 100,000 had accepted.
Also France had under consideration for possible action a plan for

admitting a large number of Volksdeutche persons of German ethnic

origin expelled from their former homelands in eastern and south-
eastern Europe.
The subcommittee learned also that France had recently admitted

about 100,000 laborers from Italy.

The subcommittee includes all the above information regarding
France's policies only as an indication of the failure up to now to

make the disposition of displaced persons a rational factor in the
international planning of recovery.
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B. NEED OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Inadequacy of present rate.—The subcommittee came to the con-
sidered judgment that the present rate of accomplishment does not
suffice to enable IRO to fulfill its objectives and to enable the nations
of the west to liquidate this particular consequence of the war.
The United Nations created the IRO as a temporary agency to be

disbanded when its particular job is done. This agency was created
to achieve the repatriation or resettlement of genunine displaced
persons and refugees in the shortest possible time—not to provide care
and maintenance to them for life. By its creation of a specialized

agency to deal with refugees and displaced persons, the United Nations
recognized that they owed to that agency the assistance required to

fulfill the objectives set forth in the IRO constitution.

The problem is capable of solution but the approach to the solution

must be broad and energetic and made without delay. Any degree of

postponement may find the IRO confronted by nations preoccupied
with other problems, and thus the displaced persons problem would
be sidetracked which would deprive the refugee problem of any
priority consideration

.

The next step.—It is believed that the next step by the IRO should
be to issue an appeal calling upon all nations willing to receive refugees
and displaced persons to take promptly an established quota of such
persons. Should such an appeal prove successful, IRO could then
proceed with an accelerated program of movement and resettlement
and the rapid liquidation of the widely scattered displaced persons
camps. Only by such an approach can the end of IRO be brought
into sight.

A workable program to carry out the above suggestion, establishing

a date line beyond which no further refugees would be accepted as the
responsibility of IRO, should be approved and its implementation
put under way at the earliest possible time.

Each government participating in such a conference must be willing

to expand immigration, by legislation if necessary, for a temporary
period to admit its fair quota of displaced persons. The governments
must be prepared also to support the solution of the displaced persons
problems with much greater effort than they have so far shown
their willingness to contribute to the operations of the IRO. Finally,

they must be prepared to implement a resettlement program not only
with the use of their domestic facilities as receiving nations but also

with the use of their shipping resources.

It should be recalled that the resolution of the General Assembly
of the United Nations of December 15, 1946, pertaining to the estab-

lishment of IRO, included a provision urging every member of the

United Nations—
* * * to give the most favorable consideration to receiving into its territory

at the earliest possible time, so far as may be practicable for permanent resettle-

ment, its fair share of the nonrepayable persons who are the concern of the
International Refugee Organization and this in conformity with the principles of

the Organization.

The calling of such a conference would be a step in the direction of

the realization of the purpose there expressed.
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XI. Individual Immigration to the United States

Pending the calling and the issue of a new conference to deal with
resettlement on an international basis, the United States has an oppor-
tunity to help by facilitating individual resettlement through the
operation of its immigration laws and by special legislation to admit
a portion of the displaced persons to the United States. The sub-
committee learned that performance under existing laws has reached
a satisfactory level, but improvements may still be made.

A. HOW UNITED STATES POLICY IS WORKING

Directive recalled.—The subcommittee bore in mind in particular

the policy laid down by the President of the United States on De-
cember 22, 1945, regarding the admission of displaced persons, and
particularly unaccompanied children, as immigrants to the United
States. In a statement issued concurrently with a directive the
President said:

Of the displaced persons and refugees whose entrance into the United States
we will permit under this plan, it is hoped that the majority will be orphaned
children.

The directive itself said:

Visas should be distributed fairly among persons of all faiths, creeds, and
nationalities. I desire that special attention be devoted to orphaned children, to
whom it is hoped the majority of visas will be issued.

The subcommittee was informed that the rule of thumb in adminis-
tering this policy, as laid down by the President, was that 90 percent
of nonpreference admissions under the quotas of the countries regarded
as primary sources of displaced persons should go to persons in that
status—approximately 45 percent of the total quota as a general rule.

The subcommittee learned that in carrying out the President's

policy the order of preference established for selection of displaced

persons is as follows:

(a) Quota preference visas are considered first:

(1) Applications for passports of American citizens desiring

to return to the United States.

(2) Applications for nonquota visas to husbands (married
prior to July 1, 1932), wives, and minor children of American
citizens.

(3) Applications for first-preference quota visas to husbands
(married after July 1, 1932) and parents of American citizens.

(4) Applications for second-preference quota visas to wives
and minor children of permanent alien residents of the United
States.

(b) After the above, applicants are considered in the following

order:

(1) Children who are orphaned or the existence and where-
abouts of whose parents are unknown.

(2) Persons who have relatives in the United States within and
including the degree of first cousin.

(3) All other displaced persons.

The performance record.—How the policy has worked is shown in

the adjoining tables prepared from data originating with the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, Department of Justice:
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Table 1.

—

Displaced persons admitted to the United States under the President'

s

directive of Dec. 22, 191+5, by class of admission and country of birth, May 20,

1946, to June 30, 194-7

Country of birth or origin

All immigrant aliens
admitted to the
United States, quota
year ending June 30,

1.947

Total
number Quota

Non-
quota

Displaced persons admitted to
the United States, May 30,

1946, to June 30, 1947

Total
persons

Immigrants

Total
immi-
grants

Non-
immi-
grants

All countries

Europe

Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Danzig
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Northern Ireland
England
Scotland
Wales
Greece
Hungary
Ireland (Eire)

Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Union of Soviet Socialist Re

publics
Yugoslavia
Other Europe

China :

Palestine
Asiatic Russia
Other Asia
Canada
West Indies
Central America
South America
Africa
Other countries

147. 292

9(3. $65

168

L 997
2, 208

128

3, 601

166

184

5, 808
14. 674
1,328

17, 889

3, 757

1,071
2, 056
1,277
2, 446

14, 557
340
554

2, 607
2.316
8.156

636
558

1,252
978
144

2,240
1, 117
865

1,407
363
153

1,436
20. 983
6. 299
3.470
2. 421

849
13. 046

70. 701 76. 591 19, 965 19. 569 IS. 610

fio. $02 31, 063 19, 752 19.359

91

1,455
1,306

88
2, 663

• 85
1,096

101

545

2, 813
13,615
1.022

11, 674

3, 123

605
133

949
2, 011

5. 023
261
427

2. 294
1,928
6, 494

326
377

1,187
872
56

1, 861
810
511

542
902
40

938
13

70
83
144

2. 995

1,059
306

6.215
634
466

1,923
328
435

9. 534
79

127
313
388

1,662
310
181

65
106

379
307
354

74

15

1.404
58

5

80
7, 827

6
27
4
1

8
476

4
50

277
410

4
6. 461

4
252
4

25

841
445
11

4
S01

15

1,317
58

6
26
4
1

6
454

4
50

275
408

4

6, 246
3

234
4

25

836
444
11

247
231
121

802
3

2, 078
102
156
561
598

1, 160
132
32

634
20. 980

4, 221

3, 368

2, 265
288

12, 448

18. 455

4
756
73

15

1.265
58
5

72

71

7, 496
6

26
4
1

6
410

4
43

273
382
76

3

208
3

818
429
11

The comparison between the two sides of the table is not quite

accurate since displaced persons were first admitted to the United
States on May 20, 1946. To make the comparison valid, figures for

the last month of the fiscal year 1946 should be included in the left

side of the table. However, figures were not prepared on a monthly
basis, and since there were only 2,551 displaced persons admitted in

the fiscal year 1946, the discrepancy is not serious. Nationality for

quota purposes approximates country of birth. The table is pre-

pared on that basis.

It will be noted that 93 percent of the 19,965 displaced persons ad-

mitted to the United States through June 30, 1947, were quota immi-
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grants; 5 percent were nonquota immigrants, principally wives and
minor children of United States citizens; and 2 percent nonimmi-
grants—i. e.,- resident aliens who were in Europe during the war and
who fell within the definition of displaced persons, or displaced persons
admitted on student visas. The principal countries of birth or quota
nationality were Germany, with 39 percent; Poland, 32 percent;
Czechoslovakia, 7 percent; Austria and the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, 4 percent; Hungary, Lithuania, and Yugoslavia, 2 percent;
and Latvia and Rumania each with about 1 percent of the number
admitted.
The subcommittee learned that up to July 31, 1947, a total of

22,950 visas were issued to displaced persons who came within the
President's directive. The variance in the two sets of figures is ex-

plained by the fact that some recipients of visas did not leave and
arrive in time to be included in the arrival^ figures, and others
arriving were not positively identified as displaced persons by the
immigrant inspectors and were therefore listed as ordinary immigrants.
The following table reflects performance, under the President's

policy, for countries for which the policy is particularly relevant—
countries whose nationals are preponderant among the displaced
persons and within whose quotas the program largely falls.

Annual quotas and immigrant aliens admitted during year ended June 30, 1947, and
displaced persons admitted under the President's directive of Dec. 22, 1945, from
May 20) 1946, to June 30, 1947

Immigrant aliens ad-
mitted during year
ended June 30, 1947

Displaced persons admitted May
20, 1946, to June 30, 1947

Annual
Country or region of birth quota

Total Quota Non-
quota

Total
Quota
immi-
grants

Non-
quota
immi-
grants

Non-
immi-
grants

All countries. . . 153. 929 147, 292 70, 701 76, 591 19, 965 18, 610 959 396

Total specified countries ... __ 42, 193 34,514 28, 912 5,602 19, 201 17, 934 880 387

Austria - . ... 1,413 1.997 1,455 542 808 756 45 7

Czechoslovakia.. - .. 2, 874 3, 601 2, 663 93S 1, 404 1, 265 52 87
Germany _____ ... 25, 957 14, 674 13,615 1,059 7, 827 7, 496 303 28

Hungary _ _______ 869 1, 277 949 328 476 410 44 22
Latvia 236 340 261 79 277 273 2 2

Lithuania _ 386 554 427 127 410 382 26 2

Poland.-. _
'

. 6, 524 8, 156 6, 494 1,662 6, 461 5, 897 349 215
Rumania __ 377 558 377 181 252 208 26 18

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 2, 712 2, 240 1, 861 379 841 818 18 5

Yugoslavia..- ___ _____ 845 1, 117 810 307 445 429 15 1

All other countries _ _ _ _ 111,736 112, 778 41, 789 70, 989 764 676 79 9

Note.—Aliens who obtain visas during the latter part of a fiscal year may be admitted in the following year
since visas are valid for a period of 4 months. Nationality for quota purposes does not always coincide
with actual nationality (sec. 12 of the Immigration Act of 1924)

.

In the subcommittee's judgment, Germany presents the outstanding
opportunity for an improved performance under the President's

policy, as indicated in the above table. The subcommittee inquired

specifically into the problems relevant to a better performance under
the German program.

Problem offorged documents.—One of the difficulties is due primarily
to attempts to use forged documents to gain entrance into the United
States.
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United States consular officers in Frankfort and Munich told the
subcommittee that most of the applicants do not possess identifica-

tion documents which would permit them to establish their place
of birth. As the great majority of them were sent to Germany to
concentration camps or for slave labor without any documents, there
is nothing surprising in the fact that no reliable documents can be
submitted by them.
The consular officers are faced with a great problem. Under exist-

ing United States laws and regulations they are required to establish

the applicant's national origin, but the more they insist upon the
submission of reliable documents, such as birth certificates, the more
forged documents they get.

The steady increase in forged documents found in consular files

and the necessity of scrutinizing every document more carefully is

slowing down considerably the issuance of United States immigration
visas. Faced with the tedious and almost insoluble problems of

coping with forged documents, consular officials give preference in

spending their available time to the handling of visas for German
nationals, either close relatives of United States citizens or residents

of United States servicemen's fiancees of German nationality.

The subcommittee came to the conclusion that the Department of

State could properly issue a ruling authorizing the consuls to accept
as prima facie evidence indicating the displaced person's place of

birth some reliable documents other than the practically unobtainable
birth certificate.

The subcommittee is of the opinion that several documents issued

by various authorities not for immigration purposes, containing
reliable identification data, could be regarded as adequate evidence
of the displaced person's national origin.

The following five documents usually in possession of every dis-

placed person would suit this purpose: German Kennkarte; displaced

person's Karte, with fingerprints, issued by UNRRA; certificate of

identity issued by United States military forces, Arbeitskarte issued

by the old German labor offices, and Fremdenpass issued by the old

German police.

It came to the subcommittee's attention that the Department of

State regulations for carrying out the President's policy includes a

requirement that the individual applicant must have been in one of

the zones under the jurisdiction of the United States Army as of

December 22, 1945, the date upon which the policy was enunciated.

This works a hardship upon individuals who would otherwise be able

to qualify but who were not within the jurisdiction of the United
States Army at that time or are unable to offer proof that they were
under such jurisdiction. The subcommittee learned that this is true

not only of those seeking entry into the United States under quota but
also of those seeking admission to the United States under student
visas. To the subcommittee's view, this provision in the Department
of State regulations is to the prejudice of applicants for admission and
at the same time does not redound to the benefit of the United States.

Removal of this condition would conduce to a greater fulfillment of

the aims of the President's policy.

Legal obstacles.—It was apparent to the subcommittee also that

there are provisions in the laws of the United States regarding immi-
gration which greatly hamper the immigration of individuals within
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the quota limits while at the same time bearing no benefit to public
policy.

For example, the IRO is precluded from payment of costs of visa
fees or travel fares for immigrants to the United States. This is the
result of section 3 of the Immigration Act of February 5, 1917, which
provides

—

That the following classes of aliens shall be excluded from admission into the
United States * * * persons whose ticket or passage is paid by any corpora-
tion, association ^society, municipality, or foreign government, either directly or
indirectly.

The interpretation of the law accompanying the President's direc-

tive of December 22, 1945, as stated in a press release issued at that
time, is that relatives of the immigrant or welfare organizations will

be allowed to advance the necessary visa fees and travel costs and

—

where the necessary funds for travel fare and visa fees have not been advanced
by a welfare organization or relative, the individual applicant must meet these
costs. In this way the transportation of these immigrants across the Atlantic
will not cost the American taxpayer a single dollar.

Private welfare organizations thus are permitted to advance funds
for visa fees and travel fare on a loan basis provided that at the time
of the transaction they obtain from the refugee some evidence of the
obligation. The following ruling by the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, Department of Justice, is relevant:

Since the moneys to be advanced for passage are in the nature of loans to be
repaid at a later date, it is the view of this Service that an alien in whose behalf
such funds are advanced would not be subject to exclusion from the United States
under the provision of section 3 of the Immigration Act of 1917.

In the subcommittee's view it is paradoxical that money from
United States sources contributed to IRO may be used to transport
displaced persons to other countries but may not be used to transport
them to the United States.

To the subcommittee's mind there is no gain for the American
taxpayer or any other American interest in allowing private organ-
izations to assist the immigrant in reaching these shores while the
way is barred to such assistance by the IRO.
The effect is to place a disproportionate burden on the voluntary

agencies in giving financial support to individual immigration into

the United States. Money devoted by them to that purpose must
be subtracted from their resources for supporting their humanitarian
and rehabilitation programs among the displaced persons in the camps
and among those who are resettled in other countries.

The subcommittee believes that if necessary in order to accomplish
the purpose, the immigration laws should be temporarily amended to

permit the admission of displaced persons as immigrants upon public

payment or advance of fees and charges as well as upon private

advances.
It should be borne in mind that the present provision of the law

inhibiting the underwriting by IRO of individual immigration into

the United States was enacted 30 years ago. There was then no
anticipation of such a problem as the displaced-persons problem con-
fronting the United States and the rest of the world today.

Documentation for the stateless.—The subcommittee's attention was
drawn also to the status of stateless individuals with respect to ad-
mission to the United States. Individuals in this category following

67322—47 6
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World War I were made subject to the so-called Nansen passport,
issued under the auspices of the League of Nations. Persons eligible

for Nansen passports were (1) individuals of Russian origin who
lacked protection from the U . S. S. R. Government and who had not
acquired another nationality; (2) persons of Armenian origin, former
subjects of the Ottoman Empire, who lacked protection from the
Turkish Government and who had not acquired another nationality;

(3) persons of Assyrian or Assyro-Chaldean origin (including Syrians
and Kurds by assimilation) who lacked protection "of the state to

which (they) previously belonged, and who have not acquired another
nationality"; and (4) refugees from the Saar.

In 1946 the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees took up the
project of establishing a similar document to give status to persons
rendered stateless as a result of World War II and its surrounding
circumstances. An agreement of October 15, 1946, was drawn up
establishing a travel document for refugees

—

who are the concern of the Intergovernmental Committee, provided that the
said refugees are stateless or do not in fact enjoy the protection of any Govern-
ment, that they are staying lawfully in the territory of the Contracting Govern-
ment concerned, and that they are not benefiting by the provisions regarding
the issue of a travel document

—

contained in any preceding international arrangements providing for

the issuance of documents to stateless persons.

Twenty governments have in some manner supported the agreement.
Argentina, Brazil, and Ecuador signed ad referendum. Chile, the
Dominican Republic, France, Greece, India, and Luxemburg have
completed effective signature. Italy, it is recorded, has decided to

sign but has not yet completed the action. Belgium, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Venezuela have signed

and prepared documents for issuance. Australia, Canada, and Den-
mark, while not parties to the agreement, have agreed to recognize

the validity of such documents. Turkey, also not a party, has agreed
to recognize the validity of such documents for transit purposes.
An American opportunity.—It was pointed out to the subcommittee,

however, that the United States is not a party to the agreement and
has not taken the obligation of recognizing the validity of such
documents.

In the subcommittee's view it behooves this Government to recon-

sider its position and to follow the leadership already taken by other
governments in approaching realistically and humanely the question
of finding the proper status for stateless displaced persons.

B. ADMISSION OF UNACCOMPANIED CHILDREN

Visas issued.—The subcommittee asked particularly regarding visas

issued to unaccompanied children in pursuance of the President's

policy. The totals given for all consulates in Germany and Austria
for the fiscal year 1946-47 and for the ensuing 2 months are as follows:
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1946-47- -July

August
September.
October
November.
December.
January
February..
March
April
May

Total

122
47
74
84
96
72
73
76
88
83
81

Total

1946-47—June

Subtotal

1947—July
August

917

134
106

Subtotal. 240

Grand total 1, 157

Record of departures.—The subcommittee was also given the follow-

ing information regarding the total number of children who immi-
grated to the United States under the sponsorship of the United States
Committee for the Care of European Children each month from May
1946, through September 1947, showing the religious, nationality,

and age break-down:

1946—May
June
July
August
September.
December _

1947—January
February.

_

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.

Number
of children
departed

92
39

110
41
30
92

218
67
36
100
103
16
67
53
83

Total n, 147
Age groups represented:

0 to 5 51
6 to 12 54
13 to 16 396
17 to 18 616
Over 18 30

Religious break-down:
Jewish 856

Number
of children
departed

Religious break-down—Continued
Catholic 178
Protestant 68
Orthodox 29
Unknown 16

Nationalities represented:
Armenian 2
Austrian 13
Belgian 2
Bulgarian 1

Czechoslovakian 180
Danziger 3
Estonian 31
German 83
Greek 1

Hungarian 131
Italian 2
Latvian 14
Lithuanian 52
Polish 463
Polish Ukrainian 70
Rumanian 71
Russian 6
Stateless 5
Unknown 17

1 1,111 children were admitted on the corporate affidavit of the United States Committee on the Care of
European Children. The total of 1,147, includes some children for whom the committee supplied escort or
other service.

The numbers remaining.—The subcommittee was informed that
there were approximately 2,500 unaccompanied children of deter-

mined status in displaced persons camps in the United States zone of

Germany. The figures for Austria were not given. The ratio of

Jewish to non-Jewish among these unaccompanied children is about
4 to 1.

The issuance of a visa for a child usually requires 2 months, the

subcommittee was informed. After that a Counter Intelligence Corps
clearance is required for all children over 14 years of age. In many
instances a child nearing the eighteenth year—the limit for qualifying

under the policy in question—has been foreclosed from entering the
United States because of the lapse of time due to these administrative

delays.
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The subcommittee was told that in many instances when the child's

application for an immigration visa is to be charged against one of the
small quotas, the child must wait 10 months or more, and a large por-
tion of the unaccompanied children represent nationalities that are
charged against such small monthly quotas.

A purposeless requirement.—It was apparent to the subcommittee
also that no value is served in the requirement under the present
policy that a child must have been in the United States zone of

Germany or Austria prior to December 22, 1945, in order to qualify

for admittance to the United States.

It was pointed out to the subcommittee that actually many children
who were in the United States zones prior to that date are, through
no fault of their own, unable to produce verifying documents. In
their cases the set date simply provides an obstacle without turning
any advantage to this country.

In many other cases children who would otherwise be eligible for

immigration to the United States actually were not in displaced
persons camps in the United States zones of Germany or Austria prior

to December 22, 1945. Some of these children have their only living

relatives in the United States. As the policy works out these children
are barred from their only possible opportunity for a home. Even
in the case of children having no such relatives in the United States,

it is difficult for the subcommittee to see any advantage to be served
by barring those who happened to be displaced children in other
occupied zones.

In the subcommittee's view, the obstacles outlined immediately
above can be removed by Executive action.

XII. Conclusions and Recommendations

The problem must be met with means of sufficient magnitude. The
efforts up to now have been inadequate. The situation calls for a
fresh approach. This is an opportunity for this Nation and for the
Congress. The members of the subcommittee are in agreement on
this. Their specific views are given below.

Appraisal of IRO personnel.-—The quality of the personnel of the
International Refugee Organization was affirmatively demonstrated
during the investigation. The staff is composed largely of former
employees of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration, but only the best have been retained, and there has been a
healthy influx from the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees
and of personnel not previously identified with the care of displaced
persons. This marks virtually complete removal of the old objec-

tionable UNRRA influences. The Organization deserves the fullest

confidence of the Congress.
There were, however, some evidences of overstaffing, and it is hoped

that the Executive Secretary will give his continuing attention to the
effecting of economies in his staff.

The importance of rehabilitation.-—The activities of the International

Refugee Organization in employing displaced persons currently in

vocational rehabilitation and child welfare should be strengthened
through the increased use of facilities of the private agencies already
operating and through the use of additional specially supported
programs.
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It is devoutly to be wished that private individuals and private

organizations in the United States can be made increasingly conscious

of the great opportunity for humanitarian service in assisting the

displaced persons to regain, retain, and strengthen their capacities

for making their own way in the world.

It is to be hoped that the private agencies already engaged in help-

ing the displaced persons will lose no opportunity to bring about
greater efficiency in their programs through closer coordination.

The various religious and charitable organizations which are now
functioning in and around the various displaced persons camps, and
whose efforts are duplicated and overlapped in many instances, should

organize themselves into a united front comparable with the USO
movement, which comprised various service groups during the past
war.

Improving the lot oj the displaced persons.—The displaced persons
should be dealt with as individuals with human rights due all man-
kind and not as so much war surplus material, chattels, or personal
property.
The displaced persons should be given a medium of exchange other

than barter which is the only legitimate way in which they now can
secure materials with which to work.

Materials and equipment should be allocated to the various dis-

placed persons camps so that work can be performed and initiative

encouraged. At the present time there is little incentive to work
inasmuch as there is no provision for materials and equipment other
than that provided by the bartering efforts of the displaced persons
themselves.

The necessity of an over-all solution.—Meanwhile, the International
Refugee Organization must keep in mind that its ultimate job is not
the caretaking of, but rather the solution of, the displaced persons
problem. It must plan for its own termination and make, at the
earliest practicable date, proposals for permanent handling of in-

curably sick, the permanently indigent, and the other hard-core cases
among the displaced persons.

The crux remains the task of finding permanent places in the world
for the vast majority of the displaced persons.

Large-scale repatriation is ended. Normal repatriation will not
materially reduce the care and maintenance load upon the Inter-
national Refugee Organization, and thus upon the member coun-
tries, principally the United States.

To attack the problem with renewed vigor and imagination, in an
effort to stimulate resettlement, is the next step. The International
Refugee Organization cannot do this alone. Only the efforts of the
nations capable of receiving these displaced persons into their econo-
mies and into their national life can effect the cure.

The importance of the Jewish aspect of the problem.—The Jewish dis-

placed persons believe profoundly and pervasively there is no free,

decent future for them in Europe. Under present conditions, their

overwhelming aspiration is for -resettlement in Palestine.

Only 22 percent of the displaced persons are Jewish. Yet to date
in the existing resettlement programs it has not been possible to

resettle this or even an appreciable part of this proportion of the Jewish
displaced persons under such resettlement programs.
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Accordingly, if the Jewish facet of the problem could be cleared
up, the solution of the remainder of the problem would be greatly
facilitated. The opening up of Palestine to the resettlement of

Jewish displaced persons would break the log jam. The United
States, therefore, has a real stake in the effort to open Palestine to

these Jewish displaced persons in accordance with the historic policy
of the United States regarding Palestine.

The subcommittee recommends that the United States representa-
tive at the United Nations should make it a prime element of the
United States policy in the deliberations of the General Assembly's
Ad Hoc Committee on Palestine speedily to open Palestine's doors
to the immigration of Jewish displaced persons. The majority of the
United Nations Special Committee on Palestine has already recom-
mended the admission of 150,000 of such Jewish displaced persons,
and that is the least that should be done promptly.
Recommendation for a new international conference.—The sporadic,

unilateral programs of individual nations for recruiting selected dis-

placed persons are not significant steps to meeting the problem.
Rather they aggravate the difficulty of the residue by draining away
the best.

The answer is an international agreement among the potential re-

ceiving countries. This should be sought at an international con-
ference among the governments adhering to the International Ref-
ugee Organization and governments of other nations available for

immigration. This conference should establish quotas for reception
of displaced persons and the conditions of resettlement. The con-
ference also should set up a coordinated plan for shipping so as to

insure facilities for overseas transportation.

The agreement arrived at in such a conference would, of course, be
subject to ratification by the attending governments.
The quotas set in such a conference and approved by the govern-

ments should go into effect at a stated time, such as July 1, 1948.

Persons resettled before that date would be offset against the quotas
of the countries receiving them.
To implement the quotas IRO should prepare lists of persons for

each national quota, making an equitable distribution according to

national origins, creeds, and skills. Each government should have
the right to reject those persons on the list not conforming to agreed
standards of acceptability on such criteria as health.

The conference also should set a dead line (presumably concurrent
with the date for the quotas to take effect) beyond which it would
not be permissible for individuals to qualify for care as displaced

persons under the IRO constitution.

Finally, IRO should submit to the conference, and the attending
governments should consider, a permanent plan for the care and
maintenance of the hard-core displaced persons who cannot be
resettled in any country.

The need of immediacy.—A brochure on displaced persons issued by
the Civil Affairs Division of the headquarters, European Command,
United States Army, says aptly of the job that must be done:

The task is enormous, its political and humanitarian implications far reaching.

It will strain to the utmost the resources, the energy, and the good will of the
United Nations. * * *
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It is precisely because of the gravity of the problem and the difficulty

of its solution that further delay must be ruled out.
This conference should be held at the earliest practicable time after

the IKO constitution goes into full effect.

It is incumbent upon this Government to prompt the calling of the
conference, but leadership will be necessary to assure its success.

What the Congress can do.—The subcommittee has conceived its

function to be the exploration of the basic facts looking toward the
promulgation of an over-all, final solution of the problem of displaced
persons, but it would be remiss if it failed to emphasize the need for

leadership by us to assure success in such a conference.
There are measures pending at this time before the Congress relating

to the admission into the United States of certain numbers of dis-

placed persons outside of regular immigration quotas for the purpose
of relieving the existing emergency. It is recommended that the
number of displaced persons admitted under such legislation, if en-
acted, be credited on any quota allocated to and accepted by the
United States in such an international conference.
The action of the Congress in accordance with such an international

conference would depend upon the agreement undertaken by the
United States representative, subject to congressional approval at,

such conference.
The impact on other receiving nations, however, of the prompt

passage of emergency legislation to admit displaced persons will be
decisive. The early admission by the United States of significant

numbers of displaced persons will be just the leadership needed to

make the international conference succeed. In addition, it will avoid
some of the inequality created by present displaced persons recruit-

ment programs of other nations and save the American taxpayer a
great deal of money in costs of displaced persons' care now being borne
by this Government.
What the States can do.-—The broad question of policy in the ad-

mission of displaced persons as immigrants to the United States is, of

course, completely within the jurisdiction of the Federal Government.
The question of the distribution of such displaced persons and the
conditions of their resettlement, however, involve the member States
of the Federal Union. In anticipation of the admission of large num-
bers of displaced persons a commission appointed by the Governor of

the State of Minnesota and consisting of leaders in church, labor,

agriculture, and welfare groups has already begun a survey to deter-

mine local needs for new economic talent and to plan for the fitting of

the immigrants into local conditions.

This action sets an example for initiative by the States in con-
tributing to the solution of the problem of displaced persons. The
possibilities of fitting such occupational types as apprentices and do-
mestic servants into local economic needs present an opportunity for

planning to the individual States as well as to the Federal Government.
In this connection the subcommittee also takes note of the law en-

acted this year by the Legislature of the State of Maine to establish a

Maine Development Commission to arrange, through negotiations

with the Department of State, the Department of Justice, and the

United Nations, for the settlement in Maine of such displaced persons
of Baltic origin as are able to buy or as may have bought for them
private property within the State. It is to be noted that the law
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specifies that it is not to be construed as discouraging immigrants of

nationalities other than the Baltic nationalities.

The need for public understanding.—What is there for the American
public to do? It can revise certain of its judgments brought about
by remoteness from the problem.
Many persons in the United States lack a proper appreciation of

the problem of displaced persons in Europe simply because the
problem has invariably been discussed in terms of over-all figures

rather than in terms of the individual values involved.
To see the displaced persons in their camps, to observe the coura-

geous efforts of most of them to maintain dignity in the face of the
most trying limitations, is to learn that most of these people, given
an adequate approach to the solution of their problems, will be an
asset and not a liability to the western world. These people are not
subversives; nor are they socially unworthy people. They are demo-
cratic and profoundly interested in settled lives in an individual
economy. They are mostly young and skilled. Practically all of

them want to work. Most of them work diligently now at what-
ever tasks are afforded them in their meager environment.
An opportunity for the United States.—The United States is losing

the opportunity to obtain much needed immigrant material by delay-

ing enactment of a special immigration statute for resettlement of

displaced persons. A lack of imagination or a heritage of old pre-

conceptions about immigration should not be allowed to blind the
Nation to such opportunities as, for example, uniting displaced

persons with their close relatives in the United States, obtaining
displaced persons with special skills and aptitudes where needed, or

of gaining great numbers of people of proven hardihood for settling

in our sparsely settled areas like our strategic frontier of Alaska, where
fewer than 100,000 people live in a domain of nearly half a million

square miles.

Above all, the United States should take pride in the high moral
position taken under its leadership in establishing the principle in the

handling of the displaced persons problem that persons having legiti-

mate fear of political or religious persecution in their homelands will

not be compelled to repatriate. This principle will redound to the
moral credit of this Nation historically, especially if alternative

solutions can be found. We have accepted the humane principle

that no displaced person should be forced to return to his home-
land. We must, therefore, equally assure those who cannot go home
again that they will not be condemned to a living death but will be
resettled where they can find a home and peace.
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